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INTRODUCTION

In 1977 the U.S, Office of Education, Handicapped Children Early'
Education Program (HCEEP) supported the Cantalician Center for Learning's
application for a three year demonstration grant to develop an education
model for families and their at-risk or developmentally delayed infants.
We called it the Family/Infant Program and focused on enhancing the
growth and well-being of handicapped and at-risk infants by helping
family members become more effective caregivers and teachers of their
infant. Our efforts have met with success, and today the program continues
with support from state and county funds.'

//

The three years of program development were -at once eye-openin_g Knd
challengfng, frustrating_and _rewarding. We have exceeded our original
objectives yet the processes required to accomplish that seldom were easy
and *all too often made us painfully aware of unanticipated .and overlooked
programming'needs. So we spent considerable time reorganizipg and improving
most aspects of our program. Today we feel very good about the Family/Infant
Program's development and more than ever subscribe to our original belief it
that,a family centered approach will enhance educational intervention with
handiCapped and at-risk infants.

This is the project's final report. The first section describes the
target population, provides a brief history, and Outlines a statement af
philosophy. Its'purpose is to provide perspective. Th2 second section
ilescribes the program and a variety of program outcomes and products. The

.section presents data that document program efforts and describe
change in 'program parttcipants% Documents 'and materials from all program
areas are appended. Included are brochures, papers, polic 'and procedure
statements, forms, evaluation materials, examples of vario curricula, and
dillseination products. Most are in'their final form but few are still
being re'ised. The program is ongoing.

-
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Target Population

PERSPECTIVE

A \'
The Family/Infant Program serves both infants and their families

To be eligible infants must exhibit developmental problems, developmental
delay, or be considered at risVfor developmental delay. While this is
a very broad criteria that results in a varied popuatiOn, in practice a
large majority of the children have been identified as mentally retarded
or muTtiply handicapped. We define "family" as any individual who is, a
significant part of the child's social environment and is in a position
to be a natural educator of the child. Mother and father, brothers and
sisters are all included and so too are grandparents, other relatives,
babysitters, neighbors and family friends.

1

Enrollment requirements serve to further delineate our population.
The-family must indicate a desire to raise their infant at home and express
willingness to participatq in planned progrWm activities.

. The infant must be 1 ss than 30 months old at4enrollment and exhibit
dev-41ppmental problems, de elopmental delay or be considered at risk for
developmental delay.

In addition, a physician must have consulted with the family about
the child, a medical, diagnostic report must accompany the application, -

and a standardized infant assessment instrument must be administered to
the child at the Center or elsewhere.

.H4story

Family involvement, cooperative programming,And-carry.4Dver to. the
home have been important elements of programming at the' Cantalician
Center for Learning since its fodnding some twenty-five years ago. Oyer
the years, of course, such efforts took many forms. At first working
with families consisted of scheduled_parent-teacher conferences where if
parents' asked fo advice about at-home problems,teachers would make
suggestions er refer the familY to an administrator or the psychologist.
Mostly, -however, parents iiitened and,teachers-focused on the child's
performance-at school.- In time such were supplemented by t- .

large group meetings where a profeisional would talk with family mgMbers At

about problems that were shared by many. Legal problems, medical problems
discipline,. eating, and toileting were among the many things, that were
discussed.

But parents kept telling the'stafff they needed more than this.
They needed help with all kinds of specific koblems, and they needed
it earlier and outside the traditional school-age, school-day model.
In 1971 the Center responded with its Community Teacher Program which
was designed to foster greater home-school cooperation and to help

-2-
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FIGURE' 1

.

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

EARLY EDUCATION TEAM:

Advisory Board

Executive Director

Assistant Director

Satellite
Program

Program Coprdinatur

9

*Holy Angels
*Jesse Nash Health Center
*Lackawarina Health-Center
*University of Buffalo

Early Childhood Center
*West Side Health Center

Center
Program

tFamily/InfSnt Program.
*Noriambulatory Class (1)

*Toddler:Classroomt`121
*Preschool.claSses (4)**
*Guest Nursery
*Community Teacher

. 1 '1

Specialized
Family-Program

O

**A! pre-school class forchildren who exhibit autistic-like behavior 'is

coordinated with this team, but belongs to the autistic team.

ROTE:.While the Family/Infant Program encompasses the Family/Infant Pi-.og'ram,
the-Nonambulatory Class, and the Toddler Classrooms, we typically.
refer to them as separate units to emphasize the different populations
they serve.

A
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-parents who-warited to become more effective at-home_teachers of their
.soAool age children, The Community Teacher Program was-designed to be 1

a highly formalized, primarily at-home teaching program that relied
heavily on the work of Patterson. (1968) ag.d.Becker (1971). With only,.
minor modifications that program exists today,

.

5
.

I C.,, -. .
.

The initial response to the-need for earlier programming took place .

in 1972 with the establishmeref\preschool,,elases which, incidentally,
were major users of `the Community Teacher Program described above. In

'1976 an infant program was instituted. In 1577 we formalized that effort,
called it the faMily/Infant Program, and'rece4ved siippget under the
Handicapped. Children,Eariy Education Program (HCEEP). The HCrEP involvement ,

and the generally'increasing support for early intgrAntion efforts have
resulted 'in a much arger6 diversified 'program that'we call the'Early4
Education Team. 6

_
...

--Today, the Carly Education Team consists of three keschool classes., .

serving 30 children, two toddler, classes serving 20 children, a non- , .

ambulatory class, and the Pamlly7jnfant Program which serves 60+ families.
,This core is suPpIemented by Community Satellite Center's that serve about
one hundred and forty families who do notneed'!or want the Center based .

prop ram and by the Specialized Family Program that-works with fifteen.
families headed by parents whohave a history of developmental disabilities
and who require a bread 6ase,of intensive educational services. In

addition, the Centei- has a preschool class for children who exhibit ' ,

autistic-like behaviors that is affiliated 'with the Autistie.Team tattier
than the Early Educgtion- Team. -

.

--
Today, the Family/Infant Program,operates as a sub-65th ofthe'

Cantalician Center's early education team 'which is outlined in Figure 1.
Its services are both integrated and coordinated' with the larger team
and with tie many other serVices piovided by-the-4Center. The Family/
Infant Program; for example, share% physical space and the services of
language and physical therapiits with other early childhood programs,
and its 'immediate supervisor, ttie school program.'s coordinator, js (

operationally responsible for all school programs.
.

, Formally, however, the Family/Infant Prqgram has three interacting`,
yet distinct, 'elements Galled the Center Programthe Satellite Program,'
and the Specialfted Family Grogram (see.Figure 2). The three elements
ate-builtupdh the'same.philotophical bp-e but have been differentiated
in order to be more respontive'to the ieeds df different'populations.
The.Center 'Program provides intense programming for family members and

,handicbpped infants .from' birth through 36 mtrntht. The.SateliliteAkers
provide infant screening'services and less intense educational programMing
for famflies.unable or unwping'to participate, in the Center Program. The
specialized family component:provides fbr families Where the infants'
parents have known historiesof developmental disabilities. Each of these
units is described, further in Section II.'

-4 -11
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FIGURE 2

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

FAMILY/INFANT_ PROGRAM

f

Advisory Board

Executive Director

SChool Program Coordinator

-Center \, _°_

Program

*Jesse Nash Heal th Center
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Philosophy

NF,

Baic Tenets - At its heart this program is founded on a belief in
family:infant education. We are certain that infant's respond readily
to teaching, and we believe that teaching children early both enhahces

emerging abilitieS and strengthens theft. foundation for later development.
In addition, we know that.child rearing practices are learned, that some
practices are more effective than others, and thatmany'families are-
seeking ways to be more effective caregivers and teachers of their children.

TWo additional tenets and what we' consider to be several desirable
. characteristics have influenced the developmene of the Family/Infant
Model. The two tenet's are:

1 While young handicapped children and the families of young
handicapped children have a variety o"-f complex needs, both.
have a fundamental need to.learn - to acquire knowledge and
torefine a whole range of behaviors. We intend to respond
to this need and so have developed an educational model -

in contrast, for example, to a medical or atherapeutic
model. Thus we will be concerned with learning and teaching.

.We' will focus on educational matters, view the world through
an educator's eyes, and be guided our decisions by an
educational viewpoint. Where this.is inadequateeor inappro-
priate we will seek help from others.

2 While the family has primary responsibility for its-children's
learning, well-being and growth, today all too often many
families of young children delegate that responsibility to
outside agencies and all too often outside agencies accept,

even encourage, such delegations. 'We will not do that.
Instead we will will support, enrich, and extend the family's
efforts to fulfill_itg responsibility as best it can. In the
Family/Infant Program this will mean working with the child
through and in cooperation with the family. It means that the
family's condition, style, and needs must be a central element
to all programs. It meansacting with Ipstraint.since the

=family will always be-the dominant member of the partnership.

Desirable Characteristics - Within the model, individualized programs
are designed both'for children and for farilily members, and while no two
programs are ever identical, we try to build certain desirable characteristics
into all programs. We think all programs, be they for children or for family
members, shoiild be focused, basic, concrete, sequen4ed, positive, consistent,
and flexible._ What we mean by each of these terms is explained below.

Focused. While people need to, learn many, many things, programs
cannot help them learn all things at the same time. Instead, for each
participant we focus on a small number of learning goals which have-the
highest priority.

Basic. To help us 'set priorities, we focus on basic behaviors which
means beginning with the first steps, and proceeding from the simple to the
complex: We are most concerned,with developmental areas where growth is-

, 4
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most discrepant from normal. Furthermare, since we see strong bonds
betweenjhe' infant and family members as a basic requisite for long
term'growth, efforts_to enhance family-infant bonding premeate the

. curriculum.
t

Contrete.' Being toncrete,'explicit, and specific makes it-possible
' to be:clearer aboUt what we are trying to do. Thus we are better able

plan and to monitor prOgress, to decide'about SuccesA, and to
communicate with each other. While we Are comfortable with general long,
term goals like "being independent, " ,the day-to-day tasks on which we work,
must be concrete, observable behaviors like, "grasps a spoon," "attends,",

'"says ma, -ma." . .

'Sequenced. There is order in learning. Long term growth is-Planned,
by4startipg where an individual is and from that point following a seOlitce
of small'tasks that leads to the long term goal. earnYng tasks then are
not isolated events; they are part of a continuum which depends on earlier
learning and contributes to,future,progress.

,

Positive. While pgramount concern is with developmental distrepancies
and ameliorating ar preventinghandicdpping Conditioni, pakticipants are
viewed, in terms of, what they can do. Being positive'also
positive instructional methods and avoiding aversive programming. Children
and family 'members wo ,zk at tasks and leVels where success .occurs and rewards
,and 'positive feedback are abundant. When success does not. occur as planned,
;the explanation for.that is not attributed to deficiencies in the learner.
Instead we examine what we have done. Our objective, 'for txample,- may have
been inapprOpriate, our plans not the best, or our carry-through deficient.

Consistent. The staff, family members, and all others who work with
the child shOuld know what, is being worked on and how-programming is to
be carried out. Consistency in prograMming over time, place, and people
is a goal toward which we strive.

Flexible. Choice is important if the program is to be responsive to
individuals and so ,a variety of options is available to children and families,
There are formal teachinfsAsions, demonstrations, observations, meetings,

'conferences, self-study,'practice sessions, informal gatheringS and social
events. Participating families do a great deal on their own; many help
each other, and some rely greatly on us. The children also have'a variety
of options that are plennci cooperatively following assessment.

1



CENTER PROGRAM

!--Structure

The Center.program has four units: the Infant, Non-Ambulatory, and
Toddler ProgrOs plus the Guest Nursery. Participants in the program
belong to-one of the first three programs ajadmay, over, their stay with
'us, belong to all three. The Guest Nursery serves all elements of the
program. In addition, psychological, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, language therapy, and. audiological services are provided. A

community.coordinator acts as liaison with the community and has particular
responsibility for helping families move into and out of the program.

The Infant' Program Serves handicapped and at-risk children from birth
to 36 months. 'It is the program's entry point and families stay enrolled
for as long as,.they need and 'wish to have intense services. Children and
,family members attend from three to five days per week.

The Non-Ambulatory Program is for children from 18 months to 5 years
of age who experience considerable difficulty with independent movement.
Family members whose children enter the prograM may receive in'tense
services should they need and want such programming but most of them attend
weekly or bi-weekly plus participate in a variety of spetial programs.
Children attend five days.per week.'

The Toddler Program serves children from18-to 36 months who demon-
strate independent ambulatory skills. They attend. daily. Most of their
families have already passed through an intensive programming phase and
are in eithemaintenance or followup status. Family members, therefore,
attend much less frequently than do families in the infant program.

Staff Organization

The Cent r staff is'organized by _team a d level. Teams are composed
of at least e teacher, a teacher assistant'tind a parent staff member.
Families are ssigned to teams and depending on the schedule and pro-
gramming it is ted that team members are sufficiently familiar with
their assigned families to be interchangeable for at least short periods.
Formally, teachers -head each team and are responsible for program planning,
implementation, and change. Assistants do a lot of the data gathering,
demonstrating, and material preparation. Parent staff do eukch the same
with particular responsibility for affective support and coping..

In practice., team roles break down. For example, a stranger viewing
the program would often find It difficult to identify who are the teachers
and who are the assistants. Joint responsibility and interchangeable staff
prbgramming also tends to be more a paper definition than reality. Individual
staff members anti families pair off and establish a continuing relationship.
This is much more characteristic of actual programming' than is exchange.



r,

The staff is organized in fourievels. The first level is compo;ed
of teachers, teacher assistants, and the parent staff who provide the
bulk of direct services to families and children. Their job descriptions
are appended. The teaching staff is-backed by a support staff that includes
language specialists, occupational and physical therapists, a psychologist,
an audiologist and the whole range of other supports available in most
schools. These personnel may deliver direct services to children and their
families or they may consult with teachers. The third staff 'revel is made
up of administrative,, supervisory people who help things run smoothly, see
that the program is on task, and coordinate efforts within the team,

between the team and the rest of the school, and between the team and
services outside the school. The,fourth level consists of consultants who
are brought in as needed. They provide perspective, link the Program to
new ideas, and help solve particularly perplexing problems. 1,56luded

among the consultants have been curriculum specialfsts, behaviorists,
early childhood educators, special educators, clinical psychologists, and
medical doctors.

Curriculum

There is no pre-school curriculum that covers the wide variety of needs
that characterize families and children. Our strategy, therefore, has been
to accumulate commercially available programs and materials, to organize
these materials so tRat they are accessible in some reasonably efficient
way and then to use them as publislied or modified in'whatever way we see
fit. The result is a file of some 800 dog-eared cards, clippings, and
other materials that lack formality and originality but is very serviceable
and surprisingly efficient. Examples can be found in the appendix.

A curriculum is more than a -series of learning activities. Equally
important are the pldnning procedures that lead to selecting learning
activities; the manner in. which learning is conducted, and the things
that are done to support decision making about progress and program change.
Each of these/undertakings is described elsewhere in this report. See the
_appendix forrIEP and objectives selection materials. Previous introductory
materials c4scrites valued characters ics, and later in the data section
there is aidiscussion.of our monito ng procedures.

Family E ucation and Training

Aearning.by doing is the central approach t skill training with
famil members. Skills to be learned are first nodeled by teachers then
fami y members practice the skills while teaching their infant inIthe
cla room under supervision by program staff. Finally, family members

'-hel each other and act on their own. As the families become more confident
an _skilled they will institute and carry out the whole process with little

no direct involvement by the professional staff.

On a less formal basis there is an,almost constant exchange of information
about handicapping conditions, child development, learning and coping. Families
are introduced to each other, space is arranged to further exchange, informal



contact is built into,the 'schedule, resources and materials are available
close at'hand: FriendshifA and supportive relationships are the result,
so too is an enormous amount of informal learning.

4,
Parent-only meetings are also held on a regular basis. Parents are,

expected to attend a specified number of such meetings which grow out of
parent requetts and'are typically planned by parents. Visits from

. physicians and attogneys and presentations by veteran,parentscare
especially reque ed. Discipline,, testing, community service, nutrition,
and a program o erview have been favorite topics.,

Independent learning,is encouraged through the use of units which are
perhaps composed of articles, pamphlets% bocoks, tapes or recordings devoted
to specific topics. To. kits include: deVelopmental delay, cerebral palsy,
physical handicaps, Down's syndrome',.sensoroy\impairments, general child
development, ,testing, legal aspects, community services, prematurity,-
positioning, nutrition, pediatrics, motor development,and language.

Home instruction is avaIlable for families experiencing very difficult
transportation problems or for infants unable to attend the Center for
periods of time because of medical problems.

Program Phases

The Center program is organized into an intake period and four phases.
The intake period is a start-up time that provides the foundation for
continuing involvement. The phases reflect the degree or intensity of
family involvement in programming. (See Figure 3.)

During intake our goal is to help the family learn about the, program
and to enable the staff to learn enough about the family and child to make
initial programming decisions. Basically, we want to know whether or riot
the program is the place for this family, and will we be.able to deliver the
services-needed? If the family and staff decide that the answer is ."yes"
we then must decide where and how to start.

Parent spaff 'are particularly important during the intake phase. They
meet with family members, introduce them to the staff and to other families.
They discuss the program and answer questions.. They help collect diagnostic
information, conduct pretests and complete the family needs assessment.

Phase I is the most intense intervention phase. It is a six to ten
week period wherein one or more family members bring their infant to the
Center for two hour work periods. While the attendance goal is five days
a week, only a few families manage that schedule. A more typical pattern
is three days per week. Evening sessions and Saturdays are scheduled in

offer to-ae-CoMifibate-Workiiig parents,' especially fathers, and to match
some infants' sleeping/wakinOschedules.

1"
1.
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Orientation

FIGURE 3

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Scheduling

Duration

e'

Freq6encY Goal

Intake

:S: PHASE I 6-10 weeks Daily

30 Teaching Sessions 'Conducte
30 Parent Tasks Completed

Conference Plan for greater family independence.
'Post data collection. Plan for next
20 sessions or plan for next level of
programming.

PHASE II 7-12 Weeks 3 Days per Week

20 Teaching Sessions Conducted
Conference Plan for greater family independence.

Plan r next twenty sessions or plan
for ext level of programming.

PHASE III 10-14 weeks 2 pays Per Week

'20 Teaching Session Conducted
Conference Plan fdr greater family independence.

Plan for next 10 sessions or plan for
next level of programming.

PHASE IV ''

10 Teaching Sessions Conducted
Conference

EXIT

r-.

10 -14 'Weeks Once a Week

Decision making. Plan for program
continuation or outside programming.

0
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Infant and family programs are developed and implemented. While
considerable variations in programming across families characterizes this
phase, each family contracts to accomplish a gistriTum of 30 tasks during
Phase I. 7asks" include participation in assessment sessions, IEP
development-, data-collection and parer meetings as well as specific
skill enhancement programs, unit comp etions, and knowledge acquisition.'

As the infant kes progress and the family accomplishes its goals,
_staff members talk ith the family about moving to Phase II 'which involves
greater independence and perhaps less frequent family attendance. This
means less teacher control' and strucuture and more family initiated'

,'plinning. They may decide /,their own goals and often work alone or with
,another family insteadof)being supervised by the teaching team.

Phase-progressiochas to be flexible. It is understood that it is
a'function of family growth, not of function of infant change. As
families become more skilled-and confident, they become more independent.
and secure andrely less and less on staff input and support. They see
the staff more as consultants and less as teachers.of their infant.

Moving from Phase II through Phases III and IV is a weaning proce1
that requires attention and sensitivity to be successful. The task is
to make certain that families do not view phase movement as failure or
as an indication That they are not wanted. Rather, families must see
movement to less demanding phases as recognition of their growth. For most,

-vividly experiencing growth is so rewarding that moving toward independence
is not partiCularly threatening. A few, however, have been reluctant to
break away. We allow such people to stay on, cutting back maybe only a day
or perhaps reducing the amount of direct one-to-one teaching time with the
staff.

-J
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SATELLITE-CENTERS

Background

During tbiCe latter part of the Family-Infant Programs first year, a
review of the operation revealed that the,majorAy of the families

.

enrolled and attending could be characterized as white, stable and self-
motivated with a middle tolupper middle income and the means to transport
themselves to the Center. By'contrast, families who were enrolled but not
attending regularly often lived in low socio-economic a-reas of Buffalo and
had difficult problems in addition to their handicapped child. Coimpon

problems included.unemployment, no ready transportation, andeprqblems with
public assistance: TQ, better meet the needs of this group, programming was
modified and made more accessible by establishing outlying Satellite
Centers. -Basically we reduced the impacOT transportation difficulties,
became more credible to families by allying ourselves with an established
agency held in esteem in their service area, and were more flexibleand'
less demanding with program commi,tments.

*

General information About Satellites

Jesse Nash Health Center

, This is a comprehensive health care facility.located at 608 William
Street, in the east urban Ellicott DiStrict of Buffalo...The area is
characterized by urban blight, has a high percentage of blacks and
-considerable poverty. Service-s provided,at the Ofnter inelude: adult
and child primary' health care, maternal and.,infamt care (MIC)family

planning, nutritionaltcounseling, social services, Erie CoUntY Department
of Social Services Outreach, Erie County Public Health Nursing Services,
and Community ActionOrganization (CAO) branch service,

Lackawanna Health Center

This is a comprehensiVe,health care faility located, at 33, Wilkes -Barre
Street, in Lackawanna, bordering South Bufialo. The neighborhood is
bordered by factories and steel plants, a primary. economic focus. The
community is composed of a variety of cultures: Arabic, Black, Caucasian,
and Hispanic with-arelativelyhigh level of laTte.rty.

The Center hoUses a variety of services including adult and child
primary health care, a well:child clinicsocial services, nutritional
counseling, CatholicChar;itids outreach, and podiatry.

West Side Health Center. T-

This is a comOehensiVe health care facility located at 102 Maryland
Street, in the, lower West Side of urban Bdffalo. The area- has 'a highly
concentrated population of Hispanfc, White, Native American, Italian

.,and Black heritage, characterized by a disproportionate number of .

#
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unemployed families receiving, Erie* County Public AsSistance.v.
#

The Center' s service include': adult and child Reiglary health
care, maternal and infant care (MIC, family'planniri.g4social services,
dental serviCe:,- nutrition and drug, counseling. The Pediatric Cl inic
is operated anti staffed' by 'tuffalo Chil dren"s:HOpAal

University -of Buffalo'Early Childhood Center-

This is a day care program_ loCated iin'the'University of 'Buffalo
Campus in a suburban area some distance cfr4in',th& Center: While this
satellite is not typical of our oth9r satellites,' deciiled to
establ ishk a goperative program' tierer beceilse of ,the research and
.training opportunity it provides. 5eryces proided at the Center
tnEilde screening, an extensive edu.cationYi/day care- program, parent
training and counseling and referral.

a

Conduct of the Health Center Satellites'

Cooperative Arrangement: Each health' center was approached with an
array of service options.: Each stated a particular need:'

7 ,

Jesse Nash 'Health 'Center a

1. To administer the -Denver Developmental Prescreening Queitionndires
to all,children under 31/2 years_of age registergd at the Pediatric
CliniC with follow-up and ongoing -teiyice-as ilixlicated from the
result (a score lower than eight of ten age appropriate develop-
mental items).

2.. To establish ongoing contact witi20AaMilies referred by the
,Pediatric staff.

Lackawanna Health Center e

s
. .

1. To administer the Denver Developmental Screening Test to children
referred by the pediatric staff]:

.

2. Jo f011Ow families on. a more fr,equen_tibatfs -than-routine pediatric-
-----appuintrit-sIS- indicated by referr'al frOm the pediatr-ic staff

and/or the result of the Denver Developmental Screening Test.

West Side Health Center

1. To follow families on-an ongoing basis as ndicated by referral of

from the pediatric staff or social :tervICes:c.

Each Health Center was requested to .provide the following:

,

1. Space to carry out services (one small rpom required). and to store
materiaAs. (Several boxes of curriculum- parent education material.)'c.

-2. Access to review and record serVices,provided. in the-child's
medical chart.

3. 'Conference time, as needed, to .4uiew Caseload.
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Services Provided
MIK

preicreening and/or,. screening ofchild development:

1.' Denver Prescreening,Dgye opmental Questionnaire (DPDQ)
2. Denver Developmental.* eening Test (DDST)

Observation of parenting skills:

.1, ParentProgressInventory (PPI), adaftation.

Individual Goal Planning for Child and Parents.

\.
1. .Individual (pertaining to goals) play activity 'suggestions for

child. L

2. General (related to developmenta age) play- activijy suggestion
for child.

Refeeras, as necessary and appropriate, to community service
agtncies (as related to PPI and Goals for Parents).

.

A Typical Program Activity Sequence:

1. Referrals are generated from the pediatric and social service
staff through written referral or conference with the person
referring.

2. Child's medical chart isreviewed for background and application
tnf,ormatton.

3. Visit date and,time is arranged primarily by the Centalician
Center for Learning' staff trainer by telephone ff possible,
or a ote to the family. A home visit may be made without

aura .ement to establish contact.

4. The s aff memtier's idgntity s clarified 'and thepurpose;of
the visit /appointment explained.

-4 5. Needs survey is revtewed with the parent tel_prtsent_scope of
services: ,

Chfld's development is screened ('DDST) and observed by parents
and the trainer.

7. Parenting skills are observed (P.PI) as a guide. /".--

. 8. Individual goals. for the child are dtvgloped with the parents: .

9. Typical development -is discussed, emphasizing social and langu.age
development.

10. At-home activities are discus'sed within a- framework of the child's
developmental'age'and indivldual goals.,

e
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11. Information covered. during the contact is reviewed at the
conclusion of the appointment.

12. A next appointment is scheduled.

13. Contact is recorded in "Record of ContactS" indicating e
focus'of the contact, parent's reports, trainer's observations,
and follow-up required.

/
14. Periodically,6ertinent infor:mation is recorded in each child's

medical chart.

15. When the service is terminated,' parents are mailed an evaluation
form to report service imp@ct.

:Personnel

/
.

/

One staff member-and one parent assistant are involved in
Satellite services. .

Space

One small room is available for private consul
Health Centers.

I

4 .

ation at all

Policies and Procedures for Referrals and Contacts.wi/th Families

Health Care Center: All referrals. are initially accepted for
assessment by the staff trainer. Assessment includes at least
one contact Wtth the family at the'health center (applies to
all health centers) or at the family's home (West Side Health
Center only; due to time limitation at the Jesse Nash and
LackawannaHealth Centers, tome visits are not available).
Need, frequency,and duration of contact are developed with the
family based on the developmental status of the child and the
need fol- improved parenting skills. All families are coded as
high risk withFTT children, or registered as neglected or
abusive, are conferenced regularly (monthly pediatric-social
servtce JneetingLo_r_on_an as-need -bas-i s-wi th,_t he-person-who-
reicrred the family and the Community agencies involved.

Families: The teaching-learning format encourages parent
part=itipation as observers and reporters of their child's

,

development. ,Questions posed to parents are. designed to,-
encourage thaw, to discuss what their child experiences
throughout a typical day. The trainer provides background

r-- child development rationale to support the parents knowledge base,
and encourages a greater variety of stimulating,activities appro-
priate to the child's developmental age.

Materials .
,

.

.

For-Developmental Planning, these resources are used:

1 ,.
Fjrt Three Years of Life,'Burton White ,

.
Infant-Toddler Curricutum o the Brookline Early Education Project,

Mary Jane H. Yurchak-

4
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Time to Talk - A Guide-ti Normal Speecb and Language Development,
Vera'Berv, Project Main Stream Outreach

For Parents, these materials are distributed (as appropriate to need):
ow

MontIly Grow Charts (First Twelve Months of Life), Frank Kaplan
/Topics in Child Rearing (#1-8), Early.Childhood Research Center,

SUNY at Buffalo
Parents Guide to Pre- Speech and Language Development, Suffolk

Chapter ARC

When and Hkttio Discipline, LecSalk,.Ph.D.
Keep Babies sy, PAR Leadership Trgfling Foundation
Kids Copy Their Parents, PAR Leadership Training Foundation
Soul Mother, PAR Leadership Training Foundation
When Kids Fight Over Toys, PAR LeaderShip"Yraining Found tion
Developmental Progression, Virginia State Department of alth

-17-
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SPECIALIZED FAMILY PROGRAM
. (

. .

Program DeV'elopMent: Accomplishments
, .

. . ..

Thq SpecializedFamily Program .(SFP) t% a legitimate, ongo4ng program -

in Buffalo., From June 1979 to June 1980, 34 referrals came to the SFP from
special education prog?ams, early childho II II '4 t--hospital cl. inqs, end A^ "

child welfare-regencies. During the pro. . year : of the referred families
,

and their 47 children received educational,ecologically oriented programming

from the SFP. .Since'June 1980, under Cantalician,Center funding, the program
v.

has, continued and expanded its service - delivery capacity.

c
/

Staffing 0 A
.

. 40

sDuiing the final yearas'an HCEEP model,.staffing patterns were identical
to those described in the supplemental proposal. Half-time parepFofessionals

.
% served as direct service agents. under the direct- supervision of.the Program
Coordinator.

. 1 ,

4....-
, ..

.
,

...Over two .years we learned valuable information about staffing the SFP
Model. For one thing, there is a population of competent, in some cases well-
educated pedple who will work a half-time, minimum Wage job in the human
services. Both years, our newspaper advertiseMent for such staff brought in:. '

over 100 resumes. Oneof our "paraprofessionals" was several courses shy of
her MSW degree. Another was re-entering the work force, having at one-
time run a nursery school. With .ongoing inservice people like these"can
function as do professionals in family education.

It now clear to us that personnel are a critical variable in the
SEP or any other model serving multi-problem families. Working with marginal
families is a delicate job in which one must reacf.guickly-and %appropriately
to unexpected crises. Our'staff was given weekly practice in handling Linen=
ticipated.ptoblems: 'Those who. could "think on their feet" improved.regularly
and those who were not skilled in this area exhibited minimal improvement. (-7.

Furthermore, our experience over two years`was that the families trained by
staff adept at'thinking on their feet met a greater Rercentage of their family
gters than th families trained by staff less adept at thinking on their
feet. Given t s ndings, program developers should attend carefully to
the hiring prose s. Weould recommend-multiple interviews for prime candi-
dates. There must be some technique which allows assessment of a candidate'.s
unrehearsed interaction style addition to talking about issues, and experiences.

Our hiTing process, fop Year Two moved tptheedirectioil. Each candidate
talked with'the Program Coordinator and Consultant separately, then together .

with an emphasis on 'what mould Au do in this situation?" questions. We
wou1tIhave moved consideribly further in a third demoristration year, Setting
two separate interview dates, using role-play exercises, and perhaps observing
candidates interact with families-4 n- the center-based program,.

n
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With the right- personnel, the SFP makes a difference to families. With-

out the right personnel, it can add to the problems associated with fragmented
services which do not follow through.

A major accomplishment in 1979-1980 was to successfully initiate a team
approach to help the less skilled staff. A staff member with more experience
or skill was paired with the less skilled worker with a diffi'eult family.
Togethey, they met weekly for supervision with the Program Coordinator.
Oyer time, the more experienced worked did progressively less direct service
on the case and more of the.supervisiony The team approach had several
major benefits. It was viewed po4itively by all concerned, with the less
skilled workers reporting that,they learned a great deal watching their partner
and receiving immediate feedback. The' opportunity, to supervise is a powerful
incentive for competent people who are not well paid. In addition, two workers
were trained to supervise.

As a result of this expei?iment, staffing for 1980-1981 was changed
substantially. Supervision is now being shared by several experienced people.
Since the SFP was selected as a. practicum field site for the StateUnivOsity
College Department of Social Work, direct service.will be provided by
(handpicked) students completing.a full-year internship as well as by para-
professionals. Thus, without demonstration funding the SFP will be able to
expand and, hopefully, serve all eligible referred families.

Population

In two years, a total- of 30 families including 59 children participated.
Table 1 summarizes descriptive information. The fragility of these family
units is evident, even from these simple descriptions and the relatively
small'sample. Table 2 concentrates on services and the population of children
served.

Table 1: Basic Descriptions of the Specialized
Family Program Population (N=30) ,

Description Number Percent

Parents
. One Parent Familes

Two Parent Families.

Children
One child families
Two child familief
Three 'child families
Four or more child families

12 40

18 '
( 60

: 6 20.
19 63
2 ,7

3
_

EmploYMent
,

Families with at least one.parent employed 5 17
.Families with no active employment , -25 83
UnemPloyed families actively seeking

......... .

. employment. 14 56':

Race/Ethnic
, Caucasian 24 80

Black 5 17
Hispanic 1 .. 3

0' -192 7.

,
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Table 1 (Con't)

1 Description Number Percent

Income

Receive Public Assistance 25 83
Receive SSI 10 . 33

Imprisoned 30 days or longer within
Ylast two ypars 5 17

Active child protection cases
within past two years ,18 60

Multiple Agency Involvement 17 57
(Three or more workers who see a
familb, on a regular basis, not
.inclOing the SFP)

Table 2: Children of the Specialized Family Program (N=59)

Description Number,

Chil+en per family
Onp
Two
Three
Four or more

Childrens Ages
0-1
1 -2

2-3
3-5

5+

Schooled Children

School Aged Children in special classes

Ohiltien screened by SFP

Children identified as significantly delayed

Children with chronic health problems or
physical disability

Child
some

Child
as "r
"emot

en who have been in foster care at
oint

en mentioned in referral statements
tarded," "speech handicapped" or
onally disturbed"

6

19

2

3

16

.18

18

12

5

.4,00 5
ti

5

25

13

7

40

51



In a time of advocacy and expanding rights for handicapped people,
marriage, parenthood, a,nd raising a family are among the most difficult
to accept rights for adults with histories of mental retardation and
emotional disturbance. We believe(and have some supporting data) that
there are more such families than most people think exist. And there is'
every reason to believe their numbers will grow. In effect, whether or
not there should be such families is moot. They're here, the vast majority
are very poor and like most of us parents have had practically no effective
preparation for parenthood.

By definition children being raised j,n such families are "high-risk"
anda large population of them are handicapped under traditional definitions.
For the past two years-such children .and their families have been the
target population of the Cantalician Center's Specialized Family Program
(SFP) which is a component of our HCEEP model/demonstration project. So far
as we have been able to detprthine, the Specialized'Family Program (SFP)
is the only completed or third year HCEEP model with a specific design for
this target-population. Below are brief descriptions of some of the families
in the program.

Table 3: An Overview of the Families Served

Mother's History

Special EMR
classes - Buffalo

Father's History

Long-term institu-
tionalization in
State psychiatric
facility (12 yr.)

Children: Age
at Referral/
Characteristics

1 year, 6 months

Born with spina
Bifida, hydro-
cephalic

Referral Inforthation

8 active agencies,
5 homebased programs,
gross neglect of
basic child care,
Child Protection
active case

EMR Classes
Buffalo

Single parent
(19 yrs.,old)

21/2 years & 7 mos.

younger child born
prematurely,
deveTopmentally
delayed

Family Infant Program
saw need for generali-
zation of stimulation,

activities to_home'
setting

long-term (4
year) institu-
tionalization

min State
Development Ctr.

long-term (5 yr.)
institutionaliza-
tion in State

Developmental
Center

served 1 yeir
in ate prison°

2 years active with program
for retarded adults,

developmentally .05Orker saw need for
-ftlayed more intensive training
(mother now Child Protection Actii/e
pregnant) Case

EMR classes
Niagara Falls

Sing:le parent
(18 yrs..old)

8 mohths

(mother. pregnant

Voluntary foster care
placement, child
returned at age 1 yr.

Referred by Niagara Fal
Catholic Charities
worker
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Mother's History Father's History

Children: Age
at Referral

Characteristics

41-

Referral Information

Long-term (2 yr.)
in State Develop-
mental Center

Long-term (4 yr.) in
State Developmental
Center

3 yrs.

11/2 yrs.

6 active agencies
including,Child
Protection Sexvices,
5 home-based programs

3 years in State 2 yrs. in State 11/2 yrs.

Developmental Developmental_ 6 months
Center Center

oldest develop-
Previous marriage:. 1 yr. in State ) mentally delayed

4Child removed for Psychiatric
neglect Center

t.
8 mg's. instate
prison

referral to infant
program.by hospital
SociaPSeryice
Department, 5 active
agencies

3 short-term
hospitalizations
for depression,

attempted
suicide

EMR special class (4 yrs. old, in

preschool program
for emotionally
disturbed
children

111 yrs. old

referral by preschool
program, 5 active
agencies including
Child Protection
Services

EMR class no'background-
information known

2 yrs., visual

impairmenti ,

developmentally
delayed

6 mos. old.

Family-Infant Program
saw need for intensive
at-home services based
on erratic participation

2 yr. institu-
tionalization in
Developmental
Center

single parent

4 mos. baby hospitalized for
failure to thrive,
5 active agencies
including
child protection

TMR classes special classes
. Buffalo

3 yrs.

1 yr.

both develop-
mentally delayed

EMR classes 3 terms in State 21/2 yrs.

and County prisons 111 yrs.'

short-term
psychiatric
institutionalization

referred by Child

Protection Services,
.7 active agencies

voA

Child Welfare, child
removed involuntarily,
returned'from foster
care, thus prompting ,

referral, 8 active
agencies, 5 home-based_.

2 yrs. in State
Psychiatric
Hospital '

I

2 yrs. - Child Protection Agencie

9 mos, permanent neglect charge
digmissed by courts,

.both develop- , children returned from
mentally delayed. foster care.

4
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Curriculum -vInfants/Family.,

Throughout its two year history, the SFP referred to the regular

Family/Infant 'staff for infant curricular programming. Our contribution
in this area was to bring troubled families into position's from which
they could implement suggested procedures with their infants.

The basic process of individualized assessment and 'goal setting with
each family remained in our self-evaluation as our strongest skill area.
The challenge with multi-problem fimilies isthat durApg a comprehensive
assessment a worker will be deluged with:unorganized'information and, often,
tens or hundredsof vaguely stated unrealistic goals. From this initial
information, the worker must assist the family to focus on several inter-
vention targets which are important, encompass the whole family and are
attainable. The following guidelines have been helpful in our efforts to
develop curricula for these families:

11,) Initial intervention programs should be concrete and their
objectives should be attainable in a relatively short time.
Learning to systematically investigate commaiity resources
such as day care or heating assistance monies is an excellent
starting program.

2) DO NOT ATTACK intra-family communication problems directly.
During Year One of the,SFP, intra-family communication -was
used as one of four curricular domains. During Year Two--,--it

was deemed not productive and eliminated. Of course;-communi-
cation problems are still addressed but they are integrated
into less threatening terms, mutually acceptable terms. A
common problem, for example, occurs in our behavioral parent
training programs. A child will be yelled at viciously by
Mom and simultaneously reinforced by Dad. Several'families
have made great progress reducing their inconsistency through
prd'grams to reduce bed-wetting or compliance problems of the
ckildren. One intervention plan even introduced a comp
of mutuall monitoring by the parents to ensure consistent
for a child target behavior.- Phased as a component of a
program aimed at the child, mixed communication patterns and

, inconsistency can be programmed. Our experiences, however,
indicate that our workers do not have the background and skill
to manage the resistance engendered by direct confrontation
of these problems.

3) D9 not establish _a goal for only one parent (assuming a tw9-
parent family). Include both in anyway possible, even the

P most minimal participation imaginable. A client father complained
- in great detail about hi§ filthy home and of his wife's respon-

sibility for the problem: Sy did not disagree. Further dis-
cussion brought out that his contribution to household cleanliness
was,to take out the garbage. An increased frequency of garbage
removal was a prominent feature of the intervention contract.
Over time, he contracted to do several more significant things.

-23-
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4) The highest priority' goals are those which represent "common
ground" in the family system. Thus, training may begin on,
secondary problems at the expense of more pressing concerns.
In the long run, however, this approach has facilitated more
family progress than attacking serious concerns, which for
whatever reason, are not a priority"Wone parent.

5) Do not force families into Child stimulation/education goals,
even if they appear critical to the worker. On the other hand,
require that at least one of the three or four top priority
objectives relate direCtly- to the1children. If child-oriented
programs are pushed_at families, they react by,participating
sporadically or not at all. A better approach is to win their
confidence and begin integrating ongoing activities which the
parents perceive to be important.

6) Take the time to work out evaluation criteria which,the family
understands: In a multi-problem situation, it is critical for
workers and family members to know when -small gains have occurred.
Thus, the worker must assist the family to monitor progress.
In order to do this, they need direct, simple measures arid
initially, substantial support-and reminding to monitor those
measures. Simple, self-monitoring systems are programmatically
more constructive than sophisticated observational data cpllected

* by the worfer. (Although aofew families reacted positively to
graphed indexes of behavioral_progress put together by the
worker.). In the future, we plan to increase the'use of simple,
"hard" measures of outcome (e.g., school attendance, health
records of children, amount of food in house during random sample
checks, etc.) and simple self-recorded behavioral ratings by
parents. Traditional educational 'goals (t.e., acquisition
of new skills by.child or 'parent) can, of course, be measured
directly with criteria-referenced instruments. These evaluative
approaches are part of the curriculum if the family becomes_ _

involyed in. monitoring progress.

Curricular Innov don's in 1979-80 Program Year

Picture Albums. Using materials donated by the Polaroid Foundation,
we tried a photographic approach to instruction with several parents._
Initially we planned to present photographic models of target behaviors
and,eventually, pictures of the parents matching the modeled response. .

Our results, however, were better by simply using pictures of the parents
successfully completing various tasks or sub-tasks. It is not clear how
the pictures affected acquisition-, as there are-no-cantrolltd data isthich-
compared this technique with traditional instruction. All programs which
included the photographs were'completed to criterion and were viewed as
most positive experiences by the parents.

Parent Group. For a four week trial period, we.in0.,ted specialized
family clients to a weekly early evening group meeting. 4 supplied trans-
portation and child care. Attendance ranged from 90 to 100%percent, a
most Unusual and positive figure_for this pixilation.

32
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Although SFP staff provided suggestions'as necessary, the agenda
was left to the group. The families decided J) to have a Christmas
party; 2) to organize a social outing; and ,3) to spend a session talking
about mutual problems with children and sharing information about
surviving in the welfare system.

Two meetings were rated by the parents as productive and satisfying,
and two were rated negatively. Our owrOnexperience organizing groups
was evident and, according to staff consensus, was a major factor in the
group's deCision to terminate.

Several friendships sprung up from within the group. Two families
renew4d ac uaintance from their days. in the state school, and two "either
pairs of fa ilies began'to visit each other. This was viewed as a signi
ficant outco e considering the typical isolation ofjhe target population.
We concluded hat groups have great potential in combination with
individual zed programming for developmentally disabled parents'. Plans
for 1980-81 include structured parent training groups and social groups
which meet in various families homes. The families' hunger for peer inter-
action was evident. There are some real difficulties in facilitating /en
their, social organization. Dependence on staff-provided transportation
works against continuing the social network. Too much staff-imposed structure

restricts:natural relationship building but too little structure leads to
chaos..;In addition, there is a need to integrate SFP clients with non-
handicapaped parents, yet make the situation comfortable enough to promote
social network building. Much remains to be done in this area of programming.
ft,is an area which should not, however, be neglected, because of its
potential for long-term support of fragile families.

During the 1979-80 year, we introduced several client families to
ongoing self-help groups for abusive parents. In order to get the families
to attend, the worker had to accompany them to the first meetings. In

three cases, the self-help groups were able to accommodate'our families
and make them feel welcome enough to _return. Our group effdrts will not _

attempt to duplicate what these groups already do so well. We will continue
to use programmatic effort to help our faMilles avail them4elves of existing
community resources such.as t4e self-help groups.
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PROGRAM PRODUCTS

Overview

The Family/Infant Program has generated a variety of products,
position papers, and process documentation. Here we will introduce'
the reader to the materials which themselves are appended to this
report. The products are described using the following categories:
Family Training, Infant Training, Speeialized Family Program, Community
Satellite Program, Program Developmentond Dissemination.

FamiliTraining

r

A primary program objective is that each participating family become
effective caregivers of their child. The,attached materials were ddveloped
by the Family/Infant Program to assist in meeting this goal. The materials
are organized into three categories: Family-Intake Evaluation. and
Procedures, family Curriculum,,and Family Program Activities.,'

.Family Intake EvalUatioh and Procedures 'Appendix A). During the intake
process sensitive. information is shared.and exchanged betWeen the family and
staff members. At this critical time we ley.< about each other and build
the foundation upon which future, programming is -based. At the-time of entry,
parents are asked to complete evaluations of their knowledge of infant .

develowent, of Lheir attitudes toward caring for an at-risk child, and
about'their perceived_coping behaviors. family members are also interviewed

, to ascertain needs and to provide input into planni servic s they would
find useful. The teacher and family members then pl n an in ividualized
participation programthat includes teaching session famil meetings,
and special areas of involvement. Each family is give n orientation
notebook containing program policies and protedures and a program. calendar.

The following materials were developed to facilitate intake an& to
evaluate the family participation. Examples of each are'found-tn-Appendfx-A-

a. Family Orientation Notebook- This notebook is used to introduce
the Family/Infant Program. Each family recei*es one upon entry into
the program...

b. Father Planning Questionnaire

c. Sibling Participation Questionnaire - Both fathers and siblings
are encouraged to be active program participants. These.are
examples of commitment forms for participating in program
activities. Special "Dad's Days and Sibling Days" are scheduled
to accommodate the times of these family members. Our program
has made considerable efforts to'include fathers th all aspeCts
of the program.

. '_Parent /Family Sheet - As part of the intake process, family
members plan schedule of teaching sessions, special meetings,'
.and parent- o-parent conferences. This form is used to,record
family members' participation during the program year.

3ot
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e. Father/Infant Record,Sheet---The Family/Infan t Program regarqs
fathbrs as competent caregivers whb are important participants
in early intervention of their at-risk child. This checklist
enables both father and teacher to maintain arecord of the
father's participation.

f. Early Child Care Attitude Scale

-g. Parent Knowledge of Infint Development
4

h. Family Members' Self-Assessment of Caretaking 'Practices and
Knowledge of their Infant's Responsiveness to the Environment.

These three scales were developed to assess program 'effectiveness
in the area of family training. Each family is given these surveys for

ih,pre and pogt comparisons.

i. ,Program Planning Survey - The needs assessment survey is used
. to help families.developtheir family plan. a +4

Occupational Therapy Services Assessment - family members use a
.

form like this to determine their need for and to request supple=
mentary services from the program or frodi cooperative agdncies.

, Some families, forsexample, because of their special needs have
participated in) our program while aethe same e received therapy
services from the Children's Rehabilitation nit at §uffala' Children's

iHosptal." .
.,. .

'' , .

k. Release of Information Form

,

Family Curriculum (Appendix B). Developing a family-oriented curriculum
has been a major undertaking of this project. It has received ongoing atten-
tion in inservice meetings, staff reviews, model development efforts and cow-

_____sul_fing-ivisits. One consultant, Dr. Joseph Sparling,,had a major impact on
our. efforts.

.

'.

What we hive developed is designed for program use and not for
dissemination by publication. 41 dray -on numerous resources which are
adapted. within Sparling's recommendations to fit the specific needs of
various families and family members. On another level the curriculum
'forces the teaching staff to use family behaviors.as a Means of changing
infant behaviors. That is, the curriculum helps teachers coordinate.the

,things a family is learning or needs to learn with the things their child-1
.

4is learning or needs to learn.

M The materials in Appendix B are descriptive statements, exampleg
of pareq learning activities, and forms used by both family'melibers and
teachers to Monitor progreSs. Below are, brief descriptions of the documents-
included in Appendix B.

a. Familyiirriculum Project - Includesa'description of the
individAlized family curriculup project.and.a "representative
sample of curriculuwctivities. Additional activities are on
file and available upon request.

5-s
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or

b. Parents' At-Home Record Keeping Form of infant Behavior Changes -

Used to assess infant behavior changes and to. plan further family
and infant a' ivities. ...

,,,,,
.,

. c. Home Visit Form - khen family members camnot.attend the Center and
home visits are necessary for continued program participation,

. these ,Arms are used to record such visits by Staff. ,

.

d. Worksheet - Fadily Plan - In addition to the Curriculum activities
described in 'a'.above, the-program includes allti4ber of otber
options to support family learning. These -forms are used as
worksheets to.plan,how those optionS' will- be, organized and used
to meet-family-needs an4 expectations. . '

Family Program Activities (Appendix C). Insuring supportive staff-'
family, family-family contact is an important means of emotionalsuppoft as
well as an alternative,learning resource. In Appendix,C, Approkh to Affective
Programming outlines the maders approach to,the,former and Family Involvement:
A Framework outlines the modell'isThasic condition's by whiche try toenhance
family involvement in'programActivities.

.

Formally, the problem has relied Q19 regularly scheduled group meetings
to encourage famfilies to examine and discuss topics oteutual interest.
Many meetings are panned and led by inte'r'ested familyFMembers. Other
meetings are devoted to special topics selected by the family members which
are presented by-experts in the field. Some. topics, eeg., language develop-
dent, discipline, and coping strategies, have been requested repeatedly and
have been organized by our staff for.presentation in a'small group discussion.
AlOendix C includes the following samples of program topics and meeting
surveys:

a. Program Topic: "How to Choose an Appropriate Education Progam"

----b----Program--Topie: "Touch and -Feel

°

C. Information Handout for Family Meeting; "So You Want `to Know
How I Grow?" ,

/especially important for the parents of very you

,

N.. flcord- keeping is one'activity that the program staff feels is
young handicapped children.

A vehicle for encouraging and organizing record-keeping is included in
Appendix C. Also included is an approach to long range planning, an
undertaking we believe will benefit the families of handicapped Children.

/
.

/ .

Infant Programming (Appendix D). Educational programming for. infants
involves assessing the infants status, planning an educational program, . '.

implementing thisprogram, and then monitoring progress so thatthe ,

necessary fine tuning and subsequent program changesstan be made as,
effectively as possible. Appendix D includes examples of infant Oogramming

4

d. Survey Forms

3,6
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materials and resources-in the following areas: infant assessment, IEP
development, and resources. (For a discussion,of our monitoring'procedure
see "Evaluation of Infant Progress" which comes later fn the data-section.)

a. Infant Assessment - As part of the program's intake procedures,.
each infant/is developmentally assessed using the Bayley Scales
of Infant Development. These scales are standardized and effective -

instruments for assessing the developmental milestones of normal
infants. However, the scales lack the sensitivity neededTtb
assess the developmental progress of infants with handicapping
conditions. For that reason, the Vulpe Scale has been adapted
(with the permission of the authors) for use in program 'planning.
Activities in the infant curriculum file have been keyed to
Vulpe items for use in. program planning.' The Family/Infant
Rrogram's adaptation of the Vulpe Scale 4s in Appendix D.

b. IEP Development Appendix D includes two policstatements, a

relatively brief statement that guides the overall IEP develop-
-ment and a longer,,more detailed statement regarding-objectives.
The lengthier objective statement grows out of dur experience
that developing Opropriate objectives is the most difficult
part of an IEP. Acopy of the IEP-form is included along with
related worksheets.

t. .Resourc'es.- The infant curriculum consists of approximately
800 learning activities each directed'at a speci'fic developmental
goal. .Tfie curricular activities come from a number of sources
and have been continuously studied, revised, and reorganized.
Revision of the curriculum has been an ongoing part of staff .

inservice and a forMal review of the curriculum was conducted
by Dr. Joseph Sparling-on a site visit to *the' program.. Selqcted
samples of infant curr-icular.activitfts are Jridluded 4nAppendix
D. Additional infant curriculum items are in useand 'available v.
upon request.

-

Several areas of supplementary services including physical therapy,
occupational therapy, speech therapy, and audiology are available 4.47
infants enrolled in the Family/Infant Program.' Other services have b#en
made available through cooperating agencies. Following consultation with .

the infant's parents, the staff teacher requests the specific services
needed. Sample request forms for these services are-included in Appendix D.

Specialized .Family Program (Appendix E). The Specialized Family Program.'
described elsewhere in this report makes particularly vy planning and
coordinating demands on the staff. We need to be es cially clear bout
ohat the problems are, what we are tryingyto ao, and who else, (what other
agencies) is involved. Jr' Appendix E we include the variety of form we
use to help keep track of, things. Included also is an overview of th
famltes served and a summary of sample goals and plrams. A version of
a icture curriculum used with these parents is prese ted.

-29, 37. ./
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Community SatellitetProgram (Appendix F ?. The Community Satellite
Program is a distinct yet complimentary service provided for infants.
and their caregivers in an outreach program housed in several cooperating
agencieslo.the community that surrounds the center-based program. The
outreach effort has the same objectives as the tore program and also
operates within an individualized edPcational d velopmental framework.
Sample forms used the program are,- attached i -.Appendix F.

Program.Development (Appendix G). Thts a'miscellaneous category
that contei-nsfmaterials which do not easily fi the other categories in
this report.

Dissemination (Appendix H). Over the pa t three years. our
dissemination efforts took the forms of comm4 ity and professional..
awareness. Staff members, professional consu tants, and family members
have participated in paper and workshop presentations at meetings of \--.
the Council for Exceptional Children, New Yo k State Educatton,DjOsion
and the American Association of Mental Defic envy. Many of our staff
and'parents have presented workshops locally in the Buffalo area.

'Community awareness has been a continu
of,an effective community awareness program
program continuation and continuity. In a
presentations, our program has made use of
prbgram. WA have appeared on local televi
been featured. in several newspaper articl
show depicting the program components tha
and presentation to community groups.

us process and pedevelopment
has been essential for'
ditiom to group meetims and
the media to advertise the
ion and radio talk shOWsand

We aislide
'has been used in-shopOing mall

,

A successful component af'our communi*V relations program is directed
specificallyAXo_referring pediatricians., M.D.rs_who refer children to the.,
program-are 'Tint writteh followups of the child's progress. Brochures are'
sent to-each pediatrician's office describing the program.

ft This year has seen special effort hevoted_to developing V dad's
poster and a program process book. App dix H contains materials we '

have developed for dissemination. )Includ are two brochures, the dad's
'postAr and a rough draft copy of the progra process book which is presently
at the printers. We anticipate distrjbutio of this product will take
place within two months.

\

I

4
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Evaluation of Infant Progress

Evalua iuff of infant progress in the third year emphasized the
colittection.of dgoing child performance data, as well as the measures
we had previously used, Bayle*pi-e-pcist scores. Although 'data,
had been collected sporadically during previous semesters, the 1980 -

terms habeen characterized by an intensive effort to involve staff
and parents ih manageable but effective data-based instruction.

, Data-Based Instruction

Data Collection. "Catinuous measurement-of infant performance pre -

supposes --hat specific objectives have been targeted for,each infant's
instructional program.- That effort is one that we refined during, our .
first two years {See IEP, format In Appendices). ..Given these goals, as
well as accompanyiryistatements of expected criterion 1 evelsiiand the
steps toward the achievement of those criteria, appropriate measures
were selected: For our purposes, two primary kinds:of datawere

, .
co'TTected: - .

) Event or frequency recording involves the counting of distrete
occurrences of the target behavgior. The idata c ollection sheet on,

ithe following page was frequently used. For example, the-,graph
below Illustrates the use of event' recording to document progress
on the task of grasping and hcOdsing two objects for a period of
five seconds. The criterion was-100% oftrials over7three weeks;..
the last twe data points are. maintenance- checks.

) -

r

J
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A specific version of event recording which we found to be

especially helpful in documenting small points of progress on

a continuum of least to most assistance has been the summary of

"least prompts" data. The essence of this system all owing

the child the opportunity to perform. the task (or each step of

the task) independently, or at the least level of assistance

possible, on each trial. The levels of assistance which we .

selected include:

Self-initiates (spontaneous or independent performance)
C: Command only
G: Command and gesture
M: Command anaFilUdel

P: Partial physical assistance
T: Total physical assistance

For purposes of graphing, we summarized the percentage of trials

on which the child performed the target objective on verbal

direction (*C: Command only) or better (Independently). The graph

below illustrates the summary of least prompts data for one student

on the task of releasing objects into a container. The criterion

was 80% or better at the "independent" or "command only" levels

over two weeks; the final data point is a maintenance check. The

E. data sheet used to collect these data is included on the next

page (please note the self-graphing feature inherent in the format).
4 j

t
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Learner:

Instructors: -

Dates:

Materials:

PROMPT LEVELS'

S - Self initiates (spontaneous)
C - Command Only
G - Command and Gesture

.M - Command and Model
P - Partial 'Physical Assistance
T - Total Physical Assistance

Dates and Initials

1) SS S SS SSS**SSSSSSS
CC C CCCC,CCCCCCCC
GGGGGGGAGGGGGGGG
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
PP,PPPPPPPPP.PPPPTTT TIT TIT T.TTT T
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSScc C c ckccc--c-c C C C

GG'GGGGGGGGGGG-GG
MMMMI4MMMII.'MMMMMM
PPPP P PPP P:P P PpTT r T T TT-T T T T T T-T T

S S S, 5.-S S S S S S S S' S S_

CCC CC CC-CC C C C C C

GGGGGG,GG.GGG G G G

M M M M M M M M, M M M M M M MP'PPPPP,PPPPPPPPP
TT T T.T T-T T T T TIT T

4) S S SS SSSS-S
C C C C C C C C C C- C C C, C C.

GG.GGG.GGGGGGGv.GGG
iIMM.MeMMMMMMM'

P P. P PR PPPPP.P-PPP4P
TT T TTT T T T T TrIT

/
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..
. . .
Learner: PROMPT IEVELS

._.- .
Instructors: S - Self initiates (spontaneous)

Dates: To
C - Command Only
G - Command and Gesturet--Materials: M -, Command and Model

-P Partial Physical Assistance.
/' . T - Total Physical Assistance ,

Pe Ogram:
:

Dates and Initials

S S

c c

6)
. V.

G G G

t4.ti

P P P-

IT'T

S s S

C c -c c

G G G G

P P. -P \P
T TTT.TT

S S S

c c

G G G

P P P

T

S, .s S S sS.

C C t C. C

/G G Q G
t .,rcti

.

P P P p
T T T T T

C C C C

M M' M M M

P,PP'RP
T .T 1 . 1 T

S St S S S

SSSSSSS'SSSSSS,SS
CC,CCCCCCCC
GG-GGGG.GG,GGGGGGG
M M. M M M M M ti. M

PPP P'PPPPP f
T T T T . T T T T

SS S S S SS S S

CC`CeCC..CCCC'CCCCC
GG-GG7GGGGGG_GGGGG
M-MMMM M M M M

P P P P P P PiP
T,T-T T T TT T T T

S S ,S S S S S S S

C C .0 C C. C C C: 'C

G G G G G G f, G

'T M M M M

P P P -P P

T T T .T' T

S S SS
C C C C C

;G G. G G G

AMMMMMMMMMMMMMMPPP-PPPPPPPPPPPP
'T T T T T, T T. T T T'o T T T T T
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2) Duration recording involves measuring the length of time during which

the targeted behavior occurred. This especially has' suited-4ome of

our motor objectives, as illustrated below in the graph ofsthe

skill sitting supported at hips without throwing self back.

The criteria was 10 minutes or better over two weeks; the last

two data points are maintenance checks. -
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Jittlity of Data Collection Methods

Although there was some indication that theinterval measurement systems

may have been appropriate for some behaviors, they were not used extensively

or syst6atically. Both staff and parents found their use to be too

intrusive, since they relied
(0

n a time cueing system. Or; the other hand;

both staff and parents generally,found duration recording to be relatively

easy to use, both at school and home. Similarly, the event recording format

that involves coding "yes it '_happened" ( +,) and ".no it didn't happen" (-),

was found to be an effective means for both parents and teachers to docuth'ent

child performance.. The "least prompts" type data collection was received

less po,)/tfiVely by some staff a.s/Well as by most parents-. The main problems

noted with this system were (a) the lack of flexibility of the data collector

(parent or teacher) in choosing the key prompt levels relevant to the target

behavior (rather than using all-the levels noted on Our recording sheet);

(b) the difficulty encountered by some data collectors in recording on each

step of a task;and '(c) problems in interpreting the step-:by-stO data as

they are collected and "self-graphed" on our data sheets (in other words,

overall picture qA0411e child's performance on the task is not obvious, unless

the data are graphed in another format, Such as the graphing formats illustrated

4--

earlier in this section).
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Benefits, of Data-Based Instruction.

The data-based instruction strategies employed in the prbgram had -

several major 'advantages that over :rode-the relatively_minor problems

just mentioned. Briefly, they include the following:

1) be measurement. Parents 'and teacher employed the strategy of

"probing" to measure infant performani This basically,invOlved

setting up criterion - 'Ievel conditions, and letting the infant

perforM the task with the level of assistance expbcted at criterion.

The primary feature of using probes.that was helpful, given the

number and variety of instructional programs designated for each

infant, was that they were done xegularly and frequently (one to

three sessions weekly), but not necessarily daily. Since the

dOnditions in which probe data were collected were standard from

time to time (e.g. "criterion-level conditions"), and since probe

data were collected frequently, the assumption ts that they were

reliable measures, of developmental change overtime. The data

were, then, continuous but, not -daily measures of performance.

Most of the graphed data points represent a weeks levels of

performance. For example, if three probes were conducted on the

durition that an infant'stood unsupported, over the week,, the one

poih (28 seconds) that would be)graphed is calculated as follows:

. Probe 1 = 30 sec'.

Probe 2 = 20'sec,.. ,30 + 20 + 35.
Probe 3 = 35 sec. ,\ 3

28 sec.
.

,

The use of probes, then, minimized the patential,pressure of.
( , .

collecting data daily on each objectiVe, thereby allowing some

increased flexibility'in each instructional session for the teacher.

. and the parent. .

.

2) Individualization of instruction. Amijor emphasis of staff training

was the use of collecte'd data to make instructional.decisions.

Although inherent in our student population is variability (by
#

virture of their ages as:well as theirhandicapping conditions),

the patterns in the skill acquisition data we collected became the

0
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bases from which instructional decisions were viade. The following

"decision-point" type questions were stressed in the interpretation

of collected data in cases where there were no changes in' performance,

when a'n initially good performance deteriorated over tide, or when

progress was much slower than expected:

a) Are the data the best descriptions of the.behavi r?

b4 Are the consequences for the child's performapc of the
task adequate?

c) Is the instructional procedure appropriate?

d) Do the steps of the task need to be broken into smaller
gradations?

e) Are there othei: variables which are relevant? Can these be .

changed (e.g., instructional time, person who is the teacher,
etc)?. 4

f) Are prompts being used appropriately and effectively?

3) Reduced reliance on standardized measurement. Collecting ongoing

child performance data significantly reduced the reliance of staff

on standardized assessment (i.e., the Bayley Scales) and develop-

mental checklists (specifically, our adapted version of the Vulpe)

to, determine where an infant was functioning relevant to stated IEP

goal's. Although standardized instruments such as the Bayley hape

been important im.reeent years, in validating the 'impact of early.

intervention pr:Ograms, their relative utility in makingpost

instructional decisions in service programs must be diminished.

As indicated by-Hanson and Bellamy (1977): "...decisions must'be

made which require data not provided by .standardizedinstruments.

For examp1i a parent or treatment con ?ultant must decide whether

specific intervention techniques are having their intended, effect.

Similarly,, they must determine whether 0 specific set of steps is

in fact leading toward a defined objective. For these decisions,

data are needed which are more immediate and more specifically

related to the procedures used (p./52).

In our case the Bayley and Vulpe became-"Level I" type assessment

instruments. They provided a per,odic referent to the develop-

mental norm and Sequence, which in many cases prompted selection

of IEP goals. Detailed assessme t of infant performance on IEP

objectives, using task analyses or skill sequences, formed the

-37 4
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basisof our "Level*II" type assessment. Obviously, it is from

these more specific, baseline and acquisition measures that

criteria for IEP objectives were derived. These measures, then,

provided ongoing means of determining the effects of intervention

as related to child progress.

4') Facilitation of arent- rofessional artnershi The us(.of

performance data as one focus of communicatioq between parents

and teachers was an outgrowth of our data-based instructional

activities. For the'most part, it was clerly a facilitator

of communication about child progress, helping to reduce the

vagueness of "she's*getting better" to specifics of children's

actual performance. Progress toward stated IEP goals became

less professional "mystery" as parents could see change in child

performance. Many parents became adeptat collecting data,

especially in the Center. 'Particularly, for these parents, the

mechanics of using objective measVrement to make revisions in

instruction (strategies, objectives, etc.) became quite

Their role as "informed consumers" (Hanson and Bellamy, 197 )

of services for their children has not only kept us honest, but

i is having its impact as their children graduate and are served

by other local agencies.

Evaluation Efforts to Support Data-Based LAstruction.

The increased involvement of an evaluation component related to child

progress was operationalized in the 1980 semesters by the following:

1) The evaluator mgt weekly with staff to review data collection
. ,

procedures specific to infants' IEP goals.

2) Two Buffalo State College students volunteered to dp weekly data

summaries on graphs.

3) The evaluator regularly monitored graphed data to assist teachers'

in revising instructional programs based on collected data.

4) Each semester, the number of IEP goals achieved by each infant was

tabulated '(these data are included later.).

a
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Sample Data Summaries' \;.

Because the numbers of graphs for children enrolled in the program is

massive (8-15 per student), we have randomly selected perfoinmance graphs

for two of our students. They demonstrate more vividly the application of

the various data collection and graphing procedures Aescribed.earlier.

They also illustrate the variability of young handicapped children in skill

"acquisition.

These skill acquisition curves areobvioufly illustrative that, for

the most part, the childi.en were progressing in the targeted objeckives.

The rates of acquisition are not being compar, to any "norm", although

we understand that some comparisons of this type are being made on matched

pairs of handicapped and nonhandicapped infants in the Kansas Early Child-

hood Institute. Again, the graphed data have primarily been_of use in

monitoring whether our instructional programs are having me ,psurable,

positives impact.

Data-Based Instruction to Demonstrate Intervention Effects.

Because behavioral t-ha-hge-t-may occur; especially in infancy, toto

maturation, it is to the benefit of infant programs to demonstrate that

changes in'the target objectives were due to, the intervention. For that reason,

. we anticipated demonstrating programmatic iMpact by widely applying the. multiple

.

baseline research design to our instruction.. Basically, this involves-

establishing baselines on two Ojs more independent b viors. Intervention4
. is initiated on each behavior in succession; once impact is demonstrated on

the behavior previously'treated. Evidence of a.functional relationship

existing between the behavior change ind the intervention is presumed if

changes in the targeted behaviors do not occur until the, intervention is

begun, across multiple behaviors.

We have had very limited success in_using multiple baseline designs in

a broad way to.demonstrate the effects of our interventions. This can be

attributed to the following:
,

1) It,has been difficult for us to establish truly.idependent behaviors

across which to measure. They may seem somewhat off base, consideritftg

O 29
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the.thany different goals established for each infant. However,

when we attempted to select "unprogrammed goals" across which

to collect extended' baselines, itwap difficult to choose behaviors

which we felt would not b'e confounded by: (a) the apparent inter-

action of related skills; (b) the physical disabilities of many of
401-

our babies; and (c) maturation,

- 2) It has been difficult to collect"unconfounded" baselines, particu,

larly the extended baselines required of the behaviors later in the

multiple baseline sequence (e.g., those on which intervention is

withheld until change is demonstrated in the first'behavior(s) treated).

Agaft, we have collected data on many "unprogrammed goals" prior to

formally intervening. However, we have noted two related occurrences.

First, the "unprogrammed' objective(s) should be potentially as

equally attainable at the present time as is the targeted "programmed" -

, objective. Assuming this is the case, we found that once identified,_

the objective became a targeted one - not necessarily of staff, but

frequently of parents. In4ddition, even'if the skill was not

' directly targeted by staff or parents, we found that change

>L,, apparently occurred in some cases due to maturation and/or the

interrelatedness of the skill with other - skills being learned.
, -

This "clusteing"step-wise manner of skill acquisition is, as we

know, not uncommon a.s documented in 'the nonhandicappecliel nt

1

population.

A second occurrence which is related to the dffficulty.in collecting

extended baselines is our relatively wide use of the "least prompts"

procedure described earlier. If lea"st prompts assessment is used

from the outset, it is quite possible that learning may occur from

Day 1 on.' s unassisted (probe) trial is built into any "least-
/

prompted" s or task. However, once the child does not perform

..the behavior independently, the trainer provides the next least

intrusive level of assistance to see if the behavior occurs; the

entire hierarchy of designed prompts may be used, if the child fails

to perform with the lesser levels of aid. In reality, these levels

of prompts are assists. that are likely to teach the child, since

62
-52-
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repeated practice occurs withApecified help from the trainer.

Extended baselines with "least prompts" assessment'lave, in our

experience, had significant positive impact on skill acquisition.

3) One other problem we have had' in broadly applying multiple base,

line designs within our data-based instructional framework is

j. that our "treatment packages" typically vary across target

objectives. In other words, it is, rare that a standard inter-
.

vention be applied across several of an infant's 'goals.

F

The following graphs illustrate some,of our more successful attempts at

using multiple baseline evaluation across' targeted behaviors. In each -

case, the intervention consisted of the use of reinforCement individualized

Per child and task plus appropriate application of a "least prompts" training

.strategy to the behavior. Criteria varied somewhat across students, but all

fell within the 80% - 100% range, demonstrated over two consecutive' weekly

data points.
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Bp1 ey Change Data

As- mentioned previously; pre-post data.on instruments such as the

Bayley Scales provide a summative comparison as it relates to child
tchange on developmental milestones determined from non-handicapped norms:

To perform this comparison, the Bayley__Scale-s items were divided into

'41 the following clusters: Gross- Mortiii, Fine Motor, Cognitive, Language, and

SociayEmotional---. Change over the program year was analyzed by using a or-
tailed Sign Test to compare pre and post clustftr scores. The research

hypothesis was that, the median of the differences is positive for each,r-
cluster. ,The table below summa-riN the tests performed.

-Tabl 1: Summary Table of Sign Test Pre-Post Comparison
of Bayley Clusters,

a

Bayley Cl uster

Gross Motor

Fine Motor :

.,

Cognitive

Language

lig Social-Emotional 1

Total s

*e.is not calculated for Ns less than 25 (where N =- number of scores showing
change). .

Number ;
Showing
Positive
Change

Number

Showing
Negative
Change

Number

Showing
No

Change

c.

La

.

Probability

,

c9,

33

20

37

31

8

''

.

3

3

4

5

3

,

5

18

0

4

3D

4.61

° 5

. 4.1d7

<:009Q3

<.001*

<.000D3

<.00003

=.113

129 18- 57

These data support the contention that positive changes in
4
infants

tool') place over the program year. They, of course, do not control for

.maturation or a number of competing influences so it cannot be said that

thes'e data prove that the noted positive outcomey1necessarily resulted

ferom program intervention.
11,
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,

IEP Ilelated Oata'

Each' participant's IEP was 'examined 11-Kst to determine the total
numbe'r of long-term_ goals and shorrterm, objectives entered when the

'IEP was developed and then. at the year',s end to,cpunt ho ;I many of those
4 .

objectives were attained.
j Table 5: IEP'Data Sources..

,
Toddl er Infant' Total

Inattendance

not usatle*'
.Unable to locate IEP
IEP Transfer.to Toddler

.

16

-1

-1

+6

48

-16

-2

64

20. ,24 44

*Because the infant ha`s been so recently enrolled the IEP is either not
yet developed or so recently'developed that programming .effec'ts are not
sufficient to use here.-

this analysis 44 'program participants were identified who had
attended sufficiently'long'and whose IEPs were available 'and complete.

('° (See Table 3)

. Because their programming differs somewhat, younger non - ambulatory
students are,identified here as "infants" and older, ambulatory students
are called "toddlers": To, present a %omewhat clear picture, objectives, are(z.

classified as gross,motdr, fine motor, gognitive, language, social/emotional
.t ansel-help. These categories, with the exception of 'self.-1h are the

es

I

1 .

Irefants
(N = /4)
Toddler's
(N= 20)

',Total.

Gross
Motor

( P A

-292 120

1 06

Fine
Motor

13- A

136 98

108; 7'3

,,same as the Bayley clusters.

Table. .IEP Objectives Programmed (P)-
I arid Achieved (A)

Cognitive
P . A

106 42

143 92

Language
P A

/119 66

101 69

. 398, 201 244'171 249' 134! 220 135, 92 62

Social/
Emotional

P. A

4T 30

45 32

Self -.Hel p.
A

22 .16

42 26

Total s
P A

722 372

545 378

64 42 1267 745
.

c

59-

.

Per
cen
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68
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A summary ofgEP objectives programmed and achieved is presented in

Table 5. Infants averaged approximately 30 objectives per IEP and

achieved about 16 of them while the toddlers averaged 27 objectives per .

IEP and athieved about 19 of them. The percentage of achieved objectives

was higher.for toddlers thanit was for the'younger infants. Overall,

nearly 60% of all established IEP objectives were attained over the

program year.

. I

11,

.-60-
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Evaluation of Family Progress.- Center Program
,

Pre /past Comparisons

Pre/post comparisons of family members (parents) were made'to analyze

change in knowledge of normal and exceptional child development, effective

parenting practices, positive family-child interactions and attitude toward

caring for and maintaining a handictpped child in the family. to do,this

a project developed instrument was admiflistered upon entry into the program

and upon exit from the intensive'phase or the program_itself whichever came-
d;,

first. The results of these analyses are presented below. In each instance

a one-tailed test of significance was performed using a Wilcoxon Matched-

Pairs Signed-Ranks Test. The research hypothesis tested was that the sum

, of the positive ranks was greater than the sum of the negative ranks.

Table 7: Knowledge of Normal and Exceptional Child Development (N = 19)

Pre Post
Md Md T C Level of Significance

15.5 17 13.5 less than .005

A.-

'4 Of the populition studied, ,3 made no chang,e, 3,had post scores one point
.

,

lower t an the pre score and 16 showed an increase., The largest increase,

howe r, was. 4 pqints and the majority showed gains of T or 2 points. This

is ref cted in the smallincrease between the pre land post medians'
t

(15.5 ad 17), which while significant is not considered by its to' reflect a

meaningful gain. . 3.. . 2 .

Table Attitude and Coping Skills (N = 18)

,Pre Post t
Md Md

118.5 . 131

T Level of Significance

.17.5 less than .005

While meaningful gains in knOWled4e (see above) were not demonstrated,

change in .attitude looked to be highly positive. Of the 18 subjects, Only

N
71

-61-
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-

3 showed movement in a negative'direction over time while 15 demonstrated
p

positive movement. Over. half of the positive gainstwere greater than 10
o

points.

Table 9: Effective Parenting Practices (N'=- 19)

Pre Post
I

. a ,

Md Md T Level of significance

97 104 22.5 less than .005

Fifteen of the 19 subjects studied showed gains in parenting practice -

and 11 ofZthose were gains of.10 points or more. While formal statistical

comparisons,have not been made it shodld be noted ;that each of the tgree

subjects showing'a more negative attitude demonstrated gains in parenting

practice. Also, each of the four subjects who showed losses in parenting

practice demonstrated gains on the attitude scale.

Table 10:Positive Family - Child Interactions (N = 19)

Pre . Post
Md Md

57 71 13

Level of significance

less tha .005

The measure of family-child interaction showed very i.sitive gains

with 15 of the 19 subjects showing positive movements. j irteen of the

15 showed 10 or more point gains. Comparing subjects c ge over areas

studied showed no consisteniipattern.

Overall these data are consistent with the informa feedba we received

fromoartictpating families and from others f.amille with ram. For

the vast majority of participants, the project has provided programming that

results in positive gainS for a population greatly in need of help.

Informal Data/

We asked that an informal record be kept of the things overheard= of

direct statements, of any informal indications that the staff felt good

about and that they felt were helpful things.

-62:72



Below is.a summary of that effort,

- Informal.visits - not teaching at home with family who have

a newborn handicapped child.

- Visiting the hospital when a child is critically ill.

- 'Staff and pa'rent attending memorial services and spending

time with parents upon their child's death. Maintaining

contact via phone, mail and visits.

- Veteran parents meeting with new parents.

- Parents of an older child helping parents of younger children

cope with problems.
,

- Fathers becoming friends with other fathers of-handicapped.children.

- Meeting during non-traditional hours, having them available.

- Parents getting involved making demonstrations, leading discussions,

becoming a spokesperson in the community.

- Accepting each others children, becoming a babysitter for each other.

- Accepting handicapped foster children.

- Initiating and Continuing self-education.

- Actively_seeking help, gathering information, becoming

sophisticated about resources.

- Seeking counseling, -being able to talk with each other and others

about their child.and about themselves.
.

0

- Planning, doing something to-make a change.

Attendance

Population movement. Table lldepicts movement into and out of the

program over the last school year. The problem it, portrays is the instability

of the-population being served. Unlike regular school programs you do not

beg ti-the year with the population largely intact. You can expect nearly

constant change..

-6V3
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Table 11: Movement Into and Out of the' Program

Month

Number

Screened
Number

Accepted

Number

on

Waiting
List

,x
.

Number Number , Number Number
Programming 12efg-red Tr6Wsferred Exited
Initiated , Elsewhere -Internally Program

' Sept. 5 1 1 4

Oct. 5 r 4 4 1 1
,

Nov. 5 5 5

Dec. 6 4 4 2 2 1

Jan. 7 4 4
i 3 2

Feb. 1 1 1 3

Mar. 3 1 1 1 1 2

Apr. 1
1 2

May 2 2 . 2 1
.

,

..N,-

June 3 3 IN
3 1

Family Participation. For this program an important goal was to involve

the entire family in the infants program and thereby to help t family

itself become a more effective,unit o.f caregiving and teac n§. In practice

this translated-into a'concerted effort to involve fathers in addition to

mothers: The below three tables depict the result of that effort in terms

of attendance during classroom session's and during special meetings.

Table 12 depicts participation at the Center during regularly scheduled

teaching two-hour appointments. The infant and toddler results are depicted

separately because they involve different levels of expected on-site

participation. AUch more is expected at the infant level.

Table 12 Who Accompanied the Infants to the Classroom.program
r'

Total 1

. Classroom
Appoint- Mother Father /Sibling Others
Ments Kept Attendance

N % *

Attendance
N %

/Attendance,
/N %

Attendance
N %

Infants

Toddlers

Total

1453

1333

1377

331

9'

25

287

13

22**

1

325

41

22
.0

, 12

.

44

40

3

12

..twi786 1708 61
t.

280 10 366 13 . 84 3

1
,



TTable - ,continued

*For infants, the percentage total is more than 100 because more than
one person often accompanted the infant. For toddlers the percentage
total is less than 100 because others often were not required to
remain with the child., This effect can be seealso in the total,
percentages.

**This percentage accounts for five families where a father is not present.

Obviously. mothers are the primary family member in attendance. Fathers,

nonetheless, attended over one-fifth of the infants sessions, typically with

the mother. If there were siblings in the family, they also typically

attended when the mother and father did. Thus, we often in fact did have

a family unit in'attendance.

Father attendance is looked at in another way in Table 1.3 which shows

that a large portion of the fathers attended at least once. The decline in

the third and fourth quarters is important to note. During the third quarter

we lost the staff member most heavily involved in non-traditional hours

programming and we e unable to replace her during the fourth quarter. We

believe'the noted des ine is a result of the decrease in non- traditional --

.flours available for father attendance. The importance of this program

option is highlighted.

Table 13: Father Classroom Participation

At
quarter

2nd
quarter

3rd 4th .

quarter -quarter

# Families enrolled 22 25 27

# Families with fathers 20 27 23

Families where fathers participated
at least once in classroom programming 17 24 . 16

Percent of Father Participation 85 , 89 70 38 .

Table 14 summarizes attendance at V, special meetings held over the

year. The meetings Covered a variety of topics which were attended according .4

to interest. Twelve of the meetings were scheduled during non- traditional

hours and 15 were scheduled during'the regular school day. The important'

point . for us in that when we. held meetings at norr-school hour times, over

half those in attendance were the mother/father unit and even a few fathers

came by themselves. The contrast with school-hour scheduling is vivid and

highlights again the need to break away from /traditional prdgramming hours

for this population.

-65-
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Table 1 4: Attendance at Scheduled Meetings

Mother Only Father Only Mother & Father
'%

Regular School Hours 111 95 0' , 0 6 5

Non-Traditional Hours 39 38 6 6 59 57

Total 150 68 6 3 65 29

.
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Specialized Family Program

me
Documentation. Contact sheets, logging all7Frogram activities of the

workers, provide the major dopmentation of program implementation. Over
two years the following mean Service delivery hours per week were recorded.

Table 15:Mean Service Delivery Hours Per Week

Activity Hours Per Week

Each worker per week

Time per family each
(Direct service; planning,
advocacy, record keeping)

Direct contact hours per family

Direct- contact in families' homes

Staff training groups

IndiViddal staff supervision

19.6

12.2

6.05

4.80

3.00

1.60

The model was indeed impleMented as piiannt:oi. .

Satisfaction. The Program Coordinator conducted intake and followup
interviews with all 30 families and coded results into categoriesas
summarized below in Table 16.

Table 16:Family Responses to Programming (N=30)

.

,Unconditional Conditional
Positive Positive Negative

Item Response Response Response
.

,

The worker (genera) ,

Worker's teaching effectiveness
.

Worker's dedicatiOn to the family

Worker's advocacy effectiieness '

Home Visits

Program activities outside home

Effectiveness in helping with
child rearing skills, problemS

Effectiveness in helping with.
home management skills; problems

,

27

19

28

3

10

1

.

0

1

1

I

.. 20" 7 3

29 1 0

15 10 5

A

21
4

7

23



Table 16(Con't)

Items

Unconditional Conditional
Positive Positive Negative
Response Response Response

Effectiveness helping with community
survival skills, problems 16 8 6

Overall outcome satisfaction
(Based on goals in Family Plan) 9 16 5-

Chany* Over two years, 160 intervention plans-(i.e., objectives) were
programmed across 30 families. with a range of 1 to 1? within a family. The
following table summarizes outcome according to curricular domain.

Taerp:Summary of Progress on Family ObjVives

Domain Crilerion,Met
Progress, but
Not Criterion No Progress

Total number objectives programmed
.

Child care and management - 82 52 20 10

Community management - 33 25 4 4

Home Management - 45 27 11 7

Total 160 104 35 21

Multiple Baseline Analyses. An effort was made.to compl
one within- subject experiment on various objectives through the
multiple baseline design. The designs were, used in Year Two exclu ively.

.

for objectives which had identical training procedures. This was t e case
for 12 of the 18 families. It was possible to"demonstrate some expe tal'
control with nine of these 12 families and provide direct evidence that
change was linked to SFP intervention. Thus,- including Year One, multiple
baseline analyses were completed with 21 of the 30 participating families.
Table 6 summarizes the objectiye subject to experimental intervention.

t least
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Table 19:Summary of Changes Experimentally Controlled

Objective No. of Families

Managing a variety of child problem
behaviors 12
(Multiple baseline across child
behaviors)

Housecleaning 4
(Multiple baseline across sub-tasks)

Money Management 2
(Multiple baseline across sub-tasks)

Shopping 2

(Multiple baseline across sub-tasks)

Making Appointments 1

(Multiple baseline across various types
of appointments: e.g., doctor, welfare, 21 - TOTAL
school, etc.)

Change According to Content Objectives
1

Child Growth. Bayley scoreswere available on twenty-four infants:
Scores were not significantly different in trend from the large population
assessed in the Family/Infant Program.

1

Child Health. Of 11 infants described as having serious health concerns
at referral (including seven who had been hospitalized for failure-to-thrive),
10 were in good stable health at last check-up. One baby died after six
week of hospitalization.

Of the four babies born while parents were SFP clients (for older
child-related referrals), none'were considered to have health problems Urk
birth-related injuries.

- Children Remain with Family. The follow>1ng table summarizes child
placement data.

-69.70



Table 19:Summary of. Child Placement Dat

Families-with history orchild.
placement

.

Of these 21 families., number"

whose children had been returned
by the initiation of SFP involvement.

Of the 5 Who still'haa a child
4

ment, number who had children
placed at time of Program

removed.

21 Of 30

16

Number of families whose child 3

was placed while SFP client

Out of 30, number of fully intact 27
families in June, 1980.



Western New W- IZ Programming for Handic apped Children from Birth to
Three Years

When our pra9ramCbegan there were Only two educationprograms that

formally served the birth to three year population of handicapped children :

4n the stx counties of Western New York. Today-there are 16 programs

serving somewhere between 220 and 250 children. All but one of the new

programs visited this program, talked with us, looked at our materials,

and t k a lot home with them. 410

To,Tory these program take many forms and serve a wide variety of children.

One orthem replicated our effort. The others have told us informally that

our efforts helped them. We have, however, have no formal data regarding

effects.

A
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Family, Intake and Evaluation Procedires

ing ,Participation Questionnaire

-Family Orientation Notebook

Program Planning, Form, ,

Early Child Care Attitude Seale-

Sample Occupational:Therapy Assessmerit

Ffther Planning Questionnaire
('

Parent/Family Task'Shee
Father/Infant Record.'She

Release of Informatiog Forms

Parent KnoWled9e ,of 'Infant Development

Self-Assessment Scale: Caretaking and
Infant Responsiveness "
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CHILD'S NAME:

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MA.N STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

;:AMILY - INFANT PROGRAM

.FATHER'S PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 1980 - 81

Father Participation
mss-

Our belief in the Family Infant Program-is that a child's parents and family are his/her best
teachers*. By working co-operatively with trained professionals, parents can in hew ipsiahts
and skills that wilrassist in their child's total development.

9
. .

.MIS year were again encouraging fathers of any ,other family members (grandpirents, cousins,
etc.) to participate jera variety of programmed activities. We welcome their ideas and their .,
'support to make this year's Dad's Program as successful as last year's. ,

. . .
.Fathers are required to attend at least four (4) Center based meetings, two (2) of which will be

teacWig sessioif4,and two (2) of which will be special ,"Dad's Days". During the pre -arranged
teacng sessions,p0adswill have an opportunity to play with their child at the Center. Develop-
mental -le ruing suggestions will be offered by a teacher familiar with the infant's individualized

itt,curricul These sessions are scheduled at the Dad's convenience, including the evening
hours of 6:00 -'9'...00. P.M .,'Monday through F.rjdar, 4nd Saturday mornings or afternoons.
"Dad's' Days",are special,Saturdays.-when fathers and infants join together fdr various 9y111 .
prograMS-,orother requested activities,. - .. . -.

a

Ple4se indicate the four- (4) mon'thAlpf, the year wherryou will attend special father-infant programs
One' a) teachapg session, and*oneDad.'s Day must-be selected per semestef,,,Dad's;bays will be

7-scheduied on thkfirst Saturday of the months of October, December, FebrUary and April.

1st Semester
Sept:,
Oct;

4 0

Dec.,

2nd Semesters
Jan.,
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May°

,

ePlease Wicate:the best tine foryoti to attend special fathr'-infant teachin,g4sessions:

Durthg my ciltild's regblar *day, schedule.
. school hour 1; '

-;
Month evening .

thursdayevening
_Saiuthy'afterpoon 'i I would like to be sehedulerwith another father and infant.

o.

-.

.
;°Tuesdayeningve

. ..
, ; Wednesday evening

FridayFriday evening ;" Saturday morning ,. ; .
, 1

-

r
".0-% M

e
- Sessionsmill- be scheduleiPtwo (2) rin advance.,-

7
, I

, .

ignature
- 7

-Datr a
0

-at
4k7411,

;4.,..1
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CHILD'S NAME:

.

CANTAL1CIAN CENTER
3233 MAIN STREET 4

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

SIBLING PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 1980-1981

Dear F milies: .

Last y ar the Family Infant Porgram scheduled a "Siblings Day", when sisters, brothers,
relati es, and/or babysitters came to the Center to see what our children actually "do"
in sc ool. This was a way of welcoming and including them in the lives of our children.
Th amities were able to see the children in a sample teaching session, and also participated
in songs and e>,:ercises.

This year we would like to offer the same opportunity to provide four enjoyable times during the
year when brothers and sisters are treated as our guests for the day.

Please indicate whtther you are interested in this program and which month(s) would be most
convenient.

We are interestefin attending-sibling day(s).

We are not interested.
IN,

Number, f -brothers/siters/relatives who may attend.

Sibling Days,-Will be sch duled f6r.the first:Saturday of the:month.

Nov. Jan. Mar.. May

Looking forward to seeing you then.

Karen Schwabish

-

cs

,7

O

a.*



30 TEACHINQ SESSIONS

6-10 WEEKS,
(Dependent upon daily schedule and rate of absepce)

30 PARENT-FAMILY TASKS

Intake Interview ,
.

.

Infant Assessment to ..

Checklist Development
6.

. ,

7- '1E15. Development - ---Th',..

Package Distribution for Parents
Parent Questi aires %

Meetings -r
- Expectations-Child
Expectations-Parent
Knowledge-

Caretaking
Attitudes
Coping

.Parent to-Parent Conference
Orientation Conference Review
IFP

r

FATHER PARTICTRAILON

0 I

JNPAY ACTIVITIFS

A.

SRECTAI -FVFNTS

4

i
,

1 Cerebral Palsy and ' Down's 1 Developmental. Visual-Hearing.
Physically Handicapped Syndrome' De144_____ _Impicmeuts_,. Genetics

,.. ! .

,

--e-
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CANT<LICIAN CENTER FOR 'LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO NEW YORK 14314

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

FATHER-INFANT TEACHING SESSIONS
79 -80

-

Child' s' Name °
r

.

(Dad' s name) Sept Oct Nov Dec %Jan Feb
I

Mar Apr May

_

June July
...
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. CA' ALICIAN CENTER FOd LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET TUFFALO, EEW YORK ,14214

--:.FAMILY-1NFANT IMOGRAM

Early,Child Care AttitUde Scale

Please read each statement and check the term that exifesses how youfeel about it.

INFANTS .

, . Completely
True

Somewhat Neither True
Nor False

Somewhat Cothpletely
False, False.

1.

.

.

.

Parents should play with a new infant. ,

.

.

i

,

,

2. Babies shoulenot have toys in their
cribs even soft ones. .

i

.

.

, .

.

..

a,
,

A baby's most ithportant teachers
-are his/her mother and father. .

,

4. Babies are" too young to- fuss just
because they are bored.

.

.

.

.

5.
, .

An infant!,s delVelopment and ....,

abilities can be changed by
what the adults do.

.

.

. .
s.,-

0 .

.

6.
. - -

Brothers, Sisters, and family.members
other than the mother should leave the
in*Int alone' even when-lie/she is awake.\\k

%

.

..
.
..r . .

- . : :

.

.

.

. Some kinds of toys are etter for
babied than other types of toys.

.

.

41-

.

.

,

8.

,

. .
.

'Babies cannot understand words
until after they begin to talk.

,

.

i .
. 0

9 - '. -- .
44,

..Parents will.be able to tell when
their itaby is trying to learn a new
skill if the, watch the ha- .

-

.

-

.

i

. 0

:

.

0

.

If the mother and father just relax
,

and give dote attention to their bahY
they wonft need to doMuch else, even

' when the. baby has probleks.
. - .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

_ .

.11111111-

4
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11., A newbornibaby ought to be held a lot.

Completely
True-

Somewhat
False

Neither True
Nor False :

Somewhat'
False '

Completely
False

..
.

.

-

.

,
. . .,. .

12. Fathirs sbould let the mother take i

care of the baby's needs.'

,.
.

.

.

.

. \

.

.
.

4

1 ,
U., Sometiame-you-haveWinhist that a--
1 baby trs, to do etniethiag. '

.

,

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

- 1.61!

-
f;

-

' ,

Ik

:

,

_

1 ...
14;1A4414 i i a i i Ii to babes babbi iaga

if a'evete of time. . ,

15. Good baby toYscadnot take the place.
Of play with people.

I

,

.

.

.

16. Fathers don't need, to.play with the
mew baby until the baby.is oldelr.

."

.

..
.

.
.

.

17'. game babies ought to be taught to
reach or to sit-up.

2
. -

,

16). Television Can be used for a good ',

part of the day .to keep a baby
occupied. . .

0

.

,

..._ ..

.

..
..

,

. ,

/--

/

.
. t

.

19- For a baby, playing and learning
are the same thing.

.

-
.

e .

.

.

. . .

20% There is little parents can do about
how capable their baby is. -

.

.

.

1

I

.

.

.

.

, .

.

.

.-

21. Parents should often -times move the
. -.^awake,baby-around the house with them.

. .

'

.

.

.

.

4 . -
.

,,.

4
22. Activities such as changing, feeding,

and bathing are just boring, no -fun
.1routine for babies. 6

, . 1

6 g

ff'

r
a6I0

-

,

1
.

.

91 /
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.

23. Fathers and mothers can learn to
1

"read"-their baby to understand
what the baby wants or needs.

Completely'
True

Soltewhatf
False

Neither True
Nor False

'Somewhat
False

Completely
False

. .

I
.

r
.

.1

.

24. Mothers-are the ones who should
take care of'the'baby, fathers
,should give in other ways.

.

.

.

,t

.

..

II4 1

1

25.' 'Parents often need to act as $eachers
to their baby. -

.

,

,

,

,

.
.

26. The infant's room should be neat and
plain, without toys and pict4res
around the crib.

,'

(

..

.

4

°
.

.
.

et4N

.

27, -Fathers should help
,

a baby grow in
'special ways.

',

.

.
.

,-"

.

0
t

28. Much of a baby's time awake ought to
be.spent.lying quietly acrd staring.

.

,

-

,

1.
_1

,

.

...

_
. .

______

.

.

_..,

.
,

,

-.,
.

29: Picture books alight to be used with
a' baby:

.

.
.

.4

,

1

.
,

.

.

-

,'
.

.

.

'.,. .

.30. Playing with a baby will spoil hip
or her.. .

.

.

-

_

1
.

.

.

i.

.

,

.

31. You should begin to teach a baby to be
, ind pendent; too much babying holds

the back.

.

'."-

I

:

:

.

..

..-,
,

.

p1/

e

:--,
.

,

32. Babies with problems should let
alone until t4ey are older. ..

.

,

.

...),

.

--. .. ,

,

,'

33. Paients should not ipore a baby's
'fussing. crying is.s6t goodfor'a.., . ,

baby.
'

.
,

_ .

, .

r.

. .

,

.'. i%

1
_

_,

t.

,
' 1

i .,,,

,

. . (

..
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34. The best play objects for babies
are usuall- the e ensive kind,

Completely Somewhat
True '91 False

Neither True
Nor False

Somewhat I Completely
False False

.

,.

35. Babiei should be allowed to have
their way as much as is tolerable
for parents.

.

.

.

,

_

.
.

36. Tenderness and love are All a
.

baby needs. _
.

37. Peciple should say 'the names of some
.

things to babies, even when they are
very young. .

.

.

.

,

---;.,

.

,

38. Babies need only a "favorite" cuddly
toy to play with when they are young.

`'`

.

39.. Parents should encourage the_hally_to

..

---
*

.

.feed itself evion if the baby has
somelaifficulty.

.

.

40. Parents have enough to deal with;
they shouldn't have to worry about
teaching the baby as well,

.

.

.

,
_

.

.

.

,
::, 1 s,*

TODDLERS' o . .

,

.

.

0

,

,

\

,

, .

.

..
. .

. -

.

9 0 .

f

.

,.

3.1

41.. Parents should let their baby gqt into
. some things around the house. (

42. Babies who- are crawling should be kept t
confined as much as possible.

. -

.

.

. -
.

.

.

.

.

44" '1111111

.
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43. You can tell when a, baby wants td
. ' learn a new word. ,

ComRletely
True

Somew.t
False

.telts-r rue
Nor False

Somewhat
False

mpletelyi
False

/

.

.

.

44. It's importantto begin toilet training
a baby as early as possible.

,

.

. .

.

1
I

I

.

$, Parents should encourage the toddler
45;1 wheb the baby speaks, even if these

are unclear early words. \
,

,

.

46. 'Even toddlers with problems do better.
wl.thout adults arranging things fo,r
them: ..

,

s

. ,

I

.

47. Babies can understand and follow .

directions before they are-actually -
talking.. . . &

_

.

.

$.

.

481 You should scold a toddler the firSt
time he/she says "no -no."

.

A

.

,

.

.

49. . Parents should're-arrange places in t

their house so a toddler can move
arbund and explore safely.

,

.

\*
.

,

.

.

.
,

50. It's, not a good idea to give even safe,

household objects to a baby to play
.

v\ with. /, \

,

!

.

.

. 4

51. Active toddlers need new.expe*erices
and lots of toy, objects to choose
from.

°

.
.

.

52. If a-tdclaIer, is, not talicing, then he/
. . she is not ready to learn n9w words.

.

,t

.

.

.

, 97
9 ,
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53. Different babies learn according to
different speeds.

Completely
,True

Somewhat Neither True
Nor False

Somewhat
False

Completely
False

.''' _

54. Teaching the toddler rules and ilk
.right and wrong. is the.parents

most important role.
A

,

*b
4.

4
.

.

55. It's not enough to let nature take
' its course: parents should man e
their baby's 'development.

.

.

.

.

/
a

.

\-.

A.

4

.

,.

C. Cataldo
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CANTALICIAN CENTER POR LEARNING,
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT,PROGRAM

:Dear Family Member:

As'a participant in the Family-Infant Program you will be. asked tosupply data for the program evaluators: This information is strictly confidetialirld your name will not be used in the final report.

Your cooperation is essential to the ongoing program and for futureirogramming efforts. The following questions should be read carefully, thencircle the correct answer.

Thank yOu:

. 4
NAME:

DATE:

N. 1

A

wi

1.

1 00

4

A



1. A number of types of- genetic mtstakes occurring in the fetus during early
stages of pregnancy, can'be detected by:

a) EEG
b) x-ray
c) heart pulsations

4
d) amniocentesis

2. Pai-enti,of a deveropmentally delayed child:

a) must participate in the educational process of the.child/.
b)( need on6otng support in the care of tie
c) are th' child's most,natural teachers,
d) all of the above..

3. When the baby uses his thumb and forefinger .for picking up' an object, this is
calledl

a palmer grasp,
b) reflex grasp.
c smart
d). pincer grasp

4. When a child's locomotion consists o his being up on "alT fours" he is said to be:
a) creeping
b) cpwling
.c) Talking

' d) flying

5. From a learning point'of view, mentally retarded children:

a) do not really learn
.

b) learn, but at a slower rate
c) learn, but nothing-too difficult
d) none of the above -

.,6., Which of the following maternal infeCtions.presents the greatest known direct
threat toia fetus? 4,0C

a) Syphilis
(---b) Pneumonia

d

1Influenza,

Chicken lox

'Which of the following groups of mothers is' at highest' risk for producing
mentally` retarded children?

a) unwed mothers at all ages
b) chronically anxious mothers

lc) 'undernourished mothers
d) chronically alcoholic mothers

Ft. Considerable evidence regard-ing the early growth of i9telligence'points'to
theocrucial importance during infancy of:

la) fresh air and exercise
.b) sensory stimulation
c) marital harmony between the parents
d). cleanliness in the environment

C
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9. Which of these areas seems to be depressed most significantly by growing upin a largb family?

a) physical growth
b) merry
c) verbal abilities
d) aptitude at performance tests

10. Down's'Syndrome:

a) is associated with very short life expenctancy
b) is associated with below average IQ's.
c) cannot be detected through amniocentesis
d) always causes sterility

11.c Birth defects:

O

a) are caused in most cases by heredity rather than unfavorable fetal environmentb) are'the result of an unfavorable fetal environment in 80% of the'cases
1c) are caused about half by heredity and half by

unfavorablifetal'en.vironmentd) none of'the above
.

.

12. As far, as permanent'brain
damage is concerned, malnutfltion during the fetalperiod and from birth to one year:.

-.t

a may sometimes be corrected by adequate nutrition,itiater.years .b) has little effect
...

c) has permanent effect
d) is usually reversed during a period of catch-up growth

ft>.13. Most doctors now suggest 1 Weight gain for a woman during pregnancy of about:
a) .25 pounds
b' 10 pout ds

c) 5 pounds
d) 35 pounds

14. Immcigiately after bit'th:

.a) the bones of.the skull are completely fused
b) the top of the head is soft
c) most babies are fully alert and stay'awake'for a whiled) most babies will cry with tears

15. ,A typidal baby can sit straight, when supported, fly approximately:
a) one .month
b) three months
c) six months
-d) one year

16. A typical baby can crawl by approximltely:

a) six months .

b) eight .months
c) ten months
d) twelve months

i7. The Bayley.Scales:

a) measure sensory perception,- motor skills and some language itemsb predict performance on IQ tests given later in childhoodc measures developmental age
d "a" and "c" but .not "b"

192



18. The ability to say individual words usually begins its children 'atabout the age of:

y twelve weeks
b). six months

. c) one year
d) two years

19. Recent research indicates that:

a) .babies smile most when they are with others
b) babies 'smile most when they are alone
G). whether they are alone or with others., there is no difference in how much

babies smile.'
d) none of the above:

20. Current research appears ,to indicate that:

a) attachment to the fathers by their infants is .rare
br babies will become attached to both mother and father
c) attachment to the mother appears to be, an innate characteristic of all infants
d) infants will not become attached to parents until thirty months of age

21. One of the.most important factors in the pattern of caretaking appears to be:

a). the, specific rearing practiCes used
. b) the quality of the interaction between child and caretaker

c) that the biological mother is the caregiver
.

d) tha actual amount of time spent with the infant

22. Your child has just shown a successfill experience in toilet ,training. As a
reward for good behavior you would

a) potato chip .

.

.1)) soda pop
c) praise t ,
d) a new toy

-

23. Which of the following are rare among children with Down's Syndrome?

a) moderate to severe mental re,tardation
b) congenital heart disorders

. c) average to above average height
d) susceptibility to respiratory infection

t7

24. The Apgar Score is used to"

a) assess the o ral 1 condition of the newborn shortly after birth
b) identify whicha te the newborn is in
c) test the strength of the newborn's reflexes
d) record the behavior of the baby in terms of neurological performance

-b

25. In dealing with a crying baby the most soothing effects are obtained by:

a) giving the baby a pacifier
b) rocki ng' the baby

c) holding the baby to the shoulder
d) "b" and "c" but not "a".
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PART I...
4._ . .4 . ., - ''. )5, 4",,*. a $ , : ' S'

1 ).".,-it!Alk Responses. o Infant's Acquii ng'New Skills .4440
, -1 ;4:3 4:144,141

.... ,......4,4.,oc. .,- , ...i '4 1.,..0A- .,,f4rs,..t .. ... *-ron.,,la.......a.1=t ',so. 63.4,Zrzahtitz4d10424204,2.. .-
- ^ gst 0 ,t
A b 1. 4, 1 *,-; 2 4 0 1, ,,,..*,... , ; ..6 .,,,s7 ';'- 8 z. .,. .,- - .

Very NegatiVe - 14---ior. -,A.,
-0, 3.-7,-,41,,tt....1, . , -...4,..liko...P

44 .V4Tif::
4-4,c,

v.. -
osit ive ,or,, -'---

4:te....4 ,' --&.,;or no response ...,...-it -;?*-1445.s.t-**A* -44 Many Re'sji-Ohreia q

. Or it...7,2,0%44 ft
. ' Tif ''''' .:-V. .:,.. .

....-
2);...-: ' Awareness of Infant's Temperament and Versonality

.1.-,le
-;1' .-t-: 2

..4-4 vah,..0.
7 ' '41-.'d$45-47gW:64)444".44 44 *1.41k-4.''''

4;54., 3- b 8
l'etr, tce,i . . ... . .5:

, 7 4-4
''-' Unaware -,,,,$,P ' Ar -,ii.- ..)t 4. 4*4. -3, ,,,,,;.* -:* o * !<,:::

, i. ' .;*`.. Z* 41,4 .. ,*

3) Responsesiejboth verbalaudno
i-...,..y.:-.47,

g, 41 '..et: ,. ,, *Cgi ,C- ",,ItA: g .,1';;.' 1..-N,'.4. '14' ,
, .-..+ 1.-- . ..--.. : .. ',.0; ZA 'N' 4'''

r

Am,

Very Negative
or °do- resi3onse 4

Response or Express' nèèo, n au Ex

No expressions
.41;W44,
Makes Home Safe for,../nfant ,Irkwareness -of Safety

8) . Matches Infant't *,;* - . . .74 ..",'S. -kr> ''4,e
474,..,;, 1

1 e y 2

Unable_to Match`-'

)rt. Responds to

2
Never

..literage

4;1*-44 set tt, Ca" All'
Readiness with Ability

-4,

interactwithx/nfant
.**"- 'ref"4:&-- *LA. g.!-W -



.2) Skillful in Appropriate physical handling of Infant
1 2' 2 '4 5 6 7 8 9Awicward Average 'Skillful'

3) Provides Play Situations or Games_intwhich,,Infint must Achieve a
. _Specific Goal

1 2 3, 4 5 6 -7 8. pFever
. 'Average -.Always .

4) Gives Infant enough time
1 14-2 3 -4

Never

'ART II.

_

to examine,and mah ipuleA.tOxS and objects
6 77., 8

erage

:.
INFANTS RESPONSES TO PEOPLE AND SURROUNDINGS

Mood
1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 9

Very Cheerful
Very unhappy k Average

16) CurAosity in Other PeOpLe or Objects
.

;-,
.. 1 , 2.- 3_ -A 5 6 7 8 9 - .Not at all Curious Average .

-- Very Cueious -

'7).) Activity Lgvel-' . .

7 8 9
-" Very Activd.

..
,

1' 2 3 4 5 .6
Very Inactive . '. Averhge

. sr,

8)- AffectiOn
4 . 1 2 '3 4 5 . 6 7 .8 . 9Not at, all Affectionate Average : Very Affectionate

i

.;9) .

Language Imitation
, e... . ,

1
1 2 't 3 4 5 :6 '7 8 9

,Not at all Imitative Average Very ,Imitative
. .

0) . `' Vocalizations ,
.

t tijigi,1 k- 2 3 4 5 e 8 9
,)Not at all vocal Average . Very Vocal-.,

----, ,

.

]) Use cf Vocalizations-to gain AttentiOn and/or indicatended

2)

1 2 3 4 . 5 6 .7 8 -43-bnable io use Average Able tb use

Control of Body Action,

-1 2 3 4 5 6 9Unable to 'control Average . Able to ,Control

8E$1` -11COP'S Pill11111111
106. .



`43.-

-5-

23) Enjoyment of Play
1 2 3 4 5, 6. 7 8 9Unable to enjoy Average: Able to enjoy

fir

24) Eagerness\to Participate in Curriculum Practice_gtHome
. .1_ 2 3 4 ,5 6 7 8 -'.

_,

9Very Uneager Average . Very Eager
25) Responsiveness ,to Pegple kAotp to Infant

1% 2 3 if', 5 , 6 7, 8 9.:.Very Unresponsive
,-

Average Very Responsive..n.. ,..,
.

:' 4,-
. , ^

. ,.., :4J'
1/.*!

V

BEST COPY 111.7.::!ftElE
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-IRrANT PROGRAM

.W0

:PROGRAM PLANNING SURVEY

Famiy:

Interview.Date:

.

Interviewed:

Mother

Father

Mother and Father

Other

Interviewed by:

Adapted for use by'the Cantalician Center for Learning-from the
Mbraska. Survey,.

.4 1 8
'15

VEST COPY flItT3
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N - ''''.A -4,--.4ct,.., ,
..,, . , .,...0, .. ,... -,..;4. , .,;,..,-,---% :-........

-4 ,tirlart .."';,-,' ,Directions; t. We want to find 6ut What you think` about erificeS for,,m, 1,',...... ,..,, ..44. 44.- '". i ' r-,
3!, '1:X,i! ' ` -,,, ,,,

.4,!: ,. c hi l d re n . Please review each item iii-the left4.

-hand'column.-i-T....0-0, ,..., If your child receives the service, ,.put a:sheckj,
appropriate

n the4.s *, a-iate column Helpful , or under 1.
w.... If your child noes not receive the'iervice: ,plit, ?Ilia

......,
,..,...-ti.h.'

.. Jr Need) under 2".. , f:A.4.;7,--ii,!).Tti ''`i..'

u,,,,s..4in the appropriate column ("Need Very uch"-or No:t:,
--%.t..4 .,..., .-.....b_ ,..4,

txw., .

i* Ak,.* '
-..

-.) 4 -''-\* . t t!;*,-'1-4 17: ilk..4.1.. ,ittg:`" AV. ,
., - zxtt,

'14P4' V.5.41,Z4, - .,.

, '.- ' :;_t '. ,,,, Each item should be rated ..
1,-a ,. -it a, . '1:44 flitrtfiNr . ' I% . 0,

NO' 1 T 't 4,:i, '*,4r, _,;' 7 . :k. ''' 'r, '."i f
.'"' '..$0' 11c., 041.

.;74:47.1

(1

My child IS.RECEIMIG
this:serig!eNonb
Cantalcian tenter and

feel ,this service is
10,

,x 11 S
itECEIVING -t
jjhanta ,1*
Centetan m

# 7irs
", .--t..-1..

-,-.4 . , . :..

Center-based half day school..,
, program (Child' goes to the .

school)
r-4

Center-based f.fl day school
,rojram (Child 'gce.-; to tho-
school)

HELPFUL'
f

'or*,1.1CestiPatiOnarT47.
therapy *, '3t.14i:3"

4

Medical .or dental tredt--
.s.,ment through hospital ,

clinic; public health
nurse

*Af.01:41414.4..Hearing testing_prept ng
-tV#4*-4

of hearing

Reekitionata
Group meetings:on_ topics 4%,selec,ted by familY: .,
members ^ `4'f!,-4 0, ., "', '4,o4 .. , `.., eeA

1.4



-Directions: We want to'find out what you think about services
\for familieS. Please review each item in the
left-hand column. If you receive the service,
put a check in the appropriate column ("Helpful"
or "Not Helpful") under 1. I.f.you do not receive
the service, put a check in the appropriate column

. (Need Very Much" or "Do Not Need") under 2.

Each item should_be rated.

SERVICES FOR FAMILIES

-

(1) 2)

I AM RECEIVING this service I AM NOT RECEIVING this
from the Cantalician Center. service from the
and I feel the service is: Cantalician Center and

i I feel I need this:

HELPFUL NOT HELPFUL NEED
VERY MUCH

Telephone contact from staff
regarding,meetings and
special activities,

Parent-teacher conferendes

Toy-lending library --(toys
'Mined to families for -
children's use at home) .

DO NOT
NEED

Resource library(books,
pamphlets, tapes et .,

loaned to families or
their use)

Written reports or pro
checklists on my child'k
progress at school

Opportunities to discuss
concerns with other
parents .

Individual. counseling

Newsletter onschool
activities

_Information on use of other
community resources

Soci41 activities for
families

Other:, 10 BESLU P1 A 111/11311_



11.

. Directions: The folloWibq is a list of supportive activities which
might be of assistance in your participation in your
child's program or in a parent prordm. Please review

each item in the left-hand column. Determine if this

type of assistance would be of help to you and

then check the apprbpriate square in the right-hand column.

SUPPORTIVE ACTIVITIES This activity WOULD
BE of.assistance to
me:

'This activity"WOULD
NOT tre of assistance

to me;

Transportation for me to the

school

Babysitting for my children

while I am at school

Meetings held at 'more convenient

times

;$

More guidance about what I should
do to help my child

More involvement in determining
the plans and content of. the

parent program

More involvement in determining
the plans and content of my

child's program

Otheh

Other:

111
sag Wi Ng:11111E

:1

tj

a
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. f
Understanding my child's

specific strengths.and areas
of need

46.

.

INFORMATION 'NEEDS

k

I HAVE ENOUGH

information about:
I NEED informatio
about:

Handling behavior problems ;

Managing jealousy am rg children

Dividing my'time among my children
and my other responsibilities

Developing my cnild's social
abilities (playing with other1,
'helAing, sharing),

Developing my child's-self-help
skills (feeding, toilet-training;
dressing) //

. Developing my child's physical
abilities (walking, sitting,
drawing)

Developing my child's ability
to communicate (talking, signing,
listening)

Developing my, child's ability

to understand basic concepts
(number, color) t.

Communicating with my child
more effectively

Finding and effectively using

professional services for my'
child and myself

is

What to look for in future'!.

educational programs for my
child

0

The rights of children and
parents - New York State
Educational Law

Programs and services for my
child in the future

_The normal process of develop.-

ment in ch4ldren,

BEST COPY Pm! nr31.E



INFORMATION NEEDS'
I HAVE ENOUGH

Information about:
I NEEQ ihformation
about:

Information on specific
handicapping conditions

Sources of financial
assistance

Local or-state organizations
working to improve and
increase services to
pre-school handicapped
children

113
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES NEEDED?

THE ANSWER MAY BE YES1

DOES YOUR CHILD HAVE DIFFICULTY:

1. Maintaining head position and control?'

2. Maintaining.a correct sitting position in a high chair (habitually slides)?

3. Sucking (bottle)?

4. Chewing and swallowing food (chokes easily)?

5. Keeping food in mouth (loses or pushes food out)?

6. Sipping and swallowing liquids (glass)?

7. Accepting new textured foods?

114
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

Finger Feeding N
IS YOUR CHILD READY DEVELOPMENTALLY?

-

A prerequiSite for self,feeding!

Is your child independently able to:

Self Feeding

Independence and accuracy of fingerfeeding a must.

Is your child able to:
YES NO YES NO

Reach for objects? 1. Bite off-pieces of solid food and chew
functionally.

.2. Pick up small objects tom tray?

2. Grasp spoon?
3. Bring hand to mouth?

3. Bring filled spoon to mouth?
4. Chew and swallow semi-solid

foods? 4. Return spoon -to dish?

5. Fill spoon with with food?

CongratUlations! Your child is 6.
now ready to begin fingerTeeding!

old glass?

'7. Bring glass to mouth?

8. Sip and swallow liquids repeatedly?

9. Return glass to table?

115

Congratulations': Your child, is ready to feed, himself.

116
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CANTALI-CIAN
CENTER FOR LEARNING

Q

O

O

-

3233 MAIN STREET c, anBUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214 .
4716-833.5353 . ,, ..

-

to
pireitt/iitardian t

do hereby irrevocably

give a remission' to the eantalioien Center for tours;
ing to share, with'any. concerned school

.

1,hool department,-
.

social *gamy, hospital, or, state oduca*La4,departmant
e

any infatuation they. may have, either fro their, own

files or that of outaide agencies, which wflL Oculist
411

to provide information required to datermina.plaaament

and/or plankingplanning for my child.

a

x
,

? pareset---a nantiniit

# 0

faa1

rob
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CANTALICIA
,

N
CENTER FOR-LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

' 716-833.5353

DOB.:

DATE:

,

S

CANTALIGIAN
CENTER FOR LIARN,ING
3233 MAIN STREET
BUFFieLO, NEW YORK 14214
716. 83T-5353 RE:

(

D.O/E.

DATt:

Permissibh is hereby gi'ven to Fermi§sion is herby given toO
. (Doctor/Hospital/School District)

(Doctor/HoSpital/School District)

to provide copies of all pertinent information fron to provide coties of all pertinent information
the recordoi:my child, from the record of my child,

to.the'Cantalician Center for Learning.,

It is understood that this authorization releases

you from all legal responsibility.which may arise

from this act.

to the Cantalician Center for Learning.

It is understood' that this authorization releases

you from q..11 legal responsibility T;6-i-ch May arise

from this act.

ti

Si ure o arent/Guardian
Signature of Parent/Guardian

.0iitness.
A

Al& EN Nu Nil Am ,mr ** mos

Witness
11()t

Ass Nil as



CANTALICIAN
CENTER FOR ItIMNING

'3233 MAIN STREET
NEW YORK 14214

.M.8334333

0.=

hereby, irrevocably give mx.consent to the.Cantalician
Ceniir for ,Learning,. 3433 Main Street, Buffalo, New York 14214,

to. use any Portrait, picture, photograph, and/or film of me,

, my family, or -my

child,
, for the sake of

education or publicity for the Cantalician Center for Learning.

Signed:

a Address:

Date:

d

Nelationship 10 Child)
,



CANTALICIAN
CENTER i?OR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214
716433.5353

TO:

DATE:
7

SUBJECT:

I hereby.g'fve my concent to a reputable hospital, clihic or

physician to administer medication or Firt Aid Treatment which may

be deemed necessary foriily child
_ AA

I authorize the director at the Cafitalician Center for Learning
r

.toci sign the necessary consent for service during my absende.
<7,

Witness

9

.CANTALICIAN
CUTER\ FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 4214
716433.5353

Parent or Guardian

TO:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

I hereby give my concent to a'reputable-hospital, cl:inic or

physician to administer mediCation or First Aid Treatment which may

be deemed 'necessary for my child
-0

I authorize the direcar of the Cantalician Center for Learning

4 to sign.the necessary.consent for service during,my absence.

Parent or Guardian
%

WI,tne44



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING MEDICAL REPORTMUST BE COMPLETED IN FULL AND SUBMITTED ANNUALLTBER
NEW YORK STATE' EDUCATION LAW

,

Exarti4ge.VSName
,Telephone No.

(Please type or Print)

Student's Name
Date of Birth

Street Address

No. St!eet City ,f ate Zip

iHeight Weight Sex

Identification Marks

Handicapping Conditions/Developmental History" (Describe in detail)

Bead

Ears

Hearing
,

Eyes

Vision

,Mout & Throat

Neck
Chest

Genitals
Abdomen

-;kin
'Heart

:.eurological

Diagnosis/Other Findings

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SCHOOLING:

122

-.ate of Examination
Examiner's Signature



4 GO
CANTAIACIAN
CENTE'R FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214
716-833-5353

DATE:

RE:

RELEASE OF INFORMATION FORM

I give my permission to

(Worker's Name)

from the Specialized Family Program-to exchangeinformation,regarding

with

(Family/Child's Name) (Name of Worker/Agency).

I have:

*Made sure all blanks are filled in before signing this form.

*Made sure I know what information is being requested or exchanged.
4

4

Client's Signature'

Witness Signature

123



APPENDIX B

Family Curriculim

4b,

Family Curriculum Project

Overview ,

__,Outline: Staff Activity
Family ActiVity Formats

Format A: Developed, now being used
Format B: Developed, diScarded
Format C: Developed, to be tested

Goals for Pargnts as Teachers

'Parent At-Home Record Keeping Form
of Infant Behavior Changes

Home Vi sit Form

Worksheet - Family'Plan

S

sr.

Rs'



C.Cataldo
SI t. 1980

Cantalicran Center
Family-Infant Program

Parent Curriculum Project

The Parent Curriculum Project represents a long term effort to simplify

and implement activities designed to teach parents skills for supporting and

working effectively with their babies., The Family-Infant Program has used

,fa variety of strategies to meet this goal. %Parent meetings, reading and

media resources, classroom involvement,, parent aides, Family Individualized

Education Plans, needs* assessments and questionnaires, parent handbook, and

individual conferences are all part of the effort to edudate, involve and

support family members with handicapped infants. These constitute a regular

part of the program.

Within the daily classroom sessions specific curricular activities are

used with babies. These are designed to improve the child's skills in areas

of deficit or retardation and to enhance the child's overall developmental

status. The activities come fro, over fourteen different sources. Each

infant's curriculum is based upon the child's performance on screening tests

administered at program entry and on the parents' goals for the child. Par-

ent, child and teacher work on these curricular activities on a daily basis,

using materials and suggestions contained in teachers' resource files.

The problematic use of professional materials by parents, the difficul-

ties of parental gener'alizations of ola"Ssroom learning activities to the home

and the confusion experienced by parents and teachers about family goals all

contributed to a special effort termed the Parent Curriculum Project. Several

. steps were taken which included: two visits by A-consultant; clarification of

family .goals in the program based on parent-teacher feedback; experimental

foYmats for parent. curricula with children; selection of appropriate child

125



activities; statements of the process of educating families; a curriculum

files; and samples of parent curriculum cards.

The reports and results of these efforts are described in the materials

attached.' Format C was considered to be the most effective manner in which

to teach parents how to use exisling'curricula directedmitowards them. Also

attached are samples of published curricula for parents; these are considered

to be excellent in quality and scope. Criteria derived by the staff such as

applicabillty to the home and enjoyment by parent and child are clearly a part

of these resources. The responsibility of project staff then becomes the

process by which professionals demonstrate and model edutationally appropriate

behaviors for parents and infants (and siblings and grandparents, when possible).

CC/jj
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February 1980

C, Cataldo

STAFF TASK OUTLINE

P4rent Curniciflum Project

A. Sources of Child's Objectives for Curriculum
1. Intake information about child
2. Bayley performance
3. Profile on revised Vulpft battery
4. Child's IEP,

B. ,Sources of Curriculum Activities
1. Professional curriculum file
2. Parent goals.: components of "teacher" 'role (Sperling)

a. Plan

'b. Do

c. Change
d. Extend

3. Major developmental milestones on Vulpe

C. Selection of Activities for Parents' Curriculum
1: Basic requirements

a. Activity relates directly to major milestones
b. Activity contributes to agreed upon parent skills
c. Age spread: 0-2; 2-3
d. Areas of development: Gross Astor, fine motor; cognitive;

language; socioemotional/selfhelp
e. Amount: 3 activities per task -analyzed milestone

(of 10 possible ones)
Z. Other Criteria for Selection of Activity

a. Covers more than one area of development
b. Combines several activities 'under one heading
c. Uses simple-materials
d. Contains straightforward language 0
et Directly related to IEP goals and prompt-cards
f. Generalqed to the home
g. Fun to conduct

Format for Parents' Curriculum Cards
Title: (filled in)
Plan: Why This Is. Important

What is the goal of the activity?.(filled in)
What is its value to development? (filled in)
What materials are needed (filled in)

'Do: .Steps (filled in)

Change: When he/she'needs a change or can do this successfully
Other learning/play activities (filled in)

Extend: Teach this to another person/another setting (filled in)

E. Guidelines for Parents' Use of Curriculum
1. Procedures for use: guidance from staff; timing; pace; record keeping
2. Demonstrated links to:AEP, Vulpe and Bayley; professionals' curriculum.

116
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3. Use of referencing indexes : finding activities for routines; equipment;
developmental chart - age and stage

4. Planning for the individual child: capabilities; needs; interests
5. Cautions
6. Recommendations for certain handicapping conditions

References for Parents to Locate Activities
1. Developmental Level s/Ages and Areas#(Chart)

.

2. Activities for routines:
Alone -

Meal s

Bath '

Cl eani

Diaper
g

g

Dressin
,3. Activities

Blocks
Water
Cl imbers

Doll s

G. Work Plan
1 . Schedule,:

Office
Shopping
Playmate

Adult Visitor
Tel ephone

. Sibling
r toy/equipment sets:

Crayons/Paper
Puzzles

Play-dough
Music/Noise

Father
Cooking
Travel ing

Sitter
Grandparents
Church

Rattl ws

Books

Vehicle
Cutting Pasting

'Week 1: Overview and job sel ecti
Week 2: ActiVities selected
Week 3: Sample cardg completed
Week 4: Procedures discussion/progress
Week 6: All cards completed
Week 8: Procedures drafted
Week 10: Dr. Sparl ing' s Review/Consul tants' Review

Resting
Visiting
Wal king

Pets

1-1 Playtime

H. References for Activities
Portage; Sparl ing; EMI; Oregon ; Rochester:\ Koch; CCC; Paintei; LeBoyer;
Downs book; exercise book; Prudden toddler book
Meiera and Malone, Vol. 1 and 2;

148



FORMAT A

TITLE: Cht1d Acts to Gain Attention

PLAN: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT

. GOAL: Child will vocalize to gain attention.

VALUE OF DEVELOPMENT: This behavior is part of the cognitive process by
which the infant learns to substitute a sign_ for an Actual Pbject_or

event. It also deVelops his sense of-the social nature of language, and

encourages his general use'of whole body movement in communication.

MATERIAL: Food, favorite toy, rattle

4

DO: STEPS 1) Attend to child as soon as child cries or fusses for a

legitimate reason.

2) Hold a favorite object or food in front of child,

3) Respond to your child's vocalization with a smaile and by repeating the

sounds the child makes.

/4) If the child switches from a cry to a vocalization, attend to him immediately

with a smile.

CHANGE: WHEN HE/SHE NEEDS A CHANGE OR CAN DO THIS SUCCESSFULLY 4
OTHER (LEARNING) PLAY ACTIVITIES TO DO:

'1414 soundi to stimulate the child.
.

Tickle the child. respond to the laugh.

129



TITLE: Look folks, no h nds

PLAN: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT-

GOAL: Child.will sit independently with no support, head and back straight

cs

fORMAT A . .

for one minute .

VALUE OF DEVELOPMENT: Sitting with no support will allow your child to use
both hands to play with toys. It-also will allow him to see more things,

In ad)itton, it will improve his balance which will help, later for standing
and walking.

MATERIAL: favorite toy, mirror

k

t.

DO: STEPS. 1) Place child in sitting position with hands on knees
2) Place a favorite toy within easy: reach in. front of him.

V 3) If child doesn't reach for toy, then dangle it in frtint of him to encourage \'
him to reach with one hand... N-,,\

=4) As child gains steadiness, m;ve toys off center 'to encourage reaching out
and keeping balance.

5) Place yourself behind child, so you can catch-him if he loses balance.

CHANOW: WHEN HE/SHE NEEDS A CHANGE OR CAN DO THIS SUCCESSFULLY r
OTHER (LEARNING) PLAY ACTIVITIES.TO DO: flap child in front of ffull-length
mirror and position yourself behind him_ Tap the mirror, cing,'tale nr make
fai-es to attract child's attention_ Thichnuld help child to fnrns

.. .
on himself and sit steady.

.
,,

-

4
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$

Title:

,r

°FORMAT B

,..

Cantalicia FIP Parent Curriculum Project-

Revised Format for Parent Curriculum Package

When you are:
Try this:

1. Beginning
2. Progressing
3. Advancing

Age/Stage:

Using :this:

1.

1.

3.

You may need to prepare .your 'child or materials by:

4

April 7, 1980

Source:

O

a

.4

\

Playing or working with your child in this way contributes td the child's
deNielopment because:

It,will also contribute to your'skills and understandings in this Way;

For variety try this) a

(

If these idler do not work try:

S

CC/jj
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'FORMAT C

:N:.After your child has learned tb grasp you map \e
plan tivities for

letting ca. Being able to let go means the baby has control enough to
'.experiment with lbts of toys and materials.. This increases their

experiences - and hence, their learning.

TITLE: LET ME 60!,

PLAN: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT

GOAL: Chtld'wt11 release objects from grasp yolunt4rily,

VALUE OF DEVELOPMENT: Did you, notice when yoiir baby was ue'ry young his hands were

plumrficted? When-he crabbed your ,fin er (or hair!) it was hard to lbosen the
"iron rip". As_ he gets older, his hands will relax a little and fit can release

ca4'able.P-risElleP-1111Q-1
be

/ecan'dropobjec----111tswh"t/antsto
go nn.tn cnimPthings else to change things from hand to hand, and to fingei feed'

without biting himcelr

MATERIAL.:
SqUPP7P t ys. small colorful objects, a clear-cOaainee:,a cap, a b0

or basket

Notice that any toy or.object can be used. You can play these games
when you are waiting in an office, in a car, with brother and sisters. )

How proud you will feel when the baby beings to "give" you objects. Praise
him/her and return

I.

it:

4
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FORMAT C (Con t )

t
This activity goes from infancy through toddlerhood because the

materials change, the purpose changes and the child grows from a simple
let-it-go game to directed, controlled dropping into containers. They
can move ahead to cleaning up and sharing! Now, that's progress!

ti

DO: STEPS I) Give him a squeeze toy to squeeze and release. As the toy

refills with air; he will be stimulated to weaken. his grasp'.,

2) When he_ is holding an object, ask him to give it to'You. Hold out your..

hand and-physically help him give it to you: (Stroking. the back of his

hand will help it relaiC enough to let go.) Be 'sure to praise his efforts.
3) Show him -now to drop objects into the containers. Use pretty, shiny objects

dropped into a clear container or metal objects in a can tO4attle4and make

noise.

CHANGE: WHEN HE/SHE NEEDS A CHANGE OR CAN DO THIS SUCCESSFULLY °1
OTHER (LEARNING) PLAY ACTIVITIES TO DO: 1) Reduce the ize. of the objects _and

the opening of tfie container to'make it more difficult.

`21 Have Ji-im drOlt_gbiects from different ehqiths. When they "hit" make an

exp'losi'on cound. )

.3) Teactl bim.to tbrow a ball. (That's "release",tool)

11/4

If others do this with yo child, encourage them to .use praise and' to
make it a relaxing game. After a while, you'll want to change the activity
so that the child under =stands when not to drop but this is a gradual

..prQ.cess. You will know when to` nioxe ahead by the child's, response. 6
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PARENT CURRICULUM

Goals for Parents as Teachers

What can teachers and parents do for babies?

Professional teachers can help the child and the family to see a baby's

specific-strengths and needs. Parents can learn to carry out speciaq_activities

and use play and daily events at homb to help the child learn more and master

important skills. Children can become successfuj with toys and games and can

enjoy other people. Teachers can also give parents information they need, such

as Ww"certain handicapping conditions affect children and what services they can

find in their area.' PrograMs can bring families together to share their concerns

and understandings. Parents and teachers Can listen to each other and learn how. .

to help the child and support family members who are adjusting to the child's handi-

capping condition.

Parents and families also have special opportunities that teachers and programs

do not have. Only a parent knoA the child so completely- across moods, in

different situations and during a full twenty-four hours a day. Parents have a very

special relationship with their child and this bond helps the child learn and grbiw. '
.As a parent, you have acCess-to some,of Oe best naturally occuripg learning oppor-

tunities at home and around town with your baby. You can make learning a part of

everyday life - during dressing, at meals, on errands, with brothers and sisters,

at play times and when the child expresses a new interest, shows excitement and wants
,

, to try to master a newly emerging skill. Teachers have to create Mse opportunities

at school; you see them everyday. You also havp a unique family situation, and your

own special values and liing_style apart from school., Only you can help your child

to use what he. or she learns.in a way' that fits your lives .now and in the future.

What can be accomplished at the. Family=Infant Program?

. Goals for, parents are an important part of the program. You will be working

on M ny such goals at different times during your involvement with us, but you may

no be. fully aware of them until you have been with us awhile. Even though you

me here to help your child it's important that you don't overlook yourself. What

may first impresslou is our goa4 of providing you with information of many kinds.

As you talk, read and view tapes and films you will find out about your child's

handicapping condition, about special services available and about.how yOur child
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can learn and grow in the next few.weeks,. months and years. You will also come to
understand more fully how children progress in small steps through-developmental

changes and,00ticeabledprogress. The activities you'll be learning will contribute
to this process and you'll see how important these-experiences are. You'll become-of
rather adept at choosing tasks,'fitting them into play and routines, and using
praise and'affecon to teach. Tie successes you and your child experience will
help you develop a positive attitude - a sense of pride and enjoyment of your child.

You may findAthat the child's general behavior improves and your family may seem more
accepting of and involved with your child. You'll also be working towards some goals
related to working with other parents with similar children. You'll probably feel
a greater sense of sharing -.more involvement and less isolation, More knowledge
and less uncertainty and, stress. You may not realizeshow far you have progressed
foWards these 'family 'goals until later.

Goals for your child are e.qrtiiii; important. What's valuable about a family-
oriented infant education program-is that you.bedome more Of the child's_teacher
in the best sense. You'll do more planning, carrying out and changing of learning
events, but you will always need to be more parent than'teacher, with more play and
-relaxed learning, more affecton and emotional involvement. The program will help
your child learn and grow. The early beginning may prevent many later problems.

You will help yotr child directly, 'but also in less obvious'wayS. As you accept= your

child's strengths, needs and special qualities you will develop a real'isticT,view of
your child's development - one_which focuses on,Oogress, which tries not to limit-.

yet accepts handicaps that do limit some skills. The involvement of all the child's
family is a goal as well, because siblings, grandparents, and most important, both

.

parents, can grow towards this same accepting and facilitating attitude.

The goals for children, 'as you can see, are married to goals for parents. As
you become more of a feather with your child/ as you use the parent curriculum

materials, its ight help you to come back to this introduction from .time to time

so that you can see how you have progressed towards these goals:

9.

'
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CANTALICIAII CENTER FOR,LEARNING-
32g3 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Parents' At-Home Record Keeping Form
of Infant Behavior Changes

Name of Child:

Date:

Names Of Parents:

Dear Parent:

In'each section below, please comment on changes in your child'sbehavior or feelings on as many items as you can, in as much detailas possible. It is essential that we provide information not just on'the infants as we see them in school, but in the home setting as well.
As always, our data is compiled without names and is held instrictest confidence.

(NOTE: Some items may nd(apply to your baby.)
A. DAILY ROUTINES AT HOME

What differences do you see)in the child's:
.1. Eating and drinking habits?

2. Sleeping 'and waking patterns?

. Dressing and changing?.

4. Bathing and cleaning up?

5. Toileting?

6. Any other changes you see in the child's routines?

IB. PERSONAL-SOCIAL BEHAVIORS AT HOME

. What differences have you felt recently in the chlAd's:
7. Child's general disposition; feelings; mood?

f. 4.

8. Interest in things 'and people; alertness?
.
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9. .Affection; trust.; receptiveness; reaching to othersfor involvetent?

-2-

10. Responsiveness and reactions to people and objects?

11. Tolerance; acceptance; considers others?

12. 'Attention;
concentration; persistense?

13. 'Control: can 1e districted,
calmed; adjusts needs?

14. Any other changes in the child's personality at home?

C.
UNDERSTANDINGS-LEARNING AT HOME
What changes have you seen in the child's understandings orlearning about things At home:

15. Watching, ooking at things and people; recogllizinpeople and places?

11,

.4

16. Trying new things; detives
satisfaction; can shift to'other activities?

17.' Examining and doing things with toys and rattles;,4 purposeful use of materials?

18. Imitating, others;
copying°actionsf'"

19. Repeating actions that produce sounds or other responseswith ob4ects or people?

20. booking for or trying to get things and people.out ofreach oiout of sight?

21. General ability, to learn, think,
figure things out:e'etc.?

22. Any other changes you have observed in learning at home?

137
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D. PHYSI6L0ACTIVITIES IN THE HOME

What differences have you seen, in'the child's motor activityat home:
,

23. 'General interest in doing physical things?

. N4t1
24. Control of body-actions; use for mastery?

ti

25. Progress towards specific skills such as grasping,
sitting, standing, etc.?, .41:

!
.3-

:Er PLAYTIME IN THE HOME , -

(-=

- a
Can you describe changes in the child's play activities...at home: t

27. Responsiveness to games?

-28. Enjoyment of rough and quiet spontaneous play?

29. General interest and use of toys, including balls,
blocks, dolls, cars, and household objects?

30. Beginnings of pretending with figures, dolls, or- animals?

- " 3., I

31. Any other changes in playtime behavior?

F. VOCALIZATIONS AND LANGUAGE AT HOME

What new language skills do you see in the child at home:
32. Degree of babbling and vocalizing?.

33. Response to gestnres and sounds made by others :°

34. Use of vocalizing to get a response, indicate a need,
or get. attention.:

1-/: 138
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35. Understanding of wdrds7

36. Response to pictures and books?

-4-.

37. Any other new language and communication skills?

G. CURRICULUM PRACTICE SESSIONS AT HOME
When you work on the infant's curriculum, have there beenchanges in:

38. Eagerness to participate?

39. Response to either parent doing activity?

40. Behaviors seen at home but not at school?

41. Any other curricu1um'a4tivity changes seen at home?

H. PARENT AND SIBLING RELATIONSHIPS
we

42. Are there any.ohanges you wish to report in your:
Understanding of your child?

'Abilities with the child?
'

1
4

Feelings and attitudes towards yotir child?

43. Any change in relationships of the baby with brothers,sisters, grandparents, friends, sitters,.or others?

a

b':

C. Cataldo (2/78)
O
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Child:

Child's Age:
Teacher:

People Present:

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214
FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

HOME VISIT

Home Visit #:
Date:

Time scent in Home:

oaks for this home visit: .

Evaluation of Progress toward 'goals:

' a-- '...- .. ,.., e '4
*e.

.

I
.

.

..

.
Materials brought:

.

. .

Description of visit (Parent(s), family memberslcomments, responses):

.

.

.

.

(

.

.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.14n for next home visit:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET tBUFFALO, NEW YORK, 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Suggested Procedure for Coordinating Items of Need
. From Expectation Questionnaire to Family Plan Activities

Review expectations form for: a) services needed for family
b) supportive activities that would be

of assistance
c) information needs

- '

. Establish priorities per conference with parent or arents "what shall we
do first," "what is most impOrtant," or "more' important at this point."
Enter on Worksheet.

3.- Match priorities with plannedmeetings and existing resources (reading
materials, discussion with teacher, special meetings), using worksheet
as- a guide.

. .

'As activities are completed, enter completion date on Resource Sheet (on
particular handicap, C.P., Downs Syndrome, Genetics) If activity is not
on sheet, add,a line plus the activity. See sample below.

WORKSHEET - FAMILY PLAN

Family Needs: - Information needs

Supportive Activities;

. Language Development,

more -information

. Recent heart'surgery,,
more information

A. Topic Meeting
B. Teacher-Trainer Meeting
C. Part to Parent Meeting
D. Readi1ig Material
E. Tape Film -4

011

0 October 18, 1979

C. , ,

<ID "How to Talk to your

--"Babbling" tape #7, Telecommunications

A.

B.

2
With Vs: Scott, 11/15/79

"What happens after surgery"
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
-. 3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214'

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Worksheet -, Family Plan

A.

B.

A.

B.

C.

D.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.z

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

A. Topic' Meeting
B. Teacher-Trainer Meeting
C. Parent to Parent Meeting
D. Reading Material
E. Tape Film
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APPENDIX C

Family Training/Family Meetings

Approach to Affective Programming

Family Involvement: A Framework
Sample Program Topic for family Meetings:

"How To Choose an Appropriate'Education
Program"

Sample Program Topic for Group Family Meetings:
"Touch and Feel"

'Parent Information Handouts for Meetings:
"So You Want to Know Haw I Grow?"

Sample Meeting Topics Surveys
Record,-Keeping

,
''Long Range Planning
Baseline Data Collection and Parent Training

I

4
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January '1979

FAMILY INVOLVEMENT: A FRAMEWORK

Since its inception a major goal'of the Family /Infant Program has been

.to involve the family in its handicapped infant's program and to help the

family itself become more effective at caring for and teaching its child:

At first look it seemed that there existed plenty of literature regarding

family involvement to guide our planning but as we looked closer and began

talking to more people-it became evident that "family" typically meant

"parents" and when we looked further still, 'parents" generally meant

"mother."

Given that framework, we will be very clear about what we mean by .

"family." We mean "mothers and fathers." We are a-family program and

we do encourage participation by an extended family, but We do so under

what we call "The Open Invitation." We will work tremendously hard to

involve both parents and to a lesser extent siblings, but we Nil leave

all others participation to be a function of parental invitation. We .

.

will make it clear that whoever the parents wish to attend may do so. They

may accompany the parents or come in lieu of them. ;They may be as active

as they wish, and we will help those individuals as muc'h
41

as we can. But

we have not organized an extensive program .designed solely for the extended

family as we once planned to do.

Instead we will focus on programming for both others and fathers which

11111\haS proved to be more difficult than weianticipated. we started we.

thought_that working with the family would be an easy extension of working

with infants. We wouldgive them time, show them how well-intended and

professional we were, establish a few oIjectives and things would just happen.

What we think happened in the beginning was that we were used to working
.

with children, were more secure doing that, and so it became very easy to

'give the children more than their fair share of attention. The families

came to the prograM tO get help for their children. They saw that as the

most important thing and so reinforced the teachers for attending to the

children rather than to the adults. In combination, thesqtwo forces meant

that we really did not have a family oriented program.
Ary
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But we learned. What follows are some of the things ,we now do to

insure that both mothers and fathers participate. A bood deal of it is

simply operation practices that grow out of tlhe valued characteristics

we state in our program Philosophy. fhere'sn't any necessary sequence

in what follows, and in isolation some things would have very little

impact. But together they will. Of course, some would need to be

modified to fit circumstances different from-ours.

1) Make certain that staff. members are trained to work with parents

and other adults. Most pre-service programs and even masters level' proT

gramming have little or'no formal programming devoted to workiNb with

parents. Developing,listenings skills is very important. So too is building

trusting relationships. Beingd,professiOnal While working as apar r was .

difficult for some. Devoting inservice time to working with adults y be

an important first step.

2) Be extremely careful with intake procedures. Examine them carefully'
,

to assess their impact on family involvement. After.doing that we made two

changes that we think had an immediate impact on increasing family -HI/oil/rent -

particularl'y'on,father involvement. Both changes are related. We insdst 1

that both'parerits attend te
-
seg"Sion where we explain the re.SpltS of the

initial-study'Orthe.child.The pdFORSeof this is.straight forward. We
,. . .

want both parents to start-off Vgether, to,galn their first impressions
--6--,__

together and to hear our initia message together. Another way to say this

i`is that we do not want the 'moth r to,becorile,the major program contact, the

message carrier, the interpreter ofwhat is na6pening. When you want .

involvement by both parents it is crucialcto start with both parents.,

start with the mother, which is easy to do, anpfien hope for father
, .

involvement later simply does not work as-we)
-

3) Make certain another parent'Or f ds time talking with

potential participants thiring the'intake d make sure they ta,d110lk

together about everypne:getting involved.0
, naturally, are

better at this than others.., If fathers, ca; be in ed, all' the better.

Having program' parents as paid staff members is'"goOd. way to insure that

this happens in he desired way.
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4) The tra onal school day makes it impbssible'=.%gr very n arly

-

so - for many working parents to.attend school. Non-traditional hoOrs and

at-home programming must be used to :Accommodate such conditions. Working

with infants and their families does not fit the'staudard school day and

inftnt programming that does _not face up to that will find itself with

less family involvement than it wants. For soie,we program early in the

morning .and for others in the evening and on weekends. For -use there is

no other way.

5) Be concrete and ciear about program'expectations. Sign parents

up. '-Write contracts. Call them on the phone to remind them. When they

are absent call, reschedule immediately. But do not nag. The message

your are trying to get across is that this is serious business and requires

consistent cooperative effort by all parties involved. This is very

sensitive aNld must'be carried out by a sensitive person who knOws the

. family and what is happening in the program and at home.

6) It goes without saying that what happens while parents participate

must be viewed b them as constructive, contributive undertakings that

result in growth y, their child and desired changes in themselves. Parties

and get-togethers are no substitute for professional substance. W sted time,

being ignored, waiting around, unproductive activity, p intless ex cises,

sooner or later will result in low level participation.

7) In the -sirlie breadth be careful not to as,k too much of parents, to

-have them working on too many things at once, to create a world where only

their handicapped child exists and their'many other interests and needs get

ignored. The Individual Educational Program (IEP) is anri)portant tool since
. -

it bets down the'goals for the infant with input from the family. We require
. .

mutual goal planning by family and staff in drawing up the IEP. The Special

----Family Plan, in which-we .plan with the family the types of knowledge gathering

wand skill activities they want to engage in, have helped us to formalife family

commitment. We suggest a formal contract with the family, which takes into

account the fact that the family exists outside of the program.

A
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January 1980

APPROACH TO AFFECTIVE PROGRAMMING

Introduction

Caring for and raising a handicapped child places more than typical ;

stress on individual family members and on the family unit as a whole.

Such stress, moreover, will be perceived and experienced differently both

within and across families: Dealing with such.stress effectively is one

of the most important tasks facing families of very young'handicapped

children.
.

, Many approadhes.to'reducing stress are possible and each has been

shown to be effective in at least some instances. The basic approach to

Prbe used in the Family/Infant Program is education, informal, d pervasive.
`That is, affective programmingrelies primarily on educational approaches

to learning and on the emPathic support and help of the program staff and

other families. It is pervasive in the sense that while there are identifiable

affective oriented program undertakings, at least an element of all we do is
intended to piroduce more positive affective states for the caretakers of

handicapped Children. Referral serviceg are available for those needing

something more or something diferent.

,`Program Guideline I

THE LACK OF KNOWLEDGE A UT NDICAPS AND BEING HANDICAPPED, AND THE

LACK OF SKILL IN DEALING WITH\V YOUNG CHILDREN WHO ARE HANDICAPPED

CONTRIBUTES TO-THE STRESS OF hit TES EXPERIENCE. A MAJOR PROGRAM TASK,

THEREFORE, IS TO REDUCE STRESS BINHANCING FAMILY MEMBERS' KNOWLEDGE

. ABOUT HANDLING AND SKILL IN DEALI G WITH THEIR HANDICAPPED

Operational Guidelines:

1. Staff must be particul rly excellent with adults. They must be

especially ffectiVe i working with, communicating witk, and

teaching a lts. Inservice time must be devoted to helping staff

in this area.

2. Upon entry to the program, family members and families will be asiced

to indicate what they want to learn and to do better (needs).

Programming which addresses high priority needs will be designed and

implemented immediately. Longterm planning must be formalized on

the Special Family Plan. t
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3 Staff must be sensitive to family members' expressions of need

(verbally and by actions) during ongoing programming. If the

staff thinksit is advisable, immediate help should be given in

the specified area of need. Other options include contact with

otherfamilies, organizing special parent prograrhs, and planning

for programming to be initiated in the future.

4. Families must be aware of and experience greater knowledge and

skill. They must receive positive feedback for gains.

Program Guideline II

INDIVIDUAL FAMILY MEMBERS AND THE COLLECTIVE FAMILY UNIT WILL EXPERIENCE

GREATER STRESS IF THEY FEEL INADEQUATE AND UNSURE OF THEMSELVES IN REGARD TO

THEIR HANDICAPPED CHILD. A MAJOR PROGRAM TASK, THEREFORE, IS TO REDUCE STRESS

BY HELPING INDIVIDUAL FAMILY MEMBERS AND THE COLLECTIVE FAMILY UNIT SEE THEM-
SELVES AS CAPABLE, CONTRIBUTING INDIVIDUALS AND CAREGIVERS FOR THEIR HANDICAPPED
CHILD.

Operational Guidelines:

1. Staff must .be positive individuals who are sensitive to and able to

deal with the'affective states of adults. Inservice time must be

devoted to helping staff in thi's area.,

2. Focus on strengths and successes. Recognize and program for

deficiencies or inadequacies whether real or imagined but do

not allow such programming to reinforce expressions of inadequacy,

guilt, or uncertainty. Find strengths, successes and improvements.

Highlight them. The approach is positive, not negative. The focus

is strengths, notdeficits:

3. Staff must not argue with negative statements by family members.

They must allow such statements and accept them in as neutral a

manner as possible while conveying that such feelings are common

and must be dealt wits openly.,

4. Staff must model approaches which enhance positive self perceptions,

and they must teach family members to do the same with each other.

5. New families can learn from experienced families and all families

can receive ongoing support and help from each other. -Families

particularly able and willing to do thi4 must be utlized within
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the'program. Theylmust be identified, recruited, supported and

involved. At minimum, a number will be hired as staff members with

major responsibilities for affective support.
t

6. .Programming must not focus solely or family members',relationship

with the handicapped child. Activities and interests as adults

unrelated to the handicapped child must be encouraged and, enhanced.

Program Guideline III

THERE IS NO ONE THING THAT EVERYONE MUST KNOW AND:THERE IS NO ONE WAY.
OF DOING THINGS THAT EVERYONE MUST PRACTICE. INSISTING THAT THERE ARDWILL

MERELY ENHANCE THE STRESS MANY ALREADY FEEL. A MAJOR PROGRAM TASK, THEREFORE,.
IS TO'BE SENSITIVE TO AND TO RESPECT AND PLAN FOR DIVERSITY IN STYLE, APPROACH,

AND ROLES BOTH WITHIN AND ACROSS FAMILIES.

Operational Guidelines:

1. Staff must be sensitive to and accepting of diversity in the life-

styles of families.
. .

2. Participants m ust be consulted when developing programs. Their

needs, approaches, circumstances and resources'must all be taken

into, account.

3. While the program or individual staff members may 'recommend a prac

tice or approath, ultimate decision making responsibility resides

with the child's family, particularly with-the child's parents.
4. While structure characterizes the program, within that structure

options must be present, choices must,be posSible:6'flextbilit77-

must be real.

5. A diversity of materialses., equipment, and prOgram options must be

available and used.

Program Guideline IV.

ISOLATION ITSELF OR EVEN FEELING ALONE ENHANCES STRESS. A MAJOR PROGRAM.
TASK, THEREFORE,'IS TO REDUCE ISOLATION AND TO-ENHANCE FEELINGS OF BELONGING.

Operational Guidelines

1. Staff must exhibit diversity; old-young, male-femile, black-white.

2. Parent staff members should be utilized whenever inquiries regarding

possible program attendanceiare rbceived. -'All who inquire are to be

asked if they would like to talk with a family attending the program.

If thb answer is "yes " arranging a meeting will be done immedjately.'
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3. Parent staff members must play a central role in the Enrollment

Phase. They will contact the family, bring them tn or meet them

at the door. They will show new families around, introduce them

to staff and to participants, chat with them, escort them through

formal interviews and other requirements. They will be present'

for at least the first three days that a family is new to the

program. They will accompany new family members to small 'group

family meetings,

4. Individual family members and family units will be introduced to each

other immediately and for whatever time is appropriate. Informal

xtra program sontact will be encouraged.

5. 'Ffmal prOgrammirtg will bring families together. Special meetings,

regularly scheduled meetings,, social events all will be scheduled.

Notices will be posted; mailing will be made; telephone invitations.

(or reminders) will be extended to every event. Particular staff or

volunteers will be assigned this task.

6. Time and space must be programmed to"enhance fo;mal 'contact among

families.

a) Informal space must be readily evident. Room for privacy must-

be available.

b) Some space,fimust look informal and be arranged to encouragt informal

exchange. 4

c). must not be so tightly programmed 'that no opportunity for .

informal contact is available.

. d) Social gatherings outside of regular hot* must be programmed and

participants should be urged to participate (S.t least at the

beginning.) -

7. All contact must not center around the children. Being involved

with a handicapped Oild does not mean that is all there is to life.

8. -Work wtth individual family members must not become so extensive or

so focused that individuals become isolated within the family. The

family unit itself mustbethe primary concern.
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Karen Schwabish -
Sunday Night Meeting

How to-Choose An Appropriate Education Prdgram:

GenerarInformatiolf 1

0

rom_ace-57t-6-21;_your school district is required by law to provide .

-specia e uca 1r ...c 1. . - .itef

household, ,conta,ct the school by letter
Stata_tbat....ynuknoX.yo.ur...elli.lsUL.Ma.Y..sneed_speci al edution: Addres it to the

....._c airperso . ..

communication. Ufalua-tion of your child must be made at no cost and:

1. fnust be wade within. 30 school days of the written request.
2. must be liven by person(s) -certified or licensed to* do so.

----3. must assess developmental skills and intelligence.
4. must bP.made to make certain of an accurate evaluation if a visual, head*,..

or inotor-problemexistsand
5:- muslin-cid-de more than one test.

D D

four ehirdsiLleacher_and/oF.community coordi\nator of the Family:Infant program
will assist you in acquiring information aboOt school programs-4n your area
as well as the various educational opportunities offered at the Cantalician
Center for Learn.ing. The following outlines will list some of the key factors
to keep in mind when evaluating the type and quality of a school. Remember it
is best to vist the school and fin' out for yourself whether the quality-of
education meets your standards.

0

The following chart describes the types of educational programs available
the handicapped. The..Board of Education's Committee on the Handicapped is
responsible for determining which special educational service is most appropriate.*
They will do so by contracting one of the. following agencies:

* However, parents can and should question any educational-nlacement
they feel is not in the best' interest of their child.
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Checklist for Evaluating.An Educational Program

The educational program -

1. What types of childrens needs does the program service?
2. Does- the .program specifically plan for the individual needs of your child?
3. DO the children have chances td succeed, are the children free of

negitive designations?.
4 .4. Arethe basic areas of ed3cation addressed: fine motor, gross motor,

language, ,cognitive, social - emotional, self-help skills
5. Is there a variety of teaching techniques?
6. IS the-school an enjoyable .place to be? Is the child encouraged to develop

his /her own capabilities?

'Auxiliary Services
.-4!

-"" =3. Art, 'musical -physical education also 'incl uded?

Speeth,'physical ,_ocdijicallonal therapies provided?

1. What are-the teachers' backgrjunds, experiences or certifications?
2. Do teachers' speak positively about the children?

IV. , Environment -
N

-1, What is the-ratio of teachers to students?
2. Are-the rooms_overcrowded, pleasant?

3,---Ts-the_--eilvironmentLstiiiiiitating?-Sutfiient- materials?

1

Is the school following .federal and state -guidelines -

lk Is-notification given of meetings to be held in reference t6 the_ childs'
educational placement?

2. -Is there an I .E.P. established after 30 sch601 days = Is it updated?

VI Pupil Records and Assessdent

1. What type of assessment is used- is it carried out by certified personnel?
2. What records are Ikept on file? Are they all open to parent inspectiop?

Developmental and mental test scores, data, attendance, health, records to
and from special agencies

VII. Philosophical approach of the administration' -

1.i Now does the schodl fit into the mainstreaming outline on Page 2?
2. What are. educational beliefs of the administration.? - do they respect

A' children. as individuals, do they use negative labels?
a. If the school environment includes non-handicapped, is some attempt mad

for mainstreaming ?

4. To what extent are_parents involved?, - in school making policies, parent
meetings, father programs, PTA or similar parent organizations?
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.A young child's world is opened up through interactions with his or her

Ifamdly'and.in experiencing just about,everything. It is exciting to watch

your child grow, develop, change, and learn.

In normal development, overall graatli happens very fast, so that sometimes

the little steps go unnoticed. In theffolloving pages you will find many steps

to watch for and encourage in your child. Fun to do activities accompany each

developmental step.

We hope'these suggestiOns will enrich you and'youi child's experienCes.

Adaption fol3section:- Birth to One Year -.: "How, to Play With Your Baby"
Athina Aston 1

Fountain Publishing Co., Inc.
Larchmont , New Yoik

Sections: One to three years by Sister Mary LOrita
Illustrations: Rose Leavell

Not for quote or redistribution
1978

1,1,701.. 7
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1

YOUR DABLiduEL±32:
1. Suck
2. Listen to sounds -

3. Be held, cuddled, rocked

BIRTH TO ONE MONTB

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Watch faces
2. Look up at moving, biight things
3. Hold things placed in hand

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Smile back ,t you
2. Watch his/her hands
3. Make cooing sounds
4. Reach out.- 'hit things

r '42./1r.., ot..,..),

.d.0... i

\+ b`-.

--...,
, I'''

11 ,,
--,-.z.----,.
.....

4 ; i r

ONE MONTH

$

GIVE YOUR BABY!:

1. Bottle
2. Your voice - sing and talk
3. your arms - hold, cuddle, rock, love

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Your face - to smile, talk, whisper,
chanvi expi-ession

2. Toys handing-across crib
3. Small; safe rattles or things placed

in baby's hand

T:'.0 MONTHS

GIVILYOUR EgY:

on..4 \ic ;I 11

;

4

1111 1 V I I g I I III " " Mat AM MI lull INN MO_ JOIN NW .1111

1. Your smiles
2. Ribbon with bells tied loosely to

wrist.
You - Lo-ir,itato baby sounds, soft,

muEic box toys.
uoili,2 toys tied across crib

WS
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YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Reach out for noise, shiny toys
2. Feel things with open hands
3. Suck on fingers
4. Laugh out loud

t

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

7 I, Stare at toy in hand
2. Reach for toys and let go
3. Lion tummy, lift head and

look around
Laughi coo, gurgle, "talk"

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Roll from side to side -
. back to

/
front

2. Shake, feel, bang, hold on
to things

3. Sit with suppoit
4. Blow "bubbles-raspb ries"

161
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THREE MONTHS

GIVE YOUR BABY:

FOUR MONTHS

1. Toys tied across crib, any safe*
noise or bright object

-. Ball of y rn or made of yarn

1

3. A little oney on fingers
4. Your voic , smiles, laughter

)

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Small rattle baby can hold
2. Toys close by, so baby can reach

out, hold, drop
3. Time to play on tummy - interesting

objects to look at
4. Your attention, your smiles and you

to spend time, talking back to baby

FIVE MONTHS

GIVE YOUR BABY:
%-

,1. Time to play on floor play per
2. Rattles, yarn ballg, wooden spoon
3. A pillow placed behind baby
4. You to imitate baby and become excited

over ''bubbles and raspberries"

111--;-="-imr--1,---Iiirme-swrmiraarvil -Err OW
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YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Reach, hold, put things in mouth
2. 'Sit - leaning forward
3. Smile and "talk" to mirror

Triansfer toys from hand to hand

YOUR BABY LIKES' TO:

4

... Sit alone
2. Play with .feet and put them in-

his/her mouth
. Say simple sounds: 'mama, dada-

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Drop toys and look for them
2.1 Show love for family but fears

.strangrs:
3. Crawl &n `belly
4. Drink from a dup with help

SIX MONTHS

41-

Arv

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Safe objects that baby can hOld
and mit in mouth

2. Playtime on floor,
3. You and baby - play and'"talk" time

in front of mirror
4. Shall, longer objects such'as

wooden spoon .

SEVEN MONTHS

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1-2. Playtithe on floor
3. You - to imitate and repeat baby's

sounds
4. You - to play simple games such as

"Where's baby ?" .and "peek-a-boo!"

0 .
EIGHT,MONTH3

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Bouncy, noise toys, blocks
2. You to be near baby° when unfamiliar

person aurpaCheg baby
3. Playtime on floor
4. Small plastic cup you can help

baby bold

-t ?
1111 INN MI MI IMO it ri
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YOUR BABY LIKES. TO:

1. 'Creep on hands and knees
2. Hear own name - stops, looks, smiles
3. Find things in a box
4. Play°"pat-a-cake, peek -a -boo,' so big,

find mommy/daddy"

YOUR BABY 'LIKES TO:

1. Pick up small objects with finger
and thumb and poke finger into
.small- openings

2. Cruise - walk around furniture
. or chairs

3. Bang fops together, drop, pick-up,
and put, into containers

4. Unwrap - find a toy

f.

AC..ITHS

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Playtime on floor, outdoors,:
on grass

2. You - to ask "Where's ?.,

3. .Shoe box with cover and interestomg.
things: ball, doll, noise or
favorite toy, plastic cup

. 4. You -'to play baby's games

TEN MONTHS

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Bits of yarn, Cheerios, plastic
container lid with small. ho-le.k

2. You - to put toy on furniture or
chair so that baby has to walk to
get it

3, Small toys, household objects, wooden
spoon, plastic containers

.4. You - to wrap a toy in kleenex, small
cloth ,or a piece of paper I

O
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YOUR BABYI LIKES TO:

Use fingers to poke, dial, tai:e
things apart

2. Scribble on paper
3. Stand straight - holding on 1-3

furniture or your hand
4. "Talk" -.raise and lower voice

Ye'. A le.

E:r.1, E il'O'71fiS

4111L/C

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Plastic c.mtainer with covers, toy
phone, measuring cups

2.,Cra.yon,. paper and someone to scribble
with baby

3. You - to encouri,ge baby to stand
4. You - big trother/sister to "talk"

back to baby, imitate baby's sounds
noise and lower voice

T1iil775?, MONMS

YOUR BABY LIKES TG: GIVE YOUR BABY:

1,v Creep, cruse, stand alone or
with suvort

1. Playtime on floor,
standing by furniture

2°. Unwrap ant find toys 47. kleenex, cloth and 'you to
3. Help with.gett.ing dressed wrup toy
4. Say "mama or "dada" and two

other wcrds
3. Lctise clothing and youJOPtime so that

baby can "Delp"
4, to respond ,to "mama-dada" and.to

167
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YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Stand up, sit down, stand alone
2. Feed self using spoon
3. Turn pages of book, point to

pictures
4. Listen to, clap hands, try

imitating nursery rhymes

YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Drag and pull things behind
him/her-,2. Use water and sand

3. Find and point to one body
part.

4. Explore - get into everything

161

13 - 15 MONTRI

*

GIVEYOUR BABY:

1. Playtime on floor, near furniture2. You - to guide self-feedingB. Stor,ytime with parents, big brother/
sister, grandparents

4. Nursery rhymes and song time -
imitate clap hands, raise and
lower voice, change facial expres-
sion, enjoy each other

16 - 18 MONTHS

!Ls"'

11.1046Ser Ioines.
III 1111111ai gar

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1.: Pull, push toys - any toy on.
wheels with string attached,

2. Your supervision during sand and
water play

Thu7 Way in front of mirror, touch
;.use on doll/...omky/daddy/grand-
parents

4. Baby proof home to make it safe and
avoid accidents

c'.

<ffl, f/7
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YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

19 MONTHS - 2 YEARS

1. Take things apart - put them back
together again

2. Kick a large ball
3. Play in sand, dig, shovel, mess,

build
4. Ask for things in simple sentences`:,

"more juice"

GIVE YOUR BABY:

1. Building blocks, pop beads,
measuring cups, containers.

2. Large ball or beach ball
3. Sand box or outdoor play
4. You - to encourage baby to ask

for things

2i YEARS

YOUR BABY LIKES TO: GIVE YOUR BABY:
1. Use a "go cart" or ride toy 1. A ride toy, toy car or horse child fit
2. Imitate drawing 1 and 0 onto and can push with feet
3. Name familiar objects when asked 2. Large pieces of paper, crayons,felt
4. Eat, with a fork marker and you to help

3. You - grandparents to ask: "What is

1

III m ! ago,. ... »

this?" -familiar objects: 'cup,
spoon, ball, doll

4. Supervision when using a fork

rm.... 1

1
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YOUR BABY LIKES TO:

1. Name at least one color
2. Pedal a tricyclp
3. Answers questions - uses three

word sentences
4. Builds 3 -block pyramid

3 YEARS (
GIVE YOUR BABY:

1, Toys, objects of the same color:
you to ask: "give me the red
ball, apple"

2. A tricycle, big wheels
3. You/grandparents to ask easy

questions: "What swims?"
4. You/ big brother/sister to build

and play with blocks .

4.

Each child develops at his or her own'rate. Use this guide to

enjoy and appreciate your child at his or her individual pace.

1 7 -
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HELLO! We are starting to organize our parent meetings for the Fall.
Having been very_excited about Sarach Litch's curriculum, "Toward the
Prevention of Mental .RetArdation," we would like to use her wroach as
a kick off point for our parent meeting topics.

Mrs. Litchis curriculum addresses the various roles we play as
parents, such as: Mother and Father as Dieticians, Mother and Father as
Teachers, Mother and Father as Household Managers.

1

Wou you please take the time to number the following list in order
of your p ference. (Example: #1 - topic most interested in, _116 - topic
least inter ted in.) To the right of the topic would you please share
any and all i eas you have with regard to-speakers appropriate for the
topic, or any other suggestions:

THANK YOU for your cooperation: Because of you and your helpful
suggestions we expect our meetings to be fun and informative' for everyone.

4

6rder'of
Preference Topics

Mather and Father in Their
Role as Dieticians

Speakers/

Suggestions

Mother and Father in Their.
Role as Doctors

Mother and Father in Their
Role as Household Managers

Mother and Father in Their
Role as Teachers

Mother and Father in Their
Role as Psychologists

Mother and Father in Their
Role as Lawyers
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. CHILD'S NAME

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14'214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Mother's Meetings Survey 1978-79

Sunday Evening Parent Meetings

Special topic meetings wi?l to scheduled on the third Sunday of the month
throughout the entirerIchool year. The meetings will start at 7:00 p.m. oand end promptly at 8:00 p.m. There will be appro 'inately eight meetings
during the year. Your attendance is important.

What topics do you suggest for your Sunday evening-Ad regularly scheabled
day-time parent meetings? Please indicate your choicps 1 -8..

Nutrition.'- what 'foods are good for
my child? How much? How often?

z

Pedlatriei'an - open di,scuss.ion -
question and answer.

Language - how talking and'under-
slanding skil 1 s "develop.

Socia,1 and emotional - how my child,
gro-WS to knbw himself a#d others.

,

,
-Gross Motor development - when and
tfbw rolling, sitting?, crawling,
creeping, walking happens.

Local community services - where.can
I go if' my child needs special help?

Concerns as parents o,f a child with
special needs.

Health - when do I call the doctor?

Prenatal care - what happens before
a baby is born?

behavior and discipline,..,

, Feeding - how do I solve problems
with feeding?

Safety for my child - at home,
When travel ing.

Toys - home made.

Toys - whic toys are good for
_my child?

Fine Motor Development - how
hand skills develop.'

Thinking and perception,r,how
does ray child develop?

Exploring - how my chili,

Other

The best days_of the week to attend a parent meeting for me area: (Please indicate
,,(1) first choice (2), second choice. ) Monday; Tuesday; Wednesday;

Thursday; Friday

The best time for me would be in the murning; the afternoon.

How often do you think parent meetings for "moms" shouldte held: G once a week;
once every other week; once a month.

Special guests I would like to conduct a Family-Infant Parent group meeting include:
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING',

RECORD KEEPING

Introduction
-

%Ai parents of a-delayed child yOu must becoMe good record keepers.

There is no sc,aping it. You will have to' deal with a bewildering variety

of professionals, service providers, and bureaucrats plus rules and regulations

that become more complex every day. If you seek alternatives for your child, better
- 0

services, .or financial aid you will have to d'odpeht your case and prove your

point. You will have to have .the facts, The problem-is that all too manAparents

learn-this the hard way, often, when it is too late to. do any good.

. But keeping .good,records is diffiEult, and while a few people seem to be -

born record keeper§, most of us need help to do a good job. We are going to .

provide some of that help here by getting you started early and helping you become
(V

more s34bmatic.. io.focits your efforts we have identified three broad record

'keeping areas" (medical, social/legal/financial, and education) where you Will need

records, and we have outlined some directions ihat will-get you started. - Your

h' d's teader or another staff member will Rrovideadditional help.

Don't ait For thems Get,Atarted now. -Read this.andorganize what

you already have.

4Directions

0.

'1. This system is aimed at keeping a record of your dealings *with

profession* and service providers. You will need other records

too, for example, your child!smedicai histdry; developmental

pattern, and progress: in school.* If you do not already have those

records, or a system for mai?taining them; please ask. your child's
4

teacher for

2.*.RePcords can be ,kept oh the pa4es which follow,. Look at-them. They'

are in a dary fgrmat with each page containing everal blocks
.

that have spaces s-for the date, the person or, agency you cohtact,

an ?your entry. :

3. Keep-recard.s.,ar:%

0, a) TelephOne calls you make orsticeive that dealiwith services

-for youuothild: ,

$ . . , . 4

.4
:hiou have a right to examine all records that any agency keeps on S'obr child.
*Many-agencfes-will let you,44ve copies of their records,.somet,imes for a small fee.

,
, 1 a e '''

. ...
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b) Meetings you attend and appointments you keep that deal with

services for your,child.'

c) Letters you send or receive that deal with services for your

child. Remember: Keeping records you will never use is better

than not keeping the one record you need. If there is any

question, keep a record!

4. To keep records:

a) First enter the date and the person and/or agency with whom you

are dealing. Be accurate about Gates and names. If'you are

uncertain, do the best you can but include a question mark (?)

-

,

tto remind you that you are uncertain.

b) Then under "Entry" briefly describe what happened. Generally

include: purpose, recommendations, promises, and. action taken.

Use simple words, be specific and objective. Try to describe

the actual behaviors and, quote what people say.. See the examples

attached.

5. These pages will soon be filled so youmay want to copy extras right

now. any stores have booklets in this format and you may be better

off buying one of those to,start with, or you mayl wish to 1)0y a

notebook. The point is .tha this will just get you started and some

people have stopped when they f-un out of pages. Make sure you keep

on going.

6. Original materials you receive are very important. Keep all letters,

bills, docu nt-s, and reports. Space for that is not provided here.

' We recommtn you buy cheap cardboard file syitems and organize them

by the categ ries we provide here.
4z,

.
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EXAMPLES

DATE: Sept. 3, 1979 Persoh/Agency: Miss Smith - Johri's Teacher
-

0 ENTRY: 'Met to.discuss spe'ech therapy for John: She said the school would do

- alTagnosis and make recommendations soon. They will contact me.

DitTE: May 4, 1978 Person/Agency: Dr. Williams

ENTRY: Discussed diagnosis. He recommended.physical therapy and made an

appointment with Sue J., a physical therapist, for June 8.

,*

),I

REMEMBER

WRITE EVERYTHING TOWN!!

KEEPJ7ERYTHING!!

DATE EVERYTHING!!
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MEDICAL

A'

r-Date:
.

Person/Agency: )

I ENTRY: .

.

= f

.

.

.-,

..

.

, ..
.

.

..

-

_
,

.

.

.

4

. i

Date:
.

.

.

n/Agenco
. .

.

ENTRY:

t

. .

.

. /

.
- .

.

.

.

...,

.

,

pate: Person/Agency:
.

ENTRY: :

.

.

.

.

, ts
c

,

1

_
) .

,

..

.

.

. .-

,-

Date: ,

.

Person/Agen4:
'-,!...

.
.

.
.

ENTRY :

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

.
.

.

, .
,

,

.

..

.

.

'tDate:
. - .

.

1Person/Agency,:
.

.

ENTRY:
s
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SOCIAL/LEGAL/FINANCIAL

-Date:
.

.

1Person/Agencyv.
,

-ENTRY:

.

.

V

.,.

.

..

.

Date:
.

4
1. Persdn/Agency:

.

,

.

ENTRY: '
..

,

.

.

.

.

(

.

,

.

.

:

't%

.

.

..

.

.

Date:
-,.'

.
_

. Person/Agency:
----..\

ENTRY:
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

.

,

,

.

:Da.t.s.:
..,..

- -..

, Person/Agemcy:

ENTRY:
.

.

. 0

Date: Person/Agency:

ENTRY:



EDUCATION

Date:
%

Person/Agency:
,

ENTRY:

.

-

..

.

, .

. - .

.

,

.

,

,

e

1

i Date:
.

.1 Person/Agency:

. ENTRY:

. J

.

,

, .

.

Date: .

PersOn/Agency: .

.

. ,

'ENTAY:

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

a

Date:
4.

,

Person/Agency:

. ENTRY: .

-- -.

Date: Person/Agency:.,

ENTRY:



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING'

PLANNING

Introduction

We assume. that parents are responsible for their children and that

they will want to be in charge of the things that affect their children's

future. Problems will abound, decisions will have to be made, there will

- be alternatives and choices. If you want to be active and to choose

thoughtfully you must look ahead. That's what planning is, and while it

cannot insure success, planning's purpose is to make it more likely that
/0things happen 'the way you want.them.to happen.

To help you plan we have devised a system that will get you started

and provide a framework'for fbcusing yoy planning efforts. We start by

asking that you address two related queitions: "What do we want to happen?"

and "Hbw can we help those things happen?" These questions are asked

relative to six broad areas of concern. These areas are: Financial/Legal,

Social Service's/Medical, Education, Vocation, Living Independently, and:,

Miscellaneous. You may not be concerned with all of these areas at first,
a

but sooner or later you will be dealing with every one of them. The

outline which follows will start you or your way. .

A Planning Process/

Planning is not a simple 30-minute process that ends with a neat

blueprint that has all t eanswer's. Instead it takes time, doing and

redoing, Use a small pencil, and erase. Try' to be systemafic but do not

become ifflexible. Se kialternatives.

rn 1.. The first Step is to get started. Pick one area wh

some concerns. Thinks about the near future ra

9

, (

ou have

n the

distant future. What do you'want to happen? List e erythipg.

TA idea is to get everything down., That's the first step - one

area, all.your concerns, what you want to happen: big° things,

little things, everything. Write them.on PLANNING WORKSHEET4.

- Sometimes people also try to propose solutions at this step.

DONUT DO,THAT.. That comes later. 0

o
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- Somettmes people think of 'things i'n another area. Fine, '

before , you forget it, write it down under that area.

- Many pepple'think some of their things mightbe "silly, trite"

or "unrealistic." Our feeling is that everything that fs important
.

1

to you_cannot be silly, trite, or unrealistic,,so write it all

down. If you are still worried, just don't show it to anybody else.

Z. When you are finished, put it away, rest for a wile.

3. The next step is to decide what to do first. Out best advice-is

to'Plan firstfor those things you think will be easiest and then .

move to the more difficult things. The idea isPto build your skill

and your conficjen.ce. G over your list, select one thing, transfer

it - write iron PLANNIN WORKSHEET II.

4. Before you think about what to do, spend a few minutes thinking

about what you want to happen,
1

Look at it, is that really ft?.

Can you say it better? Can you be any clearer? For example,

"Find another doctor" might really be "Find a doctor who will

spend some time with me" or it might e "Find someone to tell

me some things that I can do at home -"

5. Next identify a series of steps that will ake you from where you
. ,

are to where you. Want to go. For
t

example, YOu may want to find a

dentist for your erebral pal3y child. ,

First Step: Decide hat,I.want-in a dentist.

a) Close to home.

b) Reasortable costs, covered by Medicaid.

c) Experienced with children having,cerebral palsy.

Second Step:, Collect 'names of dentists.

a) Talk to my dentist.

b) Call the United Cerebral Palsy Association.

c) Talk with pgrentio of children with. cerebral palsy.

Third Step: Select a few dentists; tali( to them and decide.
t1).

a) You can also plan by working backward from where you want
.

to go to where you are.. Using that system your steps Mould

be the same as above, but your starting points would change.

Whichever system you use, you should write the steps in the

,space provided on PLANNING WORKSHEET II.
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6. Identifying steps can be ea ler if you are careful.

a) Think of the big step first. Then, if necessary, the big

steps can be broken down.

b) Soirietimes there is no necessary order in the steps but often

one step will lead to another.

Be specific alrid concrete. Every step should havlee.,verb,.

something you will do. '
e

Sd) Urfte everything down but leave room to tick things in.

Ask someone you trust to react to your plan.

THEN D0 IT 441

Too many people do not follow through. All

they do is plan, or think about doing things.

Planning without doing is a Waste of time.

7 Keep your plans a'nd be prepared to share them with others. There

are few totally unique problems or goals, so you will be in a

position to help others whose goals are similar. to yours.

8 Periodically your child's teacher will offer.to review your, plans

with you, and we will have at feast one parent meeting to review

efforts and to share successes. Plan to take,part.

9. In additiori to plarining, we think that the parents of handicapped

children need to become excellent record keepers. The two, go

-hand-in-glove. Another section of this booklet,Will help you start.'

4
.
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PLANNING WORKSHEET I

WHAT DO WE WANT TO HAPPEN?

11)

2),

I

3)
a

4)

5)

6)

O

7)

8)

4

0

te*

O

4

.(You probably will%hav\more thag eight. ,Make"up your OWR sheet and keep going.)

O
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PLANNING WORKSHEET II

THIS IS -WHAT WE WANT TO HAPPEN r

-""

HOW DO WE HELP THIS HAPPEN?

1S7
.

.(You will want to do more than one plan so make Lip ,dour 'own sheet and "keep rgoing. )

-s,:204440440.44,.,
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.3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

a

DESCRIPTION AND INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS°
imp

4

0

(Baseline Data Collection and Parent ;Training)
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Descr4tion and Information about Instructional Programs:

I- GOAL:, To establish a detailed instructional program in which data ca
simultaneously collected.

II METHOD: An instructional program sheet will be used for each instructional
task. (See appendix i.)

IT SHOULD BE-NOTED THAT ALL OF THE INSTRUCTORS' WES SHOULD BE
RECORDED AT THE TOP OF THE SHEET - PARENTS, SIBLINGS, TEACHERS, ETC.

A. Prompt Lev

In the upper light hand corner are listed each of the prompt levels we will
be using,to teach a skill and to record the data. Generally speaking, they are
those teaching cueszwe will be giving, to the learner. jSee appendix ii.)

By circling the initial assigned to each prompt level (S,C,G,M,P,T) on the-
right hand portion of the sheet, we will be able to exactly record the learner's
behavior. The date the programs were given and the initials of'the instructor
will, be listed above each column.

B. Task Analyzing the Program:

Each program (or task) we are going to teach is'"task-analyzed: or brokep.down
into separate steps; those steps being the numbered items on the front of the sheet
and continued on the'back: For example, let us assume we are teaching the learner
how to wash-his/her 'face and hands, the first few steps mightbe listed as:

1) Goes.to sink in ,bathroom

2) 'Turns on faucet

3)
.

Picks up .soap.

By isolating and sequencing these separate Steps, we will be'able to success-
teach the task.

S-
C.

I

Data Collection:

1) FO each step the instructor wilqlcircle the prompt level used. For ,

example, if in wash4ng his/her face and hands, the learner goes'to the
after the command "Go to the sink" we will circle the circle "t". ,After
-the entire,program sheet is completed (total of 15) the instructor -will
connect the circled prompt levels of each step.' Thi-S Will enabJe us t6
graphically observe how the learner is responding to our program. ,(See

"appendix tII.)

Baseline Date: To obtain a,baselin evaluation,on the instructional
program, each program will be administered three times on two separate
days (total six). After six trials, a vertical -line will be drawn down

'the ,sheet to visually separatelthe baseline from the rest of the program.
-.in order to obtain this baSeline information, it will be necessa'ry for
the instructor to go through each of the prompt levels for each step- of
Vie program,

Ai-
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3) Reliability: Estimates of inter-rater reliability must be established
at least twice for everyoMn days on which data is collected. Follow
the below guidelines:

a) The other rater may be a parent, another staff member, a vollintter
.or another individual' identified for the task.

b) The other rater must be sugOlied with a rating sheet and must be
informed of the task which is to be/Observed.

c) Their observation is to be'recorde on the program. sheet on 'the same
column on which the teacher's observation is recorded. An "X" will
be used to record the reliability observatidn, and the observer'should
initial the observation.

0
D, Reinforcement:

After the leselipe i' established it is imper tive to reward the learner
throughout the teaching program. SpecifiCreward will vary with each individual .,

learner, such as-; clapping hand, rubbing the fa ',.hugs, treats, etc. However,
it should be kept in mind that verbal priase such as, "Good Joh, you picked p
thesoap" should accompany all rewards.

E. Results: i

The instructional rogram sheets we are using will be able to giye us valuable
information. Some of t information is listed below:

1) How an instructs nal task can be broken down into tsolated and sequential
steps.

. 2) 'Whether we are properly task analyzing of breaking down a task. .

3) Whether the instructional p';:drgranrrirOlen is too simple or too difficult
for a learner.

4) How each learner performs on those separate steps.

5) HQW each learn improves on separate.stePs of # task.

6) Wither we are p perly rewarding a behavior.:

190:
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APPENDIX i i

PROMPT LEVELS

, PROMPT LEVEL'S: - SELF INITIATES

At this level, the inistructor-will use no physical, gestural or veTibal cues to'.
encourage the learner to perform the task independently\ The learner, on hiS
own, either because of meeting his basic needs or based upon past learning
experiences, will perform the task independently. Example: John is able to
complete the pick up the soap step, within the Overall hands and face washing
program, without-being prompted.

,'PROMPT LEVEL C: - COMMAND ONLY

At this level, the instructor uses only a verbal cue to encourage the learner to
perform the task independently. Examples: Give verbal cue, "John, pick up re-*
soap." The learner will pick up the spap.

PROMPT' LEVEL G: - COMMAND AND GESTURE

At, this level, the instr4cior will simultaneously give the verbal cue Offle
pointing to the physical object that is to be manipulated.' Example :, Give
verbal cue, "John, pick up the ,soap," while pointing to the soap. Learned'
Will pick up the soap..

PROMPT LEVEL M: - COMMAND. AND MODEL

I ,

At this level, the instructor will give a verbal cue and demonstrate the task
for the learner. Example: Instructor .gives verbal cue, "Job, pick up the
soap," while modeling the task. The instructor then replaces the soap and the
learner completes the task.

PROMPT LEVEL P: - PARTICAL PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE

The instructor °Will ilimultanecoly give verbal cues and physically manipulate

At thi's level, the instructor senses some awareness, n the part of the learner.

the leanner. Example: Give,he verbal directions, "John, pick up the soap,"
and pAysjcally place your hand over4the learner's hand, manipulate his fingers
to grasp the soap, and 'continue to 'give hand-over-hand assistance to pick up .

the soap.

PROMPT LEVEL TOTAL PHYSICAL ASSISTANCE

this level, the instructor senses-no awareness on the part,of the jearner.
t Tfte instructor will simultaneously give verbal -cues and physically manipulate

the learner. ExaMple: Give the Verbal directions, "Johns pick up the soap,"
...

7 and physically place your hand over the lear'ner's hand; manipulate his fingers
to.gra# the soap, and continue to give hand-over-hand assistance to pick up
th-e soap,

,47
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APPENDIX D

Infant"Training /

Vulpe Adaptation: Infants, Working Draft
Vulpe Adaptation: Toddlers, Draft II 4'

Individualized Education Plan
Physical Therapy Assessment Form
Audiological Screen for Ibfaryts
.Polity: Objectives'
Individual Goal Sheet
Infant Progress Repoit
Selected Activities from the Infant
Curriculum

192
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r.
CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

FAMILY -INFANT.pROGRAM DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKCIS

C

I
\ September 1980*

I

*Adapted from: The Vulpe Asses
%(Second'Edition)
By Shirley German Vulpe.

National Institute on Mental
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

This is a workihg drift for internal use only.
It cannot be copied or gtvdh to others.

\)
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1

4

0.

We wish to acknowledge our debt to the Vulpe Scale which is
the sole source of this effort. We adopted items from the scale,
made adaptations to many others, and omitted some. The order of
items within the scales has been retained. Finally,'we'put
everything into this .format which our parents and staff are
comfoeable using.
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GROSS MOTOR - Held
Lying CON1l:113N7

1

--2---Susi5eaed

3.

Held Held at shoulder: Momentarily lifts head, .

-

a

holds it enect andy_prtJca).in_line..wi..th,..body4.0a).-.......--..

head down: keeps head vertical in line with body
(-1)

ti0ffiTieia moiiient;:iiT;WinisncieTile;idOWnT1- F1--
,.. P..- ...1 e VA .1 or v . ..

4 Held at shoulder: momentarily holds head erect and steady
(1-2)

.

5 Held at shoulder: head erect at midline for several
minutes (1-2) ,

.

, .

6 , Suspended in prone position: liftthead momentarily, head
usually level with trunk (1-2)

.

7 Suspended in prone position: holds head above level of
body (3-4)

I

.

.

,

.

. .

8 IT upright under arms: head upright, no wobbling (5-6)

9 Lying Supine: turns head through 90° range (0-1)

10.

7
Supine: Kicics legs in sequence (0-1)

I '

Supirig: Flexes or bends whole body, arms and legs
.

12 Supine: extends or straightens body, arms and legs
slightly bent or in extension (0-U

--- -------4.

7

,

13

14'

Prone: turns head from side to side (0-1)

Vroirei-Acives -ai-:1:11a1W6-i-l-ri-C-Giing-Ilionenls (0-1)

TS' Prone: Leg thrusts in play or kicks legs playfully
(0-1)

16 Prone: momentarily lefts Head, chin clearing surface
(0-1) .

.

,

17

.

Supine: turns head vigorously from side to side 11-2)
A

.

.

18 Supine: moves arms energetically (1 -2 -)
. ,

.
i

19 Prone: lifts head in midline and erect (1 -2)

1
.1 910.

r

.

..

20 On side: turns from side to back (1-2)

21i r,Supine: holds arms and hands in midline (1-2)
,,,

NMI
.

i

, i

III i, MB
,

t
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GROSS MOTOR - Lying

4

.)

"NW

'COMMENTS

Supine: holds head in midline (1 -2) .,
--

.
,

.

H. Prone: lifts head to 20'-30' angle and holds for ten
seconds ( -2)
gone: momentarily lifts chest, pushing with arms -

balance unsteady (1"-2)

.

.
.

.
.

rone: kicks legs alternately (1-2-)
- .

..

upine: moves arms and legs symmetrically (3-4) .
.

.

-2:

-29--

3-0

upine: turns head from side to side through 180' angle
.

(3 -4) r.
.

,
.

.

upine: rolls from back to side and.returns (3-4)

:

.,

.._

-

-.._w...
.

(3-4)Tyrone: TSICe and ietprns

STIOne: arms bent, close to chest (3-4)
.

4

-IT

33

egs bent and together, hips lowered (3-4)upine: .legs I
1111

Supine: lifts legs from surface (3-4)
.

,,IL .

.

Prone: ltfts and turns head side to side through 1800
angle (3-4)

-
, %'

.34.

-ME-Prone:

Prone: makes swimming movement with trunk and legs (3-4). op

.. i

-

,

. . .

resting on foree.ms, raises head, shoulders and chest,
baAnce'unsteady (3-4)

36 Prone: arms held symmetrically about head (3-4)
,

37. Supine: rolls from back to 'side to other side (4-5)
gh . ,

38 Supine: attempts to lift head and shoulders to it (4-5)
,

% 1

39 Prone purposeful kicking of object (4-5) .
. _ L ,

1

.

.

i'

,

.
.

.

: . 1 -
____1...... i____4.__ t___; _____ _ ___

i 1 .198
.

1

41

Prone: supported on'elbows, lifts head and chest 50
tr-

to 90-
(4-5)
Prone: rollS from stomaChlo.6aa(c-6)-. .

____.
Supine: rolls from back to'stomach (5-6)

.7:. .
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GROSS MOTOR - Lying
Sitting COMMENTS

43 Prone: turns body by pivoting action (5-6)

rW Prone: reaches for object with arm or leg (5-6)

lit-- Prone: pushes backwards using arms and legs (5-6)

6 Prone: Reaches with one arm while support;ing'body weight

on forearm (5-6)
Supine: lifts head off of surface. momentarily (6-7)

4--8- Prone: extends arms, supports.body weight on both hands
(6-7)

149 Prone: complete roll, stomach to back to stomach (6-7)

{

51

52

Prone; Moves short distance by rolling, creeping, pivoting

(6-7)

Prone: 'assumes creeping position, rocks back and forth

(7-8)
1,

Prone: belly crawls (7-8)

53 Uses crawler (7-8)
4-- "p

54.

55

56
57'.

ProneOloves to-sitting positton and back to prone

indkendently (7-8) 1

Creeping: body off floor, alternating moyement of arms

Sitting Pulled,to'sitting: he4 lag or head falls

Su ppr t Otting: head falls forward markedly (0-1)

58 Pulled to..sitting:.head lag, some attempts to right head

(1-2)

59 Support sitting:, be§inning to hold head erect with some head

101bing (1:-.2)
, -

60
0

Support sitting: turns head freely with good control (3-4.)

61 Sitting with support (pillows):, sits for 15'minutes (3-4)

62

'63

Support 'Sitting; had -steady, shoulders' and lower b6ck

port sitting: reaches fbrwar&and backward forobject

INF Ilia 111111 111.1



GROSS MOTOR --Sittillg '
Standing,' walking, kneeling

CPMMNTS .

6 Pul-le0o sitting: slight head lag but maintains
head 'control (3.4) .

65 pulled to sitting: attempts to assist in pulling (4-5)

66 Supine: Reaches with arms, lifts head i,n anticipation o,f

. . _

..:...../.__

being pull ed tosstt.ting_14.:;5)
qn Support sittings ,,,,holds head erect indefinitely (4-5)

i *
.68

69

70

71

Sup:In'e: attempts to pull self to sitting while-.pulling on
outstretched. hands (5-6)
Supine,, pulled to %sitting; head steady w17 pulled upright
(5-6) ; ; .
Sitting with ,slight support: sits with:minimal. suppott (5-6)

Sitting in .chair: head erect, steady and back straight (5-6)

72 Sits unsupported .for a few seconds using, hands (5-6).

3 Sits
.
unsupported for 49 seconds or mare (6-7

74. Support sitting: head erect, back straight, leans forwar
12taihulbject (6=1)

25 Sits independently. without hand support f=eral
U115.17-81

76 t Sits cross-legged, legs straight in front or, nit's/ have
aferiest p'6ition (7-8+

77 Sits ndepedently in chair (7-8)

78 Sitting: maintains balances while rotating body to reach
for Qbject (7-8)

79 Supine: sits up by pushing up with hls (10-11)

80. iUses backless, straight swim, swings and maintaThsbalance.
(30-36) ' .

Standing, wal king,°kneel ing - Support standing: 1 ted for-
81 '.1waeci
82 Suppor!t standing: bears small fracIion of owifTwetight (1-2)

e
8371grp, port standing: str,aightens legs by pushing with feeiti

! (3-4)

tio.+Suport standing: rises to tiptoes'. occasiefally 13-4)

--,'" ..
1.01 11111111 IIN In INE MO MN 11.11 .1 MI
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8

8

8

. 8

8

9

9

. .

9

9

.9

9

_9

9

l 0i

10

10

1.0

10

GROSS MOTOR walking, kneeling

r
COMMENTS

Tlift standing: 1 ifts- legs and curls toes occasionally

, . .

rone. crawling posture, moves one knee forwar, no
t

lifting of abdomen ,(6-7) .
.

i

upport standing: bounces, bears large portion of body I
on feet (6-7)

,--:

.

_

3 Sitting or- kneel ing , pulls self tog4Ianding using
furniture or object (7-8) -..-

. aning w en e Dy ^.n sears u welg on ee , egs

wide apart', unable to let self down (7-8)
1 uppor s aning: .ens, Bounces w i e searing own weig

(7-8)
.

.

1 Support standing: makes stepping movements (9-10)

a Support standing: lowers self to sitting (9 -10)
,

3 Takes a few steps while holding onto one hand (10-11)
._:...

. _,

,

-i- ,

4 Teices-,zley steps, froni one person to another, (10-11)
.

5 Takes a few steps independently, (10-11)
1

e

6 Uses furniture to pull to standing (10-117

T.

(

Support standing: leans forward, recovers lialanc0 without
falling (10 -11) _0

.

.

-

3 Support standing: leans baCkwgird, recovers balance without
fall inn (10-111_

.
,

.

.

.

,

.

.

) Support standing: leans to each, side, recovers balance
without falling (10-11)

°-

) Stands with good balance while holding an with one hand
10 -11) ,

,

,

1

a
i

I Prone: gets to kneeling independently (12-13),

? : Kneels with. good, bal ance for several minutes (12-13) ,

.

3 Moves forward on knees a short distance (12-13)

,
.

.

204
1 Walking with.support (12-13) ,,,-

5 Walks alone 6 steps or more (12-13) , I

..,

,

IMINier"- ,
, ..

.

.
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10

10

10

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

112

12

12

12

12

12

GROSS MOTOR - Standing, walking, kneel ing
COMMENTS

Cruising: sidestep while hoiTti; onto furniture (12-13)

' s Stands independently momentarily (12-13) .

.
.

Standing: shifts. weight from one foot to Ahe other (12-13) .

Using hands only, goes from sitting to standing (12-13) 1 .

Standing: stoops to pick up object from floor (12-13) .

Standing: lowers self to sitting without support (12-13) .

! Stoops, stands. and continues walking (13-14)

1 Walks sideways, no faT1 ing (14-15) .

1 Walks backwards, nti falling (14-15)
,

.

1

3 Walks while' pulling ,toy (14-15)
//

5 'Wal king pattern:, heel-toe gait (14-15)
.

Standing position: uses hands to stop fall (14-15) ,

.

3 Seats self in s0611 chair ,(14-15)
-

.

) Mounts -and rocks in small rocking chair or horse -,04y-15) 1

. .

3 Kicks a ball (15-18)
.

.

4

.

I Imitates throwing ball -overhead (15-18)

? Stands, on one foot with help momentarily (15-18) .

3 Standing positio : reaches forward and backwardlror distant
objEctc with tr rotktiohjUMLJEUJILSRPRUI (15-12)

1

1 4

I

i
sr

.

,
-

4 Throws ball into c er, once in three attempts (15-18)

5 Rides kiddy-car (no Odals)` (15-18) 1
t

1

,

§,_
I n

Walks several steps, one foot on walking board and one on 4,

fl 0=41 8-24,)

1

1

1

i
;
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GROSS. MOTOR Standing, walkihT1 kneeling

° 6
Stairs, running, jumping

127

128

Standing position: 'crosses feet, no falling or lossof

balance (18 -24).

Walks on line, general direction (18-24)

129 Pushesand pulls 'large objects (18-24)

130 Pedals tricycle,'10 feet or more-and turns wide corners

(18-24)

131' Gets down from adulrhair, no help (18-24)

132 Walks carrying large objects 8-24

133

134

Walks on\tiptoe, short distance% no fallirgTIWN)

Squats in play (18-24)

135 r Stands on left foot alone for several seconds (18-24)

.136 Stands on right foot alone.for several seconds (18-24)

COMN1ENTS

137 Standing: bends at waist to pick up object, no falling or.
losing_balance (18-24)

138 Stands with both feet on walking board, 10 seconds (24 -30)

139 Standing position: reaches for distant object without holding

on for support, with exaggerated trunk motion (24 -30)

140 Walks backwards 10-feet (24-30)

141-- Walks down stairs, non-alternating feet, without holding

'railing (24-30)
142 Walks part way. on walking board, one foot in front of the

.

other (30-36)
'143 WaTks on line'Mfeet, each foot on line (30-36)

144 Walks on tiptoe :10 feet, no faTTing or loss of balance

(30-36)

A

145 Climbs over, tinder, around obstacles (30-36)

1Stairs, running, jumping Crawls up stairs several peps

.146 T12 -13

147 Walk's up stairs hqlding onto rail, non-alternatingfeet .

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 '111i 1111 1111 1111
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14

14

15

151

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

16

16

16

16

16

16

OSS MOTOR- Stairs, runnini, jumping COMMENTS 0.

I Crawls down stairs (13-14) .
.

Runs but may Til (15-18)

1 Imitates jumping over objects (15-18) .

LWalks up stairs, alternating feet and using handrail 11 8-24) 1

!

,

.

! Walks down stairs, alternating feet and using handrail (18-24) . .-
.

I Runs, occasional falls (18-24)
.."

.

I. Runs and stops on command (18-24)
1

i' Jumps of floor with both feet (18-241) .

. r

1

.

i Runs, stops, starts, avoids obstacles (24-30) .

,t. /

r Runs, changes directiOn without stopping (2430)
1 i

3 Jumps with both feet from 6 inch step, maintains balance upon

1 daiira.12-4_-34)___:__
) Jumps, feet together from 8-10 inch step, maintains balance

upon landing (24-30)
-

,

- .

.

) Jumps fdrward 4-14 inches (24-30)

I- JuMps into air 8 inches,feet together (24-30)
.

.

I

.

.

! Hops several times on one foot, no fall ng or losing balance
,(24 -30)

3 Jumps over two-foot height without falling (30 -36)

.:1
i

: ;

. l. ' 1

.

,

i

.

I Jumps forward 14718 inches (30-36)
.

5 Jumps forward 24-34 inches {30-A)

5 ,Hops'forward on one foot short distance (30-36) ,

i

, .21 0

Walks up stairs, may/may not hold onto rail, alternating.
, I

168-,Leet_110=311__
iWalks ddWn stairs, may/may not hold onto raA14 alternating

1.30r1.617

1"

r.

mi. MN ow IN ow mi. mu 11111 i1 11111 11111 1
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4.

GROSS MOTOR -- Stairs; running, jumping
.4 COMM 13 N TS

Runs in adult pattern, toes touching ground. first'

-2.6)
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3
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.

. .
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!25 Clasps hand.s-,',:; pi aying .witlf:finver;at midi ine (2-3?
5.:, 4's ) W.. ;4,', ' .-. S,;:i.' .tOr'.4b.R* l''' 'i - . . .

vv.."

!3 Grasps, or.,,toudhes; dangli ng; brig ht.:'o bi dc 2-3 . - . ,
ic ''...,C.Z,f4:45.T.'-. 4i, - " . A '--.-; --: ...,. '..

. .
. .

24 Tracks bal 1;,h6rizontal ly mill ed ta VI es: 3!;41 ,,,, _:,424 g:.:...!..,Cly.'4'.1a. . .
1

15 Head 'ilol 1 oWs?;,dangl ing bright :obi ect,'(3-.4 ,.),,,
zt..,,.....,, .. . . .

4..--:-.,:;,,if.t2isi,-; ,, . - .> :`t. .V1:;.'.-
.6 . Headgfollorfs-1 eyes tra k dangl ing,Lbright.objeCt (3-4 , . . , ,t .-1 - .tz-t,t,, 4 '.1. ''.i.."7 1P1t:rt:41.14 4 ..1'..

7 , Reaches o iobject with n 'ha d' (3:4) ...:, ,..* :: .. .
, . - I __---

, - '.'..: ...,..?' .,- ),,t'i,- ,,,, .:;,,, :r- .. ,,,- - . ., ,*44,fr, 4.i,)!*,.:-,r.' -. .. .

.8 Holdv,toy;in:opolm of. hand =wit suppOrt,of fingers 3 -4
.

4, ''''. -. '",I'VP Y . 4.-' ..tV.f.ift.- -
!9 ',Grasps..tright-objeet ,and .movesi to-..mouth ..(3-4 . _ , .

, ''' ".4_1.24-: 4s1::. -. '-'1 71. "tf:t;;; :°,...!" ./ .....
- _1 .__

. I , . '
10 Removesftbrightobject placed on chet:t(3=4) . , ,

.
t,-17-7-... ,.Hi.: ,, %.),1..y '..?4, :.,. -4 .. (i. .. !row.,,,.. . r .. I . ..

' *. .L_41, ,
11 To pul,ates' -4 ) ..-ix...te..i.R.4- -, ..'

, .
. .

.1,---s . ,..
. ''''.47-=---=

12 ,-. Observ-es,,smatli,Tibject (41-5) -7....ik.,;` '144P,.i.-itt.rk,f,,,ily ,.:. .
.

.
,

..,

4.1..
.*:-,,,,t.-q..4-0i.ko,.?.'".: _ . .

13 Be ins leaching:A.0th two hands',.. graspingr.tocassionally
(4 5)/IatcfAllisifle' :*

fit,. --; '',4V.:ri.%4-',... . . t . .
.-

.f

34 kIR4e_c5h)esfi-:froj..,,,,yirgous.pas1 t ions, ,..grs:saM.,,,,,i,i1,194toccasionally
.

L ,
.

.
. ,..

.
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e 7

_FINE MoTOR, sr..

I

0

,COMMENTS

li. Attends to scribbling (5-6)
, .

,

. ..

, Turns wrist during play (E-6-) .

.

.

46 Picks_up _object., using palm, fingers and thumb (5 -6)
p .,.

.
. .

46 Reaches for .object over and over again (5-6) .
.

.
,

P Reaches and picks up two objects (5-6)

413 Picks up Object directly
.

.
.

,

49 Rakes or scoops small object (574. ,, _

(raisin, pellet) .

.56 Lifts cup with handle (5-6)
. r .

51 Wt s inverted, cup (5-6)
s.1-

.

%

52 Pulls object using arms and bands a(5 -6) ,
,

.

53 Transfers object ,fropt, hand to hand (5-6 ,.
.-- -.: \ . . .

. (

54 Bangs objects together (5-6) ., .

. 0 , ._., r
55 .Manipulates string (5-6)

,

56 Prone:4one hand holds up. head and,' trunk,`, other- reaches for.: ',sf,3iettj546_) ..
,/, .

57 Adjusts _grasp, to size and, shape of , (5-6) ,

-,.5 Picks- up small object; severalr fingers .opposed to thumb (6-7)
.,,- (raisin., pellet) , , ,

59 GriP,S:object,. thumb bent .towkrd ,palp).(§1)
.

,

-....
. .

S, O :...H.....e,...a...d m;,....o....ves...* a rms held ationa ry -1(6,-
i
7) III

4
-,---
-

'6 i Lifts object, uiing.shbUlder contro 6=1),,,.

Reaches with bent ,el bow: .
.

;-- ,

Reaches act...corm-wine. (67:72.. ...
.; ) , - ,,. , . .

,
1. . ,,, .

lia ait ; alit Mil INN1. .7 1,044 =



. , FINE MOTOR
COMMENTS

,Picks up small object; thumb and fingers tompletely
oppoled (7-8)'- traisirL pplipt)

Attempts to secure three objects, holding two in one hand,
(7-8)

Left, or right band prefeence (7-8)

O

Explores objects.with hands and mouth (7 -8

Plays with three object,-(778)
touches tOggtharsombinet)
dusts grasp to weight of object (8-9

Begins releasing objecti 1879)

e eases any throws toys with lit le direction (8-9)

ses oref.nger n manipulating small object (8-9)

raisin 'ellet

miates. pat-a-cake 8 9)

Imitates= sticking out tongue (9-10)

Imitates side to side-movement of tongue (9-10)

Imitateslalacing tongue on roof of mouth (9.40),

Imitates tearing paper, using two hands (9 -10)

Voluntary release of large objects.intocontainers (10-11).

with one hand whil r aches ith other (11-12)
4

Adjusts grasp to weight of object, arm tension adjusts in
advance (11-12)
,Picks.up small object, using thumb and forefinger (11-12)
(raisin, pellet)

2.---§fitengthof grasvadjusted to weight of object (11,12)

3. Voluntary release of small,objects into container (11-12)

77rTiolds crayon in writing/pdsition (11-14

220



FINE 'MOTOR

?85' Imitates- scribbling (11-12)

86 Pushes /car, back1 and forth (11-12)

7 Places rings :'on peg (1142)
-

88 Turns'4ages3of a: book, 2 or. 3:,at4;..time;, (11.02)
',.;:-;.*1-'4,4;

89 'Imitates:lifting I id of small ,,bo.

dow

A

a.

Cr. MMENTS

90 Dumps,.small -object out of bottle';(124,13),i,
========

al- Throws small, ball while.; sitting ..,.(124:13)ti,,,?
. ;'. A 4

411111

92 Releases hal f'.: inch objects: inteeiintainer.'with 'small ,0 pe_ming.mtag,::L± vok=n,
93 Imitates,:bal 1, bhrowing',While

= -
4 t Iinitates building a` +tower Of ftwofbl Orckli(13114)

--` - : r

Spontaneous schi bbre (.13.-1

,

7 '''BUil:dsltower-,- 'three -,:b1 ks

8 irnitaTesppulti ng a pa r eliea;1
,

AdIj s r a s pfito lwe i g h t-A a nd '1,engttvi.
14/-!.4q

0 ?Nes ttng-,,oftfoU e-,;cups '-(1 7 -1n
.

pttkiiiSlot-117.4:18) W".144-
;

rrw
. I

.$

INN NS MI 111111 IN IN



2

:12

3

X13

PINE OR _ COMMENTS

7-4 Draviings resemble familiar objects (18-24)
ax._bl..slight.:melemblanc.e) 11

.

____

.
..........

8' *Builds tower of eight blocks 124-30) -

9 'fImitates building three block bridge (24-30)
.

.
............

0

1

Consecutively releases small objects into container with
mall opening (raisin, pellet) _124-30.

Cuts paper with scissors using both hands (24-30)

2 i t4Controlled e..of pencil 130-36) _ ,. .
1

,

3 : Traces a-cros (30-36) ,... ,
i ' ,

4- Traces a square (30-36) - .. , i .;

Builds a towe of nine blocks (30-36)5
:1.

6 I Cuts-, paper without tearing., using one hand (30-36) ,
.

.

;

r

'
1

;' ,

I

1

- ,

L.
7

8..

tatches flarge ball (30736) ., . .

.Std. gs'fourl-ilf inch beads (30-36). i

.

.;

, ,I
.

.

t

_....,...___

.

..Hammers nail hitting it,mott of the time (30-16)

0 Releases110 ;mall objects into container withsmall: opening
''.........inliLs.ecnnds._(tais.i.n.,_peLlet.)43.0:16.)
1- Imitates folding paperwidth7wise/(30-36),.- i

.

,.>

----_----..
2 ,,s Imitates folding paper length-wise (30-36)

-1 . r:
r.

i

,

. .

.

........4..... .........-.....44.

3- Imitates folding paper diagnally (30-35) ; - , .

________. .........
4 Imitates, touching thumb to each individual finger (30-36)_ . i

-.4
i
I

,,

1

...:]

5 Use$ same hand for most activities (30-36),
, -1

1

I-
1

i . !
i

1

, .

,

-- ;- . -
i '19 ...0

.

. , , . , , . : . . .

.

I

i :

1
,.
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COGNITIVE, Object Concepts/Visual Memory--
.'

, COMMENTS

FYI

2

eV...M.0 1
Observes object when in sight; no reaction when object
removed or hidden J.0-.2.)

.

. . -
.,.. .

Responds -.diffeientally to different objects., persons (0 -2;).
familiar=iinfarniTrac toy or person) . ,

. ;,i

3 Notices disappearanee of-slowly moving object (2-4) .

Glance lingers at point of disappearance_41-ance ret-

ril . .

.

..

.

..
,,

4

'1

.

4
';
.5'

starting point) - .
... , '" -.. .

Explorekobjects.with hands 4 -6 E

.'..._(rs transfers .
. - .

.

,- v

.1

Finds partiall-rcovered-toy- 4 6)
J . , .

6.1..,Uhdovers tor,hi.dden' uncle'', one object '(6-8) I

71, Makes active.;' search for toys- when not in, sight or in usual
",' Plase.L17 '-

.4',
.

,. i
, 1

'8,-. Locatet.toY.,hidden under- 1 -of 4 objects' (8-12) . %

1

,

1
1.

RecognizesepresentatIons of familiar persons or objects
,

(8A.2) ipames* makes sou.ndlor I oic go .si I

, ,

-.

,,,,;, . -
0

. ,6,,a16
.1"

1
persoft.-:otobjectr,- 'i. :c , '5At.5-4--0., .5'. ''r' "'

;,:tha.c-pvets:,2Object,;mcking
).''

*under 1 'of cloths. (12-15)
..:R$W--,..-.

t.,..,, i ,.
..

,,..i.,, .

emembe ' o.C#160,:of,,,conimon hOusehold: objects (12-15) .

, . , ' li ....
..,..0

u1W-Stili.neYertical Ty to.. obtain 'toy:: ii1.5)- .
,,,,---- .

tby'-'-'birnisptlf-',:Sight1-, 1-;=- .. -'k,,. ' - --;;1-',

,
.

.''''''''''''.'
_. , .,,_4,

''::$1
,

001toy,:hidderirrUndet-three ;sUperiimposed:. cloths (15,18)---L4
-. -, . ,N:1:::--- q, ,,,ti_ . ,,..,t . ,, . , .. ,..., .,.,;.$.-

. .. .

!Ile,WPtct40.Milom mekOrk05i-18)AshOW..1 picture, remove
%iiidturelAilide-131 -; Ad-nti 'Tic- to ,

. ±

,
/11111111.11111111

.

!

,
..,

--,,_

i- Rememberskitlit:0objectsV 5,.ii. how 'objec s Place. ._

WiaiiRAWtAdAtEt iiial'

ro

AtitifieCtifitSing;-,-Oject,? ', ' 7(Show''',4!'i,ob ec sLtilen '.-

, Ii`e,,b460-3:127tiik:_to identlfv'mthina'ObjeCts ,.

.. . .
,I .,

entitieS4Ortr:of.`, (Meat- (18-1-36): --,-,- --.

. . .

: .
-

- eritifies!'plctUre ,o object$:,;,desttibed by ',function
a.al.ELLI;;;To.. ,

, , , ,

v

c....,
tientifieS'iipittuf*O" rti,otcibiedtt:;-2447)', i ..,'3!Nt,7g5NAt,i3O'LlL2LAL.L

,
. ,

'7,-,.4,.:,,,,,,,,,t,,w,v,,-,-.05,75---i77--
,..,

- .

.

i . ...,

. s . .
lir

.

, ,,,,,



08100E =2'160 tOncepts`

...4

Whin' spoken (4-5r (1 ooks, ocali zes )

jteCOgniket own mirror.. image (6-12)
1 Pi, Pits votiaizatian.0-

j'Xplores,surroundingsj6-12)-

ecogn zes own,,..mage7 n p o ograph (12-1 8)
ISiiiile,Attintion-to".3'says own name)

,:Knows :owl; oarne,:arer family members (12-18)
,

commiliTs`... .40101 411,«

lOoki .

nts; to-,one

oints,tof ve,namechbody 'parts

;parts,of_a ,d

r7triesrroT:oNword;,to4tiniorptrate .possession

aces .bodrpartsocorrectly on doll,. (2;1=30)

Names six body.*;partst
g

Gives = --firSt .agd last ,name 130-

il,evappropria ees.017.1-SraT

risr.......srmamonwrootodrermrrommmairr.

11.111110101b1ive&scorrecteage, verbally or by holding- u

oint$ :to sisparts of doll /30-36Y. '
Points. to,,,ten!-parts on', self

erballzesk-feel i ngs= 30=36
Y- (sad, me happy)
:Addsr_one :body part. to,-Inco

*

:Draws partial mtn-
artsj

7,



COGNITIVE r Size, shape, color
cOMMSNTS.

color preference (0-2) .

Showsiawareness of different picturet. Of shapes (4)
(ipareased 'attention): t

lliff'ereptiates line from scribble (18-20) r.

places, circle-square-triangle Into appropriate. space i
fornilloard- (20-2)

44 i Matches, paper circles, when given.circlisand squares
1, (21-24) -. -,:' ''''''s) ''':-- _

., Reverse,s a, backward, bottle or cup to the appropriate .
''.position 9 0 '-'f's f'.- , . -(4.,,,

-Places:.circle
4An's!iformboard'

,(10 -12)
,',..- ;-:--;, -7:Niok-- ,-

".-PlacW.ciroleiandkmuare in appropriate space in formboard , - ...
. (14 '........_.r' . ,4

l'
Places = circle ;into formboard 112-18) , ,

hiki,csY,'-'-S": ,

aces: 4 nesting 'boxes _together-:correCtly-121-24)
1......-.....

circle4sqtlaref,trianOle into ,reyersed -formboard
ai

s

aketaParyaliutsiteg ether " eces,:yitzz'le"(2430
? l/Sfr

seq.:tifAescri t,iye4ize:;,words ;124-30Y.

tacks7six,
kid tds of-inaduateksizes on. Taper

43:Z '1' C _trr >*-
s, o biggestobjectimhen;asked. 30

s, r`
horisaw eness spa .'edifference

ep-

I

-
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..,..,...,,,,,:e.,_,,..,,,,,s7:!,...:,,,r,;?,..,Z,,,,,t5,".'nni3tf::,..]::::::f.i.f::".:;,.....i.,4...
r',..!

'-;-.,.;.-- . 7,.. - , .... . . , ,

NITIV k"''...i'::15p4, cc' ConceptS,,
..-- , , . .. , . , .
'A';',.'.-.;."-it . '..:rf:-. ; c,,

,,.......,:,

Nor
COMMENTS

r,-..,

. ..

....,, :-. . ...

ttein' lit'S;e: -as '1,-I0f4d .. t6),-t :'
. .

-, . :.-_,...,..., . . ...,,, ,,,,,,44,- .,..,,.: - -4.,,-., . .

44 i 4^ I, I 6 I .

,i-,

,'' -7-, :.:1 .1

, . .
mou th ;OM --- v,

-,,,-, .,,,,-.,,,,,,,n....r.4.4,;- 'i,-A "-- ,
..4,,,-.4.7...J.,,,,,,- ..,-,. . .. -.. -

..
,

. ,.,

52
,.....

, , .... . . . .... .. ,
411irns-t,-, ,towardsi;.sognd (0-6), , ., , -4-, --, .. - . , ,

-..,,,,,,-z-'-.:-:.-4,74;w47%,44A.,;(,;lir-..- -- 1:: ,, - . i ,. -.4.--.0.1.. .,.
.

..,..,,... ._ ,,,,,,,,,.0-,-,.. c... ,..., . _ . .

53-
.,

! ,-"IMoves ciyto ocateftsounds (6-12) - -.

(
.-,i-Q,,;., ,,,, ' .

.,Is,,-,,v,,,s,f,.,4.4.14.1e:-',,,,,,w3,1-e',--,,,, -; , 7- t;14,. -' ': z' A', :.r.' ,,:,-.7,' "i, wi.,,,,,,1-....7.,:, .,4-...t 4:-.?7?---- -, A-- 7 ,- ' -,'
, .1 ,

54:
....,..,,a...,..,..1.,......r.

s'-,4`t

,.- ..*, Iv

. ..itirslAb.".ibb'tatnlibbjett,.,( 6-1.2) -.,
-, 4 .

. . .

. ...
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. .....-,,
4

-..,4.

.-,...,_

FollOWV:ipattflOPti ni di' Tinovinr..-pb ect., 6=12) (locates usuallyall y
.,,,. I. i *. i . I 1 I i ,,, . I i II II 1 I 4 4

. .

peg .,board 6=12),
,4-..i.,,,,,,,404..,-,,,,,,,,6... ,,,..,,,,,,,,...43-:: . - ,..:-?- iv-4;,.,-,,,,,,,,%.....,,,c-.40:-..11,,,ry...4-,?: -......-,,,,,,,,- . . !...,..;

..,.; ,OfisliftWarenessrbf bthert 16-1 ."''''X*ter*-- -
,,

''''' '..1,11AlitZifillPtiet 'tQl.t',..-'- ''-e,' '.'"-

.. '
,.--.2,.

'
.

.

.
,

.

...?-',.-t,,,, tittrf. objettith4tv erscli de --and explores,(9- )-'
,....4,.. ,. -,, ,..,......44,;-.--,-..,---,,--, .,,,e4F---,2weito,',,..-, -..!-- ; - ;::, -,41 ,,;-:5,;. '., -y, -

...
i.:,4

=,--7,... - - .., ,. t'kti'"4 "-. '''N4` - -" vs

'k
'

tigb, t.Clitilbs'Ll rr: -beg board (6=1 4,01/4 , -..- .
*"--c-',V O- 4:--41'''"T'4`"' , : '' ,I ''-'t-; 4,..-s--.-'4, - -.

- :4,7-
.. -- N

itbetf,, i-C sYht,ifbok on..r. equ est; ( il1 .

:.,;,--s-4,,,..-.,,.......r.,- -,-4.0,,, . ,,,,,,-,'C.Y-.Y,-' . = '_, : 451.;,: - , '''- . . 6

''''''
...

.aces, :'-- ., n-pegboar, ....- -,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,........,,,,,..:9,. . . . I
, ...- . :

:,-',,'",' ''''',--,45;:',,$--',-x, . . --,,,,,,,, -,-,.;. -,..:,::4,:;--:::;-..,... -.,,,4, . ,-,t.,.,,, . ,
.

, ,

1"ceiritequ est-- )72
,

'", _ ov. s-,:i ,, ,4 ,-, . 112-24 , , _
,...z.,....-,i,,,,- ' ...,;:;,1,isk,0-**;',,,;s4,-,-.;,,--.,,> , , , %,-,-._:..- ., , -.-.,,,..,-,44-;:k....,z- -: . ---

.
.

.

li'-: ''') 61-dsPti---d :::'-'iti hen '-asked-(12241
.,:.....---o-4. -

- -1,-, , *-
,,-

-,-,4..,,.-itt11*-,.;44`.1.:Z4.1,'°-,c, . ,:-!'-',,,,°...f. .-.,. ;1" . , .1. r - 4.';',,,V.......

! .

/..

,

- ..
. .. . .

.

0 r .

', A
. ,,-,:°,,.

'N.1 'C ''''... '"iiitilifidebdifiviiiyhin- 'a saked11 2-' 24 . . t- .
.,
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.

.

,

on : request' (12.24) . .

--..-.--,, , . ......4-,;., 4,---,-,,t . , ..,-.- ,-..... , ..-.,:,,i- .
.. _ ,,

. .. .
.

,.-

.

P1 aces- .- 0',Itinderl8 janothet:object,..ontequett (, 2)
----, . .-. .4....,4,:-..c,-...r. ,- -- rt. *.' .' .*.- ' . ''''" 4 / ....,

..
. , ,

. 4,. ' .
., ; 1-aCett,.5=6,.-4,:pegsA w.,peg boar .-. - . . -4 '

"." 7.: '.', - =:::::-V'''',;;', *:%-'`; '',-"-.1'n / t' ,- -;>......e.;', - '.....C.: .Y .
.

I

i .

, .

...., .,

. '4 rows-*:,ba14'41 -' irection (18-24) . ,

-- - ., ,:$:,- ,:...5,.:.,,-.... . , - .-: .- -. --,; .: .. -!...4, '::" r, .,t.:-.) - '," - ,', J, . .- .

-
..

A ,s.,.' ''°). licet -,bite '. toigneititoP-4,-another on reqeust (24-30) ,
-''' ..4.'`^V^,44:' ,

7 1.41t..:4`..: "-: '''.' ,.. - , -,..%' .i t?,r1.,:..- ,...!-,...4k4.441-,1,' ,,; --- , . . -, ,

4
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'
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COGNITIVE - .Space Concepts
AmountIllumberrTime'

'Auditory Attention, Discrimination
of another, on'request (2430)Takes toy off"

4

COMMENTS

:,Places one toy beside" one.differenttoy on.command (24-30)

Imitates vertical,, horizontal, circular lined (24-30

Places one toy "in front" of another on request (30-36)

Places-one to behind another on request (30-36)

teembles: jigsaw puzzle. (30-36)

AmodhCAUmber,-',Iime-
emonstr tes the conce. Of-, ore" 18-24

pstrates-the-concept,of one verses more than (24-30)
,

In

Re ates immediate experiences (24=27);

emonstrates the .concept fast and slOw%(27-30)

emenstratesthe concept-of-"how (27-30,

)ak'es'..tutw(:30.=.36)

nderstandsVsequence-of dailrevents-(3036)

I s-about.past-experiences 00.3

Demonstrates the7conceptoof one=to-onccorrespondence

Auditor atteni117-discrimination.
d ttin 1;n;,--zcOnSonanti-

ItaAP4-4nw4PPC

111=111111111

o different

erbalizes,. arietY-,:0 consonant soundtspontaneouily

ScrimlnAtes-,,environmenta1'soundiA0=12)
t.typliys.OrlocatesjeurceOfr'

tends 01 .conVersationA9.15)
..

234
000,0k

'.'..., ,,,,,-,..-,44W:4;544.-.,,,..
:_

AININ;VIIIIIV
,004V-4,0e,011-. f:i4:,

r.

1111111 ,



s

"COGNITIVE Auditory Attention, Discrimination .

Cause-effect and Means-end. Behavior

Follows, two step directions (11-15)

Makes loud or "soft sounds (12-24)

COMMENTS

Follows three step directions (16-18)
, v

05 Demonstrates understanding of three sequenced sentence
(22=241.

-Fol lows four- step directions (22-24)

7. Attendsvkto five Vinbte story' (24-30)'

8 Repeats four, %fiords in sequence (24=30)
r

09 Repeats simple phrases 't24 -30)

Repeats two digits (24-30)

Follows directions involving two objects 24 -30'

Sings Simple song from memory (30-36)

etells simple facts of story from memory .(30-36)

ollows two step direction with tiro objects (30-36)

allows three. sets ofA unrelated directions (191--36)

Repeats seven syllable sentence (30-36)

Fol lows.four. step direction, in :proper sequence (30-36)

:.,Cause=effect,and, Means -end Behavior
atj

Increases "activity when ,excited or to gain attention
(3-4.

e Repeats am movements to keep toy active 3 -4

1 - Obtains' toy slightly out, of reach 4 -5

dulls- :string= adaptively, to secUrettoy (5-,

.41,;&,W1%x:

t.

wa



COGNITIV

1261

12

a seitffett and MeanS,end lir--
beiel opment of Schemes/CombiningSchentes.10. Relating to Objects

COMMENTS

LoOks tiiii4hes. person to show deiire to .continue
-activity With;michanical toy 'I6-7)
Each'hand.holcring tdSirlets go of one object to reach for
third- object 18-12)
Gives mechanical toy back to parents to show desire-to
continue. activity (12-15)
Uses one object to reach another,object, (12-18)
(reaches. toy with stick, 'climbs to attain toy)
yses . pails objects for specific ,purposes (18,)
opens' dOor knob),

9

Attempts to activate mechanical toy after demorittration
18 -24

Verbalizetcause'arid.effect relationships (18-24)

;Attempts- to. activate mechanical toy ,without
'eleMbnttratiOti121-24t

, :;Devel opment' of Schemes/Combi ni ng Schemes , for Relating: to
ects

Discriminates threatening or non-threatenirig activity with
bildy'moYernent'(1-5) (sudden, loud noise)
Reactsto papeti.on face (1-5) .

etts (2-4)

nspeCtS held objects 3-4),

..i,S2-00PlegnOtor :actiVity (4-,6Y
It'-,With-,=hand,--.frits,surface With',obieCts. -barigs together,

Exm;roes AfedtS

Se-saittipTeeitotdr,,adtikit 'to-,`act_f7tspon:zobjects (8 -10)



.Zlt"

,.

7,47
e -

Development of Schemes/C?mbiningldhemes for -Rel ating 'to ;Objects-.
atcheWike, Objects on reckert78:11W-77.

tstis ens'selectcyely to familiarwords (16-18)
,

Verbally :combines. two 'concepts (1821)
s.

Points, o named pictures in the same category (24-32)

ombinev.thougbts-..-and words into story or, experience_(24732)

-Sorts. wdrdaIntolbeir calegorr(33735)"
,Recogniies'-,and, sorts objects 33-35

\Nei
.0011M NT B

I

,--Spontaneously groups objed0 in .play. 33,05)

>,,,c:-

'

= o

."

t
$

I.

1

:4
. . . ..

-232 ,!
.i- ..;:- . :, s-

411., ,1 .."-., J

4,: :, .,, :, 1, t-, a - .,,1$
, 1 5 . . ,. , ' ' ,

:- r' 4

Sfr

-' 4

Aku,

24 6'

4
.I

1111111[4'
! 1.'"'v .:4-4Ar ;zA

r' ,

11.11'
, "' .1- .



. COMMENTS.

g reflex present (0- )

-RoCifing rer-Lek prese t

.Suc king, and. swallowing reflex presents UTZ).

Recogh tip!), of feeding time 3 =5

utetin reachin suckin.
5ats= puree foo

\

ccepts or .rejects food by utinvtongue (5-6)

hums--0:rd food (5-6)

tenlitt food (cracker4 while eating

-,Drings from held cut; (5-6)

wall-ows food without gagging

ongue- remain in mouth while` sucking (6.19)

ts..4tiaepend,en

stence:..pf---ttongue, thrust -durtng' .spbon feeding:16-9)

,er.4teedsit:sel f

cor_ `011(1. foods.: (9-10,
.

,sersi.opi.wfth muclisp urn 11pver -spoon

om- cup-m.10170i spilling (10 -f2,)



'rinks Om ,t1..io,:indeliondentlY (12-18)

sma1,1;:,-O,itther

Oingu Sties Ton:,edible-stibstaiftes (18-24).
ta °moll . - u , does no 'chew or. swa \low)

2!ed self with fork (18.'24)

Drinks- through- str* (24-30),

into glass (24-30)

Asks for foOdkandAririk-(24=30):

.

fl.\

COMMENTS

V

mouth2ft,-nap in (24..-30)
_ .

i'COMpletsc.meal- indepeedenIV, (30-36)

AITTets,,tabWWith-directions (30-36),

oreadt soft on bread with knife- (S0-36)-
1

' 3 3

'Sq.7.`- --- ...

940)-
-

,

clothin 0

oldS.,, put asz1 eg's felt , etc during_ dressing (1,0-12) .

^*=,-

e, clothes- (1245).

037,Z; :Puts: on simplo garments (15718)
4

ttempstoput on .shoes 415,18)
'"

Zipan Unzl ps--large pper 4 T8-24)

oyes. unfastened -coat or dress (1 .1172. 4)

Removes unfastened i pants,-,(18,41)

foot cortTeTcryiti,871

: .

I
.1;.1.,

244



4FAELFi bressing
Periiirial Hygiene '(toileting-) COMMENTS

.. ,

4:-;;P-'

". . ... .. .

on coat, may need help fastening. 24-30)
. 3, .

.

,

14'

1-.5`

Manigtilates, large fastenings (24 -30)
AR &OS es.,.._huttont.)_ i.t.li 8.-..back1

Loosens shoe and puts on foot (24-30)
1i .

16 P,utsliants -oh. and off. (24-30) _
.

-
.

. . .......,......-.17 i-Hangs up coat -independently (24-30Y -...
:

i

't .

IA.
... ',Removes most -clbthing (24-30).

.... , ,

19, TI;rresses self, needs help finding front and back, (2440)..
;,..

50:- :Fastens . 5/8" utton (30-36) ..,
,. ,47-'

_,

514-A Unfastens 1/2' button (30-36) A'
S

I

!
k ,

:52 -Pulls shoe laces tight (30-36)
k : ,. '

53 Undresfessel f\ compl etely (30-36)
.4

4

.

; , f

54.
,RV s o n a 1, Hygiene -,Toileting .- ..

..
i

.
,_-

I

I
1

1

1

1

.1
,

,

,
'Predictable" pattern in bowel fund/on 111...12)

5:5 Points to or, vocalizes wet or soiled `15`an0 (15-18)
,..

56 Verbalizes or gestures toilet need, before or as going n
sants 15-18

, .

(, ,
,

.

57

gi

Sits on toilet,, may go (15w18) . -P t '
..

_ .
. .

.

. .

_

.

Bowel movement on toilet" :if placed on at -right time (1844)
. .

r

'52 Stays dry for lohger periods (2 4730)
\ .8

..- , .
..

.
.:----c

1 ;
. . -, ..

, , _

.

50', Verbalizes .or gestures toilet needs i rf,anti ci pAti on (-30)
,

51 Uses specific words for bowel and-bladder movement (30-36)
1... .. [---T. I

,

1

: '''"'
5.5'r131adder

.1
........-

51
:

and bowel contrO-Fwra-r-einiTal ers during day,
occasional accidents (30-16)

. ' 1 .

..i'
.

24f2Verbal fizes or gestures toilet need in sufficient time
: 00-361

. t : ,

. i !

.

tar NE ,4111 EN



E(rHEILP- Personal- Hygien.0' (Toil etin
l'ersonal Hygiene (Grooming, 'COMMENTS

54 ' iiciependent
ruLdown

.om has

toif eti rig , climbs -onto toilet seat , pul I i pants
(.3.(6,3.fi ) 1, ..._

accident with bower movements\ (30-30
.

1
I
,

.

5

'ersona Hygiene ro ing
(11-12), .

, r,Helps -wash hands .and face
Irys ants an. ace with help (11-12T

58 Independently Ashes hands cTean (30-36)`
;

. .

0, lndepedeont) y d'y s handsTIO:Iti---------'
. .

, s ,
. .

,
. .

. ..

10 Helps wasl, body during bath (gggr7
.....,

.

,, '.1

.
I.

1 1

c'
: .

,

I

.

. .1

.

'

.

)1 '

.

! !
.

.

,
' .

.
e

. .

, . , .
. ..

. !

' I
.1 ,

.

..-

1\

.
1

°

...

i .

; .
e .

. ! , ; t.
.'. . e -

4

'

1. :,',

- \.'t

,
k ''

* --
. .

1___et_.,_
. i I

i

1

1 * .

-.3'..,

,
-7/

-

-

-

I ;

.

.

7

i

.

.

2 8
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.

.
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LANGUAGE -Expressive
-

.

...../ .. ....... -__;:_..--- ........
...........-................... .-..............:4-

Ocalikes other than crying (0 -1)

',

t

,..-....._,..... ,......f.........

=".1teeatS syllabTes when vocalizing (1-2)
. .. ,

.

, ,

.- _
.:Expressive vowel sounds and back -of- throat consonant sounds f

Occasionally responds with vocalization to sounds, speech,

or -smile .(2-3) .

,
.

1,.

.
,

VoOel.izeS -pleasure" (2-3)

11aUgh, cluck, soft-chuckle)
, I

rfi ;Vocalizes two different sounds (2-3) '

.
t
I

.,. 'Laughs. in. Play. (3-4)
. .

..
.

.

i
1

i
!

!
. .i '

,

ocalitee two syllable repetition- (3-4): -

P ma-ma-ma) I
,

- -(baba-ba
i ....

- -
consonants made by lipt1pb,m)(3-4) .9x} - Vocalizes

Y: its'
,..-.:. - :"

I , ,
_

.,

=Vocalizes moods_' 4-5.1 .,
,

leasur,- , di spl easure. satisfaction.. eagerness)
,.

t
caliZesfin- respOnSe to 'Mirror image (5-6)

.
.

..... . .

_

.
,

.

Initiates vocalization, at other' persons 15-6)
.

.
:,....

_

Oses,idiffeeent inflections and patterns in vocal ization (5 -6)

,- ,
; ,

tOcaliies at least. foUr repeated syllable's' (5r6)

.
f

1

,

.15'.'1.',:,:,0c-dasionally initiates babble vocalization in play (5-6)
--W-,'"'

, ,

. .

...

.

,
-Practicet-playi- at making sounds (5-6) i
lone or ,with others)

i
, .it f

Combines two or more different syllables (6-7) I ; , '

i
. ,

Vocalizes in response to name (6-7) . .- 1 i
1 1

.

,

-1 _ ,

. Vocal izes name (or .consistent apprOxiMation)" of familiar
, t ,

: i ! .

:. I .objects (..6.:1) . , . - t .L.
.

:pebbles inflectively (7-8) .

.

.: . I : r. .

.

. 0_ _ 1 ...ir_____ .......i.

SesspeeCh and gestures in games.(7-8) . L ! I. i i ' .

. : , 1 t-- :
.

. . . ,
. ,--,-----,-- . , . _- _ ..--t ..,, .--,-- ------------

... , :.,

, ,?,, 3.Yre ,,,,1, . , ,,. , ...v.,,4,, l . ..,,-..--
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LANGUAGE --Expressive
e

COMAMI4TS

' Vocalizes during a song. or music (7-8) 1 r
--1 --it---

I
Vies. gestures to communicate (8-9) . .

"noL__way_es_tye-__zke) .

. .

'..,,,

,14ales_jaad
Imitates speech sounds (8 -9) -

.
.1 1

!

.

.

.

-...- \....

.

° V al izes in. response when talked to (8-9) .'
.

. 1 .,
.

!':Uses one or more words with meaning (9-10) - 1 ,
. -

VocaliiWexclamationi-appropriately (9-10) .

(wh -oh) _ .

.

..

18 _Babbles in jargon (own language) S9-10) .

. Indicates wants through gestures (9-10Y
.Y.:4 (Tiointi,,oushes away) ._ -

A
.

.

! .
.

Z .-:8,abbIes1in varied tones and-patterns- when alone (10-11-)
a

TA-Attempts
:.4,:i..i

32:;
,,I.

to imitate simple new words (10,-11) ''''
; , 1

.

Gestures or vocalizes in response-to simple questions (10-11))
(searches,points. and/or vocalite,51_

.

!

.
.

.. .

. _\ .311: i -Vocal izes three words with meaning (10-11)

.
'Vocalizes in conversational pattern to persons, toys (10-11)

a

l _
-

il

Vocalizes in response to songs or rhymes (11-12)
)

..
.

.--4--'
31
,,, -,,

Jabbers with inflections (11-12)
.

.
. .

1

.
.

1 Uses words to describe -objects .or situations (11-1k *
.

I '..

-

.

; - , ,
I

; 1 .

......._ ..... i .
1

.

.

.

8 .,:-

:'-

39,::"

Frequently repeats sounds (771-12). -

beak..d'eriod'of normal echoTalia stage) .-
Associates sound of a word, with object (11-12) .

.

10 ; Vdcalizes five words with meaning (12-14)
..:

. ,

! ,

i,............._
n- AndIrcates- wants through vocalization with .gestures T12 -14). ! i

1

.
.; .

Zr r,',

tIccasiunally' uses. real words when babbling, (14-15) -

. . .........

1

''

2 2
,

.........._-_,

4
. -

...._.....:.......,,.,..,_,
, ,, 4,z, ' ,S :` *.4..'":,,,..°-,.-s..t...t;i ,. -- ,-.,;,



COMM ENTS

f3-1,
'."-

.

Vocalizes using words with Consonants (14-15)
. __

.....i...11,Lb) ,
Makes clear attempt,to sing along with music (14-15)

.

_. ......

. .

1.5 Vocalizes seven or more words with meaning -(14-15)
.

....

-...

1

!6
L,._,,...114.
Iri

Communicates' almost constantly using distinguishable words
gestures {14-151)

,
j

r 1 , - .

Uses two or more words to indicate wants_andLneeds (16-18)
. i .

,

'Repeats unfamiliar words- (16-18) .

. - T

.

.

11:-:.. GestUres appropriately when asked simple. questions requiring
"-yes": or "no "-- answer (Podl_shake of head) (16-181 1 '

:

.

1

50': Imitates 2-3 word: sentences, correct repetition half the tithe,
,#_.. (18-201_
5,11-- ;Vocalizes motor, 'animal soundS while playing tia-20 .

--. !

52': .Vocalizes 10-20 words with meaning (la-20) -
1 ,.1

5V,- Ttiame 115 familiar objects .on request-(18-20) ..
k..i- . " 0

,-

. -,.

'54',Cillses-Words
.

56,.,

.

of greeting '00 and farewell (bye) at "I--

;LA' plapriaie (18-2Q) '"
. .

_

,times
-,-, Names one. picture of familiar object. (18-20)

. .

1

. 1-
r

I

,

. .

.,..

art

56 Aiks. questions (whar this) (18-20) . '__.

4 .

57r, RCOmbines( two or more words -appropriately (20-22)
.,.. . ,

-..
Uses twenty ormore words clearly'and appropriately (20 -22)

, ......_ .

, . . .

94 Attempts. to :relate experiences (20-22) . .

I

.

50 3
..,

51%.

'Uses. 'Pronoun in reference to self (I,. me, my, mine) ma-y not
always be correct (20 -22)

I

__4
Ndffies`2/2"familiar objects ,on requett (20 -22) sv . ,

I

7 .

f i
.. .

! ---,

.

.
24.

.

.

.

,..
.

-Points to five familiar pictures when named T20 -22)

63',: ":Uses= "please" and "thank you" appropriately (20-22)
--.

. .

- , .

.1 1 -
i .s,: ",.., -.1

.

--7--at-

-'-,t

-N,-5.;`g^,.:4, '',, 'e.,, ' , --- V.::
.

a a !, .,.. . , ,

; '
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LANGUAGE - Expressive

COM7+1ENTS

.......

amons ra, es-c66-65T-TRvoice-Twhispers, spea s'louder) when
Asked 20722) i..,:. .

-

. ... -.=:.------....f.------,...-
laiiiiifits familiar pictures, characters bn television'
screeb 20-22 '

, ..
,

. 6

entif es fam liar people by name TE0-22) ,

,

. .

aMes.ptctees of three familiar objects (22 -24.)
, ....

.

.

t .._

lacCasionally Tres three word sentences 22-24 .' ,
.

.

.

.

.

.

la lkt on Aelephone (22=24)
.

e . .
. .

.

.
---4

, 1 .

76,--':Has-'Vocabulary.of apprpximately '270 words mainly nouns with
--:- aewverbs)Alectives, adverbs',, pronduns)- (22-24)J -,

.

I

,

.

,

,

.

t-"TERTiiiii!repetition'o

7-1777,DedreaSes

sounds 122=24)

use of a, 2 24
...

. .

7-Aile-Mira
':Expresses thoughts = makes,self understood `with little,
difficult 22=24 . 4

1--

____,
s:appropriately -22-24) .

.
$

107/WswemsimpleAuestions (22-24) , . -, ,
..

7,6' Routinely uses 2-3 word'sentences124-27) :
.

7,817Itstci=.picturesidentifiedi,CorteOtypoir7tIough
,!

Uses personal pronouns appropriately (24-27)
_

.

,

.

action, words
(shovi me the boy running) (24-27)

.

R

6

. .

!
.

: Verbally asks. for help with pertonal needs (washinghands,
toileting, etc.) (24-.27)

80'-. ats two numbers on reguest'12447)
.

1

.

,
, !

.

0 Names five or more pidtures of common objects (24 -27)
. .

i
i . 2 56

82 Repeats_ -word list correctly J27-30) ..

, ,

$

i

,

.

di6nnean+r. nhonr.ne.. TT777.4. rinn44n n4un MA +1An k4n knvN i ,i .KJ 1G, 1VC
( 7-30)

sks guestlWileginnibg with "what,. where".

InZr

, ....
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LANGUAGE 7 Expressive.

Receptive COMMENTS

lriffses.prondiyou":appropriately in sentence (27730}
, .

.

.

!:.
.

_ses 'ajyaiiity71f7TietWby familiar persons
(27-30) , _

.

.

ngs SIETiTi-iaiii-Fai-66.1W6FY ("Floppy birthday", lyrics-df
television commercials) (27130)- -

. 0 .

,.;

vik

-Organizes'alid verbalizes thoughts to.t01.6tory, share id a,
e ress.,feelingsreport experiences (30733) % -

ounts?lo t reej30-33)
..--,,,i,,,,_4',

.

otrectly r ponds-with in,' on, under to question: "Where is

i

. ,

.

.

1

,

e

.

r- -

. '

,

Fr
,,.

,Names ini describes'own drawing (30-331 .
.(

!---' Initfites-asking qUestions - whe6, why, Who (33-36) .

.

!,1'

,,,-:

Frbses

-Uses verbs appropriaaVnii-Eribe actions in picture book
(13-361 .

#
.

plural pronouns' appropriately in speech (33-36) , ..

)5 Talks about experiences using= 2,-3 word sentences 135-36)
- ,. \

, .

--

.

16-'-'tombines-simple,sentences using-'and, but" etc. (33-36)

111

i
,)7,,11ses.

,
'articTisles"a"ar;ITW47CGW5WrTTE:5t)

._

Talks, abbut taking turns 33 16
! ,

.
,

.
.

:

,

.

..:

.

I

. : I

.

.

,

.

,,,Speech
77.7.1kelFeliiTie

)

0' vocabulary:of 5004-10,00-words includes iTY partt of.,
133246)

lkiSpon var ety-o soun's quiets, moves

.

t
i

!.

.

:

. ,

._ .

i

i: :

r .

I

,

i -

c

,

_

. 44 ..

, .,

,

k '

... eyes; s es' changeS breathing rate) (0-l)_,-
4'

127."7:Atter,
-..Mouth,

irlDiscriminates

Responds to-person s ca Za oriSTT:7.) - .

:

....,, .,

s za ons Too s a person s ,eyes,
sMileSitoos, sto. activity) (1-2)- .

='....

vofie of fam ar person-ETWNT- .

(3-2)
P'----,.

t .

.

.
.

) ,

.:....1L1)'
--5tatties,,tn,response,

calTHE-speaker's voice (turning to, looking at face).
,,

''' .

i ,

, 258 .

response to sudain_noise (2-ST-------
i
i

0



`LANGUAGE
-

YfisuaTTy sears es source of'sound (-37477
P

'Respond's. to- charge- In persqns. voice intonation (3-4)
"

iTetOgnizesim -name when ca

Sows- recognftrontfMi m:,6otithmne- ( 5-6)
(looks -to souice,- stops activity, changes. posture) .

Rws-rocoghtti on, of familiar:riot0757.6) -
. tiooks-_,Ae-ttures toward)

t7 ReS /Ors- to., familiar phrases spoken without gestures (6-7).

(177.Atte.nds to music. or ,singing 16-7)-
,

L12! 'Attends
4-(-17b.oks: ft: Aciurce-, smi Tes , laughs,' moves body)

-unAerstandi less familiar phrases when 'said With gesture
,.,

1.;,,(bye-bye. -with a ,trave :pat-a-Cake with clap) . .

ooks_ at approprilf-e2:65ject werri.Tiamed (7-8.)
40ommon Objettt y- ,r:.- ...

WciTiii.converiation of others (7,8) .

'TM i s sacib.Trv--reoueirrnir------.. , ,, _.,,,
,: tIne,.-rto.no')' .-,,, .' -

41.46p-OTa's, s appropriately .#1. simple request
ma te accat anted -b esturtigy,

whi e pictures- are named (7-8

er

C'OMMEN'DS

,en s -tok.c.boo

Uses gestures to show comprehens on of a u t words,
instructiots: plods head "yes", Shakes head "no.1! wave 'b

, . ,
_
.

I

oaks at or.moves.appForiw' ately'taward mast familiar
objecti (743)
Understands, one preposition' 10-11
'on, Tritci,- under) .

-Understan s, plurals (10-11)
: 1 ,

7lespon s 1-4-dWeltil\pus i C. (10-Tir - ..
. .

-(witti or without' help. 'of' gestures ____t___'fg,-7Atpends to person's speech for severaf(ffntrit,(Tt=trr .' --1----t
,.

,

4

5

1 :riktiends, to spoken rhymes,jingles for three minutes (12-141 1 .-1-7 1 1 i '' '`5-\ 1 ,

..._.........J 1 .- (

,. .

555555555.55.55.

1 .

5.5.515.

260

.0.11,

155

at: ,01:1 Rs poi low imp



LANGUAGE - Receptive

g- Points to 3/5 pictures of familiar objects (12=i4).

AP

721Tainiffiests out:7011W to several familiar objects'
on request

120-TUrgiFstands familiar nouns (12-17-

1-20-1WiFttiarfEi-Use of personil-TWEITsT6=T87)
(he, she, him, her)

130 tilesponds verbally to a simple question-776144)

-1 7

COMMENTS

..

. . a... d
1-71-h-'aToritiT----d---Te-aesupersaneavioreong of common verbs (16-18)

(see, come, run, stop)
2-7Indfates awareness of name with a particular person

i'. (acquaintance) not in sight' (16-18)

"133-176TnIs-t-Friaii-ritem. in picfure -book (16-18)

3)F--UndiFitaids the functions of common objects wren asked
verbal or non-verbant'reply (16-18)

6-1ki6iFiiii7familiar environmental sounds (16-18)
t

(verbal, or non-.verbal "reply

Folrows a series of 2-3 related commands 20-22)

Points to common objects in enyironmelft

Points to pictures of common objects 20-22

Points to five named doll paraM-22)

Understand three prepositions. 20-22

,

i---tiden& of understalialiiiiif55TiTiiFfences (22 24 },

Sits aft t ely for fifteen minutes listening to a story -
(2244 '

1---5aers an s ac on ver s y.po nt to a p cture or ver a
, '.e laining_A24-27)

n Pitdina-five.prepositions (24-27) -

45-7Poillts to photo of sPecific family members (2,

. .

262

,ThlderiTifi4s dscriptive y ng o. ects
(soft, rd) (24-27)

NM MI



LANGUAGE - Receptive

. .

'147 Understands body parts by their function (24-27)
ft

........:(v.erhai orilmierlal_tesposes) . %
.

48 Understands plurals and their relationship to number-concept

......4.11Roamtatial_EftlINAMEL24-27) .:*:;. ,

149 !Acts out comRlex directions involving adverbs (24-27)'

..Laut91.1fiudLY- waitsimilA
350 1 Understandi'common objectives by pointing to named object

......,:lap6.33) . .

151. Follows directions which involve common verbs(3003)'
(bang on

152 Fillows one direction for two objects, chosen- froth five

''.12P-33)
15J7Follows two directions using two objects, chosen from five

Understan s most prWdiTilZiTi133-36),

COMMENTS

' Pays attention to a story or television for fifteen minutes
: (33-36

Identifies pictures through interrogative words 33-36
(who isrutlaipbwhatlwhere, when,.why)

tI57 Responds appropriately .to ne atives in directions;
'statements, Questions 33-36

,8 Identifies categories of objects through descriptive words
. (soft, rough, smooth, big, uttLe) (la:asi_

1.

,40

263

,111111 NOB NM OM
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SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL - Social Interaction

I

COMMENTS;

-1 Turns head towards sound (0-1)

2 Responds to adult smiling and talking with smiles (0-1

wets when picked up (0-1)

meets to a familiar face (OL1

5- Recognition of mother/caregiver TI)
(kicks, waves arms, vocalizes)

-6 ; Smiles-TE response to *smile (2-3)

7-1Ticalizes in response to smiling t2-3
.

fr Anticipates feeding (3-4)
(stops crying, drools, sucks)

9 ,ReiEhes To-r7 aifrfar person (3-4)

4D-77Risists removal 'of toys (3-4)
(cries, pulls away)

11 -%Indicates awareness of others
smiling, watching)

12 Discriminates strangers (4-6) .

stare frown, Questioning look)
13 Att pts vocal zations with others (4-8)

04 Vocalizes attitude (4-8)
S. (pleasure, displeasure, eagerness, satisfaction)
15 Turns head, smiles in response to name (4-8)

tCalls out for familiar person (8-9)

17 Initiates action to prblong personal attention (8-9)
,

08 Stops activity when commanded (9-10)

i1 Offers toy to another, may not give it up (10-11)

20,, Repeats activities that gain aitentfRE(TT-71)

H,21-1-firigs, pats,famiTiar person (10-11)

me lowNo



-SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL Social Interaction

,
COMMENTS

Attempts to.Maintaln contact with idulti (11-12) i
I

r

.

...
3

.........

Communicates 'needs, gestures or vocaltzes (12-la,)
,

4.

6

Adults seen as persons providing needs,-not yet aware of
adult needs (,.12 , 4

__... ------
A

Separates readily-from familiar person in familiar place-
011:141

-

1. Denionstrates sympathetic feelings, towards others (18 -24)
114s, pats) .

1

7-4-1,,SpontaneouslyiNgt- and pats .familiar persons , 08-244-- .

B -!;Melps

9

with simple household tasks (18-24) ,

Shares toys, with, assistance (18-24)
,1

,

0 .Demonstrates jealousy (18-24r" . ,

(tantrums, bab ish behavior)
_

1
-

1 Offers to el p others (24-30) %

.

. .
1

;
_

.

.

2 Shields younger -child from injury (24-30) : ,2' ; .

,

3 . Cooperates In sharing toys and taking. turns 75% of time
J24 -30,)

.

l'
1

f

-i

.

..-

,
.

. "Imitates adults activity: (24 -30)
(es'pecially household tasks) -i

5 Cl-aims and "defends personal possessions (24-30)
0

5 Attempts to control own activities by resisting play
routines (24-30)

4-

.1'.

i
i

1. 1
,

..

7" ,,Sits quietly while adult reads rficture book (30-36)
.

B i

§ Wirteous

F-7

Greets people spontaneously (30-36) ,
,.

behavior; apologizes, uses please and thank ybLi
C30-36)

..

.

i

r
1i .. i

.

.

-. -

Follows, basiCrul es during games of interaction (30-36) .,

1

2'

----1-7

Asks permission to use property of others (30-36)
,

'

i
:

.

268
!

i
'\_.---

,....

Spontaneoulsy shares own possessions130-36)
2.87

1 .,;
! fz....

111111 INI ma apl- .. vir -) Int..._.,



SOCIAL /EMOTIONAL Flay

Initiates exploration of an object (3-4)
-

Smiles, laughs, squirms to playful attention (3-4)

AS 1 Plays with own body-14-5)
(touches, sucks fingers-toes kicks)

6-1 Repeatsenjoyed activities (4-5

41- Plays with'person or object for one minute (-6-6)

4q77Squea s-,- laughs to frolic play (5-6)

49TERTTOratory play with objects T5 -6)
.1 (looks, manipulates)

6 Piiiiifteractive.games (6-7}
(pat-a-caket_peek-a-boot

51 ---tross motor exploration (7 -8)

(crawls under, oven and on furniture)
tBegins.playing with other children (11-12)

711

COMMENTS

_

1

Imitates actions of-others in play (11-12)
0

Plays with toys alone for fifteen minutes (12=18)

Plays side-by-side with another child (12-18) .

Enjoys gross motor activities (12-18) ,

1 I

Enjoys musical toils, singing, rhknes (12-18)

Plays imaginatively with toys (12-18)

Pretend playing;` imitates"- mother;; father roles (- 18 -24)

Prefers playing .next to a child (18-24)

-7-"Handles breakable toys (18-24)

Enjoys rough and tumble play (18-24)

3 77Irtitiates own play (24-39)

.111.0..w.IPM.M.
"IN '111111

t 1

I

s 2'70
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,

S.OGINC./EMOTIONAL 4. Play

Ue

COHMI;;NTS

tEnjoyij-ciiiiTiig in nursery rhymes and songs (24-30)
. . . ,

..

,

i:4 Participates in group games- with adult help (24-30)I,.
-1_

i
1

r

'Occasionally joins small groups of children

.......

,
......41_____t

I Requests play material from recall (24-30)

I Creatively ses construction type toys (24 -30)
: (building, .drawing)

..
A,

r. ,

,
) s i Imaginative. ole playing (24-30) -,

,,

. A .
: .. '

. ,

14,."14S,1,..
.

1

I

1

4
I

, .
,.

I

71
,

.0

.

. . . f

-

c .
I

.
;

;

4 ,

.'
,

- .

.
...,

t

.
. ,

1 ; . . ,

- .
. 1 ! ,. .

,L.,

.

X'

\._

; ' .

.
I

.

211_ , _
t

_

1

j ' ,,,,f:, . . -

,,,,,i,, 1

. -I



.TODDLER DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

.INSTRUCTIONS

Draft II

. .

Eiraivation of skills should be completed when child- initially enters
.;:a program. SUbSequent evaluations shoUld be completed- periodically. Childrenwho are enrolled -AQ a program for the entire school year should be evaluated'
at theibegAnning of -the year to determine current levels ofrfunctioning;

."!-it midterm.and at the_en_d of the school year to determine proiress achieved.
41',1, :- . ,

' ,.Age: ..levels refer to .year and month 4e.g. '§n reter-s to 6 months, 1.3-re'.Pefs to 1 year and 3 months). *Age levels.% shoulrbe considered as
approxim-atipt on-Ty-.1! _ . .

.
.". .., . , . ..A '

The following it-=a suggested -metliod. of .recordilig responses :

.0

..2

9-

Does not perform or performs with total assistance.

OP ,-
o.v ..

. ,
,

0, 45

0

I "PerformS)mith assfsera.nte Imodelingror imitattng,,- artial
physical assistance.}

to ' °

prompt.Performs independently or with..a verbal. prompt.
r

.... ,

, . ., -
, OpPortunity,-'haS -not been pr,oseited; child may:or may not
perform task.,

"

% . .

. ..)

CIAN-Ti l .IC
I-4,

\ ,

t" -4CENTE,R FtOR LEARNING .

3233:MMkeSTRE;,ET
: ....,

.-6UFFA1.0;NEw-vditic 14214 ' , c It
et 7164334 _ '73353 A. ... , 2 ,

..

, ,
`.4 'Otte - is:-"a. wtriOng.,draft for, -internal'. u se .'oply., \ l . 4: 0

P. '.:.t.-:i11111116[3.11111111r1111.1111 them , 11111it, all UM IN Ilim .1.. Ill . an
7-;'-.,,;:. ....,-!......, 'T-j-7,,;,.. '''''',.., ., :At,;.-' . , .!,," ,:ir..i ,...,-...--. %, ' "r".:7^: 1'7_ .-.
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-.
.

COGNIfIVE: Object-Concepts .

Body Concepts .

..

t

,

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Object Concepts .
, .

,

.
.

.
.

I. Able to locate hidden objects (8 -12))
.

.d- stands ame of ob 'ects (1.3-11/2, y)
.

3. Matches objects: toys (1:3-1h y) -: , ,

.
.

4. Identifies parts of objects (1.5-3 y)
.

.

.

IIII :
5. Joins-halves of cut-out to make whole picture (3 -4 y

.

.

11111
6. Cl sifies objects (4-5 y)

.

. .
.. .

4

.

II.. Body C ncepts
_ .

.
.

,

.
.

. Recognizes .self in photo (6-12 m) ' . .
.

.
.

`8 "Points to 'five body parts on self and =doll (11/2:2 y) .
. rn9. Names six body parts (2 -2.5 y') - .

.

1 0 . When asked,Onows full "name, sex and h e 2.5-3 y)
.

. .

.
..

1 1:,., Talks about own feel ings (21/2-3 y)
i.

,-: s. e44r, '.4 -,-

, 12. `Draws a life -like person: nose, mouth (21/2-3-31)
>

:- -

13 completes boy or girl puzzle (4-41/2 y) .-,
... .

14. Draws complete man: eight boIy parts (41/2-5 y)
2.. , .

..

- 15. Names all, body p its correctly (41/2-5 y) .

,
,16. Tells-birthday : nth and day (41/2-:

... .
. . .

,....

.
,

.

.
.

...- ,... . .24 t

5, . .*

Ea IN 40
,
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.

COGNItIVE: Color Concepts'
,

6 shape Concepts . .

,

.
'',. .

.

.

,

.

.

., .III. .Col,or Concepts , 4z .

,
A

17. Matches,colors: red circle with red toy (21/2-3 y)
_

_la. Sorts colors byname (21/2-3 y) - .

- . 19s - Names one color correctly (21/2-3 y) ,
.N

20. Points- correctly to two -colors -(21/2-3, y)
... . . -

21.
4

Names five colors (3-4 y) .

.

-
e ,d

-
es:

.

.

,

s.

22. Names eight colors (425 y) . * - -
-4

-./.' . .
. c,

...

.

- .

.

' :IV. Shape Contepts
. - t . - t,

. ,

.

.... ,
23.t.Formboard: places circle & square correctly_ (1-0=12 rr)

a . .
0 F---

24.:Differentiates lines-from scribbles (1.6-1.8 Y) ..
.

.

. .

.

.
r 4

25. Formboard.: places circle, square, triangle 1.8-1.9,y)
.

. . 1
43

, 26, Given -two circles, two squares, matches circle' (1.9-

y

.
.

.

- 1

.

4

.

tt i

'...
.

...

.

f64.

,

-

.

.

A
.-

.

:

'4

.

.

-,.

.

2rFormboard: square, !circle, triangle. placed in
..%) . reversed board (2-21/2 y)

--- ---, 28. Four piece puzzle: takes apart, puts together (21/2-43i

29. Imitates drawing: cross and circle (3=31/2'y)

30: Matches circles and squares (3-41/2 y)
-

-
. . i/- .31. Matches pictures ,of familiar objects (31/2-:4'y) z ,- ,

_
_

. .
....

3?. One square, two triangles :matches triangles (4-41/2 y) .
-.... .

. :

.

. .

1

,

.
. , --

.. . . ,

.

.4

_ -
, (i-oi y)33. One- square, one circle, two hexagons, Matches hex. '

.

276 ,
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UWWL,J.The. ..0146 uWiiaoGii....7 .

.

-Space Concepts ' .

.

_ .

.

.

,

.

,

.
. 1

I

.

.

.

. 34. 'Twelve piece puzzle; takes apart, puts together (4-41/2 y)
.

.

.
.

235- Rec6Onizes shapes of five letters (41/2-5 y)

36
- Imitates drawing a triangle (41/2-5 y)

.

-
,

.

V. Size Conceits
_ .

I
.

.

,

.

.

37 Nests four sizes' correctly (1:9-2 yl
.

. .

38 Uses size words, large, big, 'little, sma1.0 (2-21/2 y)
.

39 Nests/stacks 6 sizes correctly (21/2-3 y)
,

,

40. Points bigger of two objects (21/2-3 y) .

.

41. Points to longer or shorter object when asked (3-31/2 y)
.

,

.

.

.

,

.
0 .

.

.

1U. Sp#ce Concepts . -

%..or

42# Understands concept of 'in' (6-12 m) -
.

, .
.

.

\\:43-1r-Understands: up, out, down on, under (12m - 2 y)
4

.

.

.

. t

44. Understands: next to, o r \?ff, beside (2-21/2 y)
#

.

..

,

45. When asked tolmitate 1, Ooes so 'correctly (2-21/2
$.-----

1,4
,46 Understands: in front of, behind (21/2-3 y) .

.
.

' 1

\

.

, -''-,11

.,

* ,

4/.Draws house, prints block letters (3-4,y) ,

(4-5 y)
4R. Using blocks, "lego" imitates building bridge,pyramid . .

,

1 .
. o

.
.

.

MS

14-

.

9.

... .

,ril

1111111

,
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COGNITUE:.Time-ConceptS' ,

Kober Concepts
.

.

4
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

VII. Time Concepts
.

.

.

.

_49: Understands fast, stow, now ,(2 3-21/2 y):
k_.,

\

.
. 1

.

50.0Understailds-taking turns (211-3 )
. .

51. Understands 3 events: get-up,. breakfast,,play (21/2-11)
,

_,
.

.

52. Talks..about past experiences (21/2-3 y)
.

. \ .

.

.

.

.

. ,

53. Points to'picture of: day, night (3-4 y) . .

.
.

.

UnderStands: early, late,.yesterday, today,
54. tbmorrolL last year. next vear (34 _v) . .

-11.
,

.

5c, Associates Certain-times with certain acttvities (3-4 y)
.

.

_
,. 0

56, Identifies *tures of four seasons (4,5-y).
'

.

57. Understands: marnirtg, afternoon,, night (4L5 y)
...-.4.- :

.

.

.

. .

.

%. 1
1 . .

.

.

.

.
. . -

VIII. Number Concepts
. ,'

0

.

.

.

.

1*

.......-

50. Understands more (111-2 Y)

.\i
59. Understands: one, many (2-21/2 y)

6dTells age verbally or holds up finderf (2-21/2 y) .

61. Given two objects, counts: ,one, two (21/4-3 y)

.

.
.

r,

\

.

-; ,
Matches number of objects -.g.tven. .

.

.

62. four-cups, puts out four blocks (3-4 y)

Counts out 3-6 objects.correctly (3-4 yl6_
.

_....64.Counts by rote to.ten (3-4 y)
.

4

g

r

.

- 1 65. When asked to-give 10 objects,countv out ten (4-5 y)
,

66. Understands: pair, some,. many (4-5 y)
.

. .
--928 0 . ''"
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- -
.FINE .MOTOR: Visual Response ,

.

t
Reach-Grasp °

.

.

67. Understands: first, second, middle, last (4-5

1 68. Gives number of objects requested (4-5 y)
, .' 69.Answers.question: "How many?" (4-5 y)

7n_ Understands' concept of "fewer" (4-5 y)
,4

71. Counts b rote to thirty (4-5 y)
-

-- __ 1 - S_FINE MOTOR g . .

.

.

___
.(--.IX. Visual, Response

ii.___..

72.Eyes follow.180° arc\ (2-77,) I , K., .

73. Coordinated horizon'tal head-eye movements (3-4 m )
W

a

o

74.Coordinated vertical head-eye movements '(4.-5 m) .

-'
_

-..
,X. Reach-drasss. v N .

A
-

4, Ulnar-palmar grasp: holds objects,,,by tingeq againstiD heel of palm (4-5 m) :

.

.

i

.

_

.

,

76_ Bilateral' reach grasp (45 m).

Radial' palmar grasp: uses palm, thumb and fingers in
17.gra.sping. cube sized object (5-6 m)

78. pachps; pick tip objects accuriteiy t5-6 m)

79.Rakes, scoops small object with wholaehand (5-6 m) .
_ i

.
.

1

6,

80. Transfers object hand to hand' (5-6 m) . ., . . 1

.. ,

81 Bangs objects together (5-6 m) .. ,, 1. .

.
.' 0

v Reaches across midline (6-7 mi .
.

. 7-

.,

281
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FINE MOTOR: Reach-Grasp

Object manipulation .I: Placement and release ...

83 Radial-digital grasp: uses thumb and fingers (7=8.m)

to thumb (8-9 m)
84. Inferior pincer grasp: uses several fingers opposed. I

k

85, Releases objects into containers (8-9 m)

86 Voluntary release controlled (10-11 m)

87. Graqis with one hand, reaches with other (11-12 m)
.

Precise thumb forefinger opposition to grasp raisin
.88, sized object (11-12 m)

.. ,.,1" Controlled:, release of small Objects (1.1-f1.2 y).
,

.

XI. Object Manipulation I: Placement and Release'

... .
90 Places rings on. Peg, ,no order (11-12 m)

.

7

gi Places pegs on. peg board: V; holes & pegs (1.1-1:2- y)
4

g2 Places lid on reond box (1.1=1.2 y) 4
5

...:

-- 93. ihiilds e block tower (1.1-1.2 y) - ,

. .
0

94-. Separates pop-it bea ,(1.4*-1.5 y) . .
.. .

-15_ Nests cups: no 're rd, for size (1.5-11/2 y)

y) I 1'slots (4 .5-1ll
'96. Places tdin-like 1:31)jectS into horizontal/vertical

..

97, Places -cover on.sguar'e box (11/2.,1) .

.

1

.. .
. . .

,

:98.13wildq, athraP hind( hridge (241/2 y?

gg, Nests or stacks six sizes correctly (21/2-3 y)
:7..

100: guilds structures using blocks, *construction toys -i .

I'
t

mmil,

101. Imitates building pyranid of 16 blocks,. (4-a y) ,f

of'/--
v .,

282
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FINE MOTOR: Object Manipulation II: Holds objects with one hiAnd
manipulates with the other

)iII.i.Object Manipulation II: Holds objects - manipulates

102. Turns es of book (11-12 m)

_103 'Sci-ibbl es .spontaneousl y (1.1-1.2 y)

104. Strings -one inch beads (1.5-11/2 y)

105. Unwraps objects ,(11/2-2 y)

106. Turns pam'of A ,book, one at a time- (11/2-2 Y)

107. Ifni talk circular, horizontal strokes (11/2-2 y)

108. Tracesla diamond_ s hapi (11/2-2 y)

109_ Manipulates c1av and .patnts with a brush (,11/24 y)

10. Snips using scissors (11/24 y),

/
Cuts, using dull scissors; needs help (2-21/2.y)

112.' Foldi paper: length, width, diagonally (21/2-3 y)

11.3'. Cuts paper, lin'e may a jagged;(21/2-3 y)
-"Slt

114-.--fraces-- acios's_,LsgUare._ y)

-115. °Strings beads (.21/2-3 y)

.115. Copies drawing: circle, 5uare 1 -

117. Cuts paper on '1 ine (3-4 y)\.

:118.. Imitates _drawing - +°11:1-r"-st6-kes 4 y)
,-:: -

'TO. Upon' demostration; ties. a -15not -(3- Y)

Ao'it It120. ;Copies drawing: *triangle, Star1srdi*onal stroke (4-5 y
z, ---,`a.

283
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.00SS-4101.011,: Rolling ; .:, c,-

Sitting: with support .

Sitting: ifidependerit,
\ .-:

.

.121'. Draws, prints simple,,words,(4;5 y) .

.
.

'PI Colors within lines (4 -5 y)
.

123. Adult gras-of crayop: thumb, index, middle fig5erY)

00GROSS MOTOR e
X I I I . -Rollirig: 4 +,

124. Roll s'from stomach to back (5 -6 -it) - \ _

,
125. Rolls-from back to stomach (5-6 m)

.., 126.
e

Complete;woll: stomach-0,back7stomach (6-7 m) .
, , ,

(6127. Moves short distances: rolling ,,--pivoting, crawl in7g
m)

. ... "
4. C .

t, , \ 4.. :` f

\ ,
! XIV.- :Sitting: wi .support

.
--

.

," 128,-.: Sits with support; head control 1111-5 m)

. '14', Sits with 'm imal u ort (576 m) -...

.

:
(5-.6 m)''. 1302

-Sits in str i ht back chair,_' head & back straight
-b.

XV. Sfttin§: independent a

131. Sits,,independently 30 secorhit or more (6-7m )
-

,

'. .\ 132. .Sits sev ral minutes, good balance. ..(778 m)

I
1j3. Sits cross- gged, legs out in front (-7-Erm) 4.%; ).

." . 134. Gets to sittng from prOne40(7-8 ii,,)-: . i .".
.

.4:

', ,,,,4
- ,

11 1 rs A

,y .
° . ..

, ^ t

.

.



liii(Th '7101.UK : trawling: inaepenuenD -.- ,

' "Creeping: independent s , ,.
,

. . ,
. ..

..

,

,

.,. 135- Pivots -in sitting position (7-8 m)
t

136.'-. Gets to sitting from supine (10 -11 m)

.

, .

..137. Seats self in small chair 11.2-1.3 y) t.

Sits and rocks on rocking horse or chair '(1.2:1.3 y)1

f 1.3q Gets down from adult chair (11/2-2 y)

149. Uses swing, maintains balance,3 y) ...1

-,

4-
. .

XVI: Cratvl ingt independent
.

141. Pivots onAstomach (5-6 m)
..

t

142. Pushes self backwards using arms or legs (5-6 m) .

143. -Supports weight of upper body on both lands (6-7Am)
.

144. Moves using arms and legs:tummy on floor 17-8 m) et

145 Crawl sup stairs (12 m - 1 .1 y)

146. Crawl s backwards down stairs (1.1-1.2 yr)

.
.. .

xyu. Creet ping: independent 'V

147. Rocks back and forth von hands and knees (7-8 m)

14R - -1 HI I 6 . II ; ' 1 0 ternatin.(1RIM),,
.

149. Kneels- alone, "walks" op knees (12 m - 1.1 y)

t ..

{, .
,

-.,

2 5, ,, ..
.

...
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OFOSS MOTOR: Standing: Minimum support' , ..
Standing: Independent

.

..

I

.

.

XVIII. Standing : minimum support . ).
. 150. Bears own weight when held at chest (6-7 m) .

/ .

.

151. Pulls _self from sitting to standing (7-8 m)
,

152.'Stands holdihg on to furn ure (7-8 m)
(9-10 m)

153. Stepping movement when held in support standing.
,

. ,

A,
b154. Lowers self from standing to sitting,usinsuirort

155: Uses furniture to pull self up and stand (10 - 11 m)
.Maintains forward, backward and sidtward ba IZnce156. while standing with support (10 - l'r at) .

.

157. Stands, holding on with one hand (10 - 9,1 m) .

.158. Stands on one foot with help (1.3 - y)
.

.

XIX. Standing: independent . . .

159.. Stands alone, few seconds (12'm.- 1.1 y).
160. Stands alone, shifts weight between feet ,(12 m - 1.1 y)

.

i
161 Gets to standing using hands only (12 m - 1.1 y)

162. Stoops, raises self to standing again (12 m ,- 1'.1 y)

163'. Gets to sitting from.standing (12 m - 1.1 y)
'I.

164 Squats in play, no propping self -(l I - 2 y)
166 Stands on left-right foot for several seconds (1-2,y
166, Bends from waist,, resumes,standing (11/2 - 2'y) -

. ,,

.286 .
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GR0SS"MOTOR: Ball play: independent games
. LANGUAGE: Vocal izations: babbling & jargon' e

184.
Walk's up, oy.instairs alternating feet: may /niay not use
hmdrail (21i-3 y)

=

185. Jumps over ropc (3-.3c y)

XXII . Ball Play : Independent games

186. Kicks a (1.3-11/2 y)

197. Throws a containeri1.3-11/2 y)

188. Rides a kiddy-car (1 y)

189. Rides a tricycle (11/2 - 7 y)\

190. Ball; catches, overhead throw, drop kicks (3-31/2 y)

(4-5 y)
191Y. Ball .:underhand, overhand throw, c chos small ball

LANGUAGE

XXIII. Vocalizations: babbling and jargon

192 Recpnndc vnrllitd seeing self in mirror (5-6 m)

1 93. Makes 'sounds with di fferent igflectional p.qdrN

(6-7 'm)
1 941' Babbl ing: combines two or more different syllables

x-

19P. "Sings" with music; no true words .(7 -8 m)

1 96. Respondsvocally when talked to (8-9 m) !Y
..f(5-7113-6 /

1 97. Jargop: combijes four or more syllables together

1963 Vocal response to songs and rhymes (1112 m)

199, Uses real words in jargon (12 m - 1.2 y)

4
i

2S7
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- GROSS MOTOR:, Walking: support

Walking: independent
4.

XX. Wilking: support

167.Takes a few steps holding on to one hand (10,-11 m)

168.Cru'ises.b*si4estepping and holding on (12 m - 1 .3 y)
\

169.Takes several steps when .held by trunk (12 m - 1 y)

XXI. Walking: Independent

170.Takes a few steps between persons (10 - 11 m)

171.Walks15 -10 steps or more (12 m - 1.1 y)

222.Stoops. stands.. continues walking, may fall (1.1-1.2

173.Walks sideways and backwards (1.2 - 1.3 y)

1/4.Neel-toe walking gait (1.2-1.3 yl

m Runs but may 'fall (1.3-11/2 y) v

176. Jumps with both feet (11/2-2 y)

Walks up, down stairs noTding hand or handrail,
177. feet on steps one' at a time (11/2-2 y)

178. Runs, ovoids obstacles (2-21/2 y)

..179.Jumps from a medium height, up and forward (2-21/2 y)

180. Hops on one foot (2=21/2 y)

181
'Runs tn adult pattern (21s-3.0

182.
jump$ forward (2_4=3 y)

-14. Walks on line and on tiptoe (21i-3 y)

288
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GROS.S MOTOR: Ball play-: independent games
-

LANGUAGE: Vocalizations: babbling & jargon . .

..,

Walks up, downstairs alternating feet: may/may not use184.
handrail (21/2-3 y)

185. Jumps over rope (3-31/2 y) ---(

- - - . ,
, 1

XXII.. Ball Play: Independent games

186. Kfcks a ball (1.3-11/2 y) .' .

.

187. Throws a ball into a container (1.3-11/2 y)

. 188. Rides a kiddy-car (1.3'-'11/2 y),, t

189. Rides a tricycle (11/2 - 2 y) I

190. Ball; catches, overhead throw, dropkicks (3-31/2 y)
(4-5 y)

191. Ball:underhand, overhand throw, catches small ball .

, LANG4AGE .

XXIII. Vocalizations: babbling and jargon .:

192 111Pconndc vnrally to seeing self in mirror (5-6 m)

1 93..Makes sounds with different inflectional p"drN S
r--7-

( 6- 7 III ) v !194. Babbling: combines two or more ,different syllables " I

1 95. "Sings" with music; no true words (7-8 m) )f
\ --- .

196. Responds vocally when talked to .(8-9 m)' Y 1
(9-7T-rinr-171-1.

197. Jargon: combines four or more syllables. together .

:1 98 Vocal respo 'rse to
.

songs and rhymes (11-12 m). Y--

199 Uses real ,words in jargon (12 m - 1.2 y) /
0 0

289 .
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LANGUAGE: Expressive
Gestures 4nd Word Immitation

' 'Simple Sentences
,

,
XXIV. Gestures and Word Imitation -

200. Plays speech gesture gables: ,p'at-azcake, (8-9 in) X(-,201. Uses gesture language: sh,ikes, head 'no' , waves
)

'bye"
imitates sounds and 5411dbles: wuyii, consonant,

2.q.'and vowel combination! (8-9 m)

203. Indicates wants by gesture, pointing, pantomine(9-.10 4
204. Responds to questions with appropriate gestures(10-1"

205. Attempts to communicate using real words (1.2-1.3 y)
.

206. Requests things using` words only (1.4-1.6 y)

207. Imitates 2-3 word sentences,? motor & animah sgupdg

XXV. Simples Sentences
, ea, t v p., by, ye.s, Ill Ord:

m8. Uses 5 or more words'iNifh meaning (12m - 1.2 y) .

,* 209. Uses words of greeting and\ farewell (1.6-1:8 Y)

_210. Asks questions 0.6-1.8 y)
. 211. Vocabulary df 10 -20 words (1.6-1:8 y) 1.-,

t
'

(1.8-1.10 y)
. 2f2, Combines 2 or more words to make simple sentences

.....

,

213. Vocabulary of 270 words (1.10 -: 2 y) .

214, Uses 2-3 word svntences in conversation (2-2.3 y)
, Relates experiences, expresses feelingsir-7213

715. word sentences (2.9-3 y)
. f

916. Puts ,simple sentences together using and,or,but

,

, te.9-3 y).
,

23(). ir no ri r am as .



LANGUAGE: EXPRESSIVE Fluency
RECEPTIVE: Simple Requ"ests

., ,
4

0
. .

. '
217 Extensive vocabulary 500-1,0d0 words (2.9-3 y) -- .

' 218. 'Uses 4-5 word sentences (31/2 -4 y) .1 , .

. _ _ .

XXVI. Fluency

219. Forms words clearly and is easily understood (2.3-21/2 y..)
220. Uses : action verbs, plural pronouns, simple alePa .YL
221. Fluent speech: many topics (3-31/2 y)

.
,

222. Te1.1 s simple story about a picture (3,-31/2 y)
.

223. Answers and talks on the phone (3-31/2 y)

2.24 , Sings 'songs ,- nursery rhymes from memory (/ 31/2-4' y) ....-

725. Converses in 4-5. word sentences (31/2-4 y)

226Uses negatives, prepositions and past tense (31/2- y)
(31/2-4 y)227. Talks to self in pliy ,make-bel teve,pretend times

1

228. Carries on 'a long conversation (41/2-5 y) ,(
.

XXVII.. Simple Requests
.

2,§Understands familiar phrases (6.17 m) iX.

230. Attends to music, singing (6-7 m) t ;

.

231 Looks at objgct when named (7-8 m.) `' X

'N

.

f
v

( 9-1-2 !VI)237_ Understands "don't touch" from a familiar person

233. Follows situp] e verbal direction 69110 m)
ch,

k

D

v
._

/
mil

o '
.

illm



CANUIJALIc: KtLepLive
. t'

Appropriate Response: directionS,and commands
Understanding: complex words and Concepts.

. .

. J
.

.

XXVIIJ. Appropriate response: directions and commands'
.

.
,

234. Rhythmic response to music (10-11,m)
,

_
.

.

235. Attends to rhymes, jingles for 3 minutes (12m-1:2y) `-'

236 Points to 3-of 5 familiar objects on request (12m-1. y4.

.

m '

217_ Follows, two part commands (1,2-1.4,y .
--.-

,-
238. Understands- :simple questions, common verbs (1.4-,1,y ..1-

.
.

239 Indicates understanding of complex sentences (T.10-2.4)

240, Follows a sequence of 4 related directions (1.10-2 y'

.-` _241.Attends to stories for 15, mtnutes,(1.10-2 y)
Follows commands involving two objects and two

242. actinns (2.9 3 y)...
,

243.-Follows 3 and 4 part commands (2.9-3 y)

. . %
,,,,

,

XXI. Understandtog: complex words and concepts

244. Indicates an understanding of:

6 ICC,p, eck*,ctr In Ic 1 clo-pi te...t c.fL
action verbs

.

TreposiItons .
.,

.

descriptive words
i l',

plurallty i7ivolvingione.or more objects
A--
14

,

y)complex commands i'nvolvi'ng adverbs (2-2.3 Y/

. y
. .

..

2-92
.

..
.

.

...i. .....



SELF-Rapt Drenig: Cooperates

714

Independent
,

1

X 1

eye, enc.' rryuf-li if_e_4, fr)P. F4-5
PO I 0+ S245. Identifies sailHer parts of body.(2-2.3 y)

/
246. Indicates understanding of:

.

most prepositions
.

- . .
.

__

interrogative words . .

.

.
negatives \

__
_____,1

, --t

words used to categorize objects (2.9-3,y) __ .

247. Indicates an understanding of most verbs (3-4 y) __

-. ,Indicates understanding pf abstract concepts
248. involving feelings and emotions (4-5 y)

_-

SELF-HELP

_ XXX. Dressing: Cooperates
.

'I.
. .

249.Pulls off hat (6-9

250. 'Pulls off socks (8-9 m
.

.
.

251. Removes simple items of clothing .(12m - 1.3 y) C

(1.3-1:5 y)
. _

252. Puts on simple ,garments

. 53. Attempts putting on, shoes, needs help (1.3-11/2 y)

I-- . ..

XXXI.
.

Dressing: Independent
.

,

,
.

L__254.. 7ips, unzips large zipper (N-2 y)
10'-

y)

.
.

2.65.4emms coat, shoes. pants. dress if unfastened (1J2-2
. .

256_ Put c nn rnat neeric -hel p with fasteners (2-21/4'y).

,

or

293 . ,

ma its



ti
SELF-HELP: Dressing - Independents

.

Feeding - Sol id Foods -
.

.

Manipulates: snaps, shot5, Taces, zippers, buckles:i
257: large buttons, successfully (2-21/2 y)

.Puts shoes on, pants oh and off, hangs up cUcAL,
251:1, removes most cl.othing (2-21/2 y )

prwiegnebfacii(n9pndeltly; may need help with .

260 Fastns and unfastens large button (21/2-3 y)
.

261 Undresses self-completely (21/2-3 y)
.

-Dresses self completely. Distinguishes:
Front, -..262. back. right, wrong, may need help with shoes (3,4 y)

- -,

261._ Puts on loose fitting boots, shoes correctly (34 y)

fmt,otommphswatshvtiuttoris & holes to put on264. '"

iy)
.26; Hangs up cldthes (3-4 ,

.

266. Puts each shoeon the, cprrect foot (3-4 y)

267. Laces shoes and ties simple bow (4-5 y) .

..
.

.

. .

.

1

XXXII. Feeding: solid foods .

---
.

_.,68. Gums solid foods (5-6 m) .

,

26.9 Bite reflex absent (5-6 m) .
,

_

L

_-...-230, Gag reflex diminished (5-6 m) .

271.. Cats a cookie or cracker (6 -9
1-

272. Finger feeds self:dry cereal ,small pieces of meat (9- Om)

1
...

273. Absence of drool ing (9-10 m)

274. Chews lumpy, small pieces of solid food (9-10 m)

AIM Ell 111111 11111 AIM MI AM =I



SELF-HELP:' Feeding - utensils . . -
v .Feeding - Social graces

- ....

_, . . .

!I

.

XXXIII. Feeding: Utensils - . .. ,

'275 Uses a spoon and a cup:much dripping & spilling (10-12m)
cpIndependent: spoon & finger fuediTry, p dr-iiiki-ny ,

$ 276 may ne_eds sgervision. (1-11/2 y) ,

277, Uses a fo,k.(11/2-2 y) t

,.,. _ (

2i111 Plays with food when full (11/2-2 y)

--27,q. Sucks through a straw (2-21/2 y) _-

s-Aris: Pour ,own drink (2-21/2 y) : . - 7 ,/ .
._

. ,281. Feeds self independently:uSses spoonjOrk,cup,(2-21-2y)

''282: 5PreacN' soft foods with a, knife (3-4 y)

il

.
-

3

283'. Cuts food 'with a knife (4-5 . ,

K a

284-.f Uses a paper straw (4-5 y) .
.

,

.
*

XXXIV. Feeding: ,Social graces ,'
285, Uses napkin appropriately (244 y) ,

*
.

-
_

,

286 -CO? mpletes a meal without help (21/2-3 y) 1/4

.

..

287 Chooses foods/own\ menu at meal time (4-5°Y).

2148 Sets table and serves .self .(4-5 .Y)

Sociable and talkative during meals (4-5 y.)

s

ti

r.
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P iRSONAL HYGIENE: Hair care and tooth brushing-
Washes, dries self independently

I

MUTING: . Supervised ,

XXXV.. Personal Hygiene: Hair care and tooth brushing
Appl i es _toothpaste to brush and brushes teeth290. independently (3-4 y)

291. Brushes hair neatly (3-4 y). .

292. Keeps nose clean (4p-5 y)

.293. Combs hair;-. needs help getting hair neat (4 -5 y .

---
XI X V. I. Personal Hygiene: dries self independently

294 Participates-in mashing/drying hands/face (11-12 m)
295. Washes. and dries hands without supervision' (212 -3 y)

296. Helps during bath time .(21/2-3 y)

292. Washes and dries face' completely (3-4 y)

298. Bdthes self; requires supervisitn for safety (4-5 y)

XXXVII. Toileting: Supervised

i299. Predictable of bowel movement starts (11.2 m)_paitt-ern

300.. i nd'ica'tes wet or soiled pants (1.3-1.6. y) ...._:_i_.
- 301 _When.taken,vs-its on potty or toilet (1.3-1.6 y)
4_3,0? Bowel functioning if placed on toilet at reg. time (1.6 2 y'Less _frequent el imination due to boyel/b1 adder,- 303maturation (2-2; v)'

e

304. Uses -signs, gestures to :indicate toilet needs (21/2-3 y).

c-,-7----.7---- . -

i
_

,: .
-

,, 296 -
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TOICETING: Inpependent Management

.SOCIAL EMOTIONALOociai'Interactions

, .

Distinguishes
bladder/bowel functions with

305..different words (215-3 y)
Daytime bladder control: some accidents,.needs

306. reminders; help dressing and wiping (21/2-3 y)

XXXVIII, Toileting: Independent Mana.aement

307. Manages outer cloting, pulls pants up/down (21/2-3 y,

11)R Bowel control (21/2-3 y)

309. Night time bladder control (3-4 y)

310 Goes to bathroom on own initiative (3-4 y)

311 Wipes self c'ean after bowel movement (3-4 y)
Full independent tc,ileting: dresses, undresses,-

312. wipes self clean; washes/dries hands (4-5 y)

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL

XXXIX. Social Interactions

313_,j/Espaadstaakinuum

T14. Indicates desire for personal attention:(8-9 m)

316. Offem toy but may not give it up (10-11 m)

316. Repeats activity enjoyed by'adult (10-11 m)

-If left alone, attempt to maintain adult
117 contact (11-12 m)

318. ,Separates easily from familiar adult M-2 y

319. [lel s with routine household tasks (111 -2y)
Interacts socia y by imitating, o

320. co in 12-2%

297
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL: Social Interactions
. Affective Reactions

321. Spontaneously greets people (21/273 y)

322. Understands taking turns (3-31/2y),

323,'Courtenvs:lisa,please, thank you, you're welcome (3-4y

324. Enjoys performing for others. (4-5 y)

325. Authoritative behavfOrs: bossing, criticizing (4-5 y)

RXXX: Affective Reactions A

326. Stops activity when given negative command (8-10111)

327."Hugs or pats familiar person (10-11 m)
Appropriately demonstrates sympathetic feelings;

328. tries to comfort or help 01/2-2 y)

1

329. Spontaneously displalts affections'' (1 y)

DemoristratesAealousy when attention is. given to
330. others (11/2-2 y)

Demonstrates protective gestures toward younger
-77---331114-1441.94442-21/2-4,4

Cooperates in sharing/taking turns 75% of time,
332. with_Asinli_direction.(2-21/2 Y)

333 _Enscpqgivp of pprcnnal pncceccinnc (9 -2; y)

34:_tit,tmapts to contrn1 nwn (2-21/4 y)

335., Shares own possessions (21/2 -3 y)

316, Complies with wishes of others (3-31/2 y)
Recognizes feelings of others;'vebally uses words:

337. mad, angry, sAd (4-5 y)

338. Sympatheti response kplaymates'in distress (4-5 y)

298
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. ,

,... n
,

.
.

Understands: basic fairNess, unfairness, right, won),
33q: being mean. name calling (4-5 y)

.

,

.

XXXXI. Play,

340. Indicates enjoyment of social games (6-7 m) t

Means-end play: own activity affects ,------

341. environment (6-7 m)
-

Combines objects, toys: banging, putting into
342. containers (8-9 m)

343. Enjoys another childs company (11-12 m)
/

144 Imitative pTay, (11-12.m)
.

345 Solitary play:occupies self for 15 minutes (12m-11/2y)

346. Side by side play,: little interaction (12m-11/2y)

Gross'motor, musice,imaginati-ve play (12m-1IY)

Pretend play: imitates actions of parents/other
348 children (] -2y)

349.'Parallel play: plays beside another child (11/2-2 y)

350. Enjoys rough and tumbleopiay '(1 1/2-2 y) .

_ 3, Small grbup play:2or 3 children, watches or51
joins tn (2...21iy).....

. .

352:Social group play: shares and takes turn (3-31/2 y)

_
_Interested in:, collecting things, excursions,

383Aramaticand complex creative play (3-31/2 y)

_ 354 'Peer la : riends,grsame sex & age (4-5) .

Group pla : 4 or 5 children, little friction 4-5 y)355

...

.
.

'' 299
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, CANTALICIAN CENTER. FOR LEARNING:. DRAFT II

Toddler Developmental Checklist'
AVERAGE AGE ATTAINMENT SCALE '

Directions: TO approximate an average ge add the number in each section & divide by 2. Correlate the averaged
number in each category to the TOtalSt.ills ACcomplished Rating on the Average Age Attainment Scale, e.g.
if the Total Skills Accomplished in the COGNITIVE area: Object Concepts averaged to 3, the resultant Average
Age Attainment would be equivalent to 1.5 yrs. (1 yr. 5 mos.). *Average Age Attainment as utilizedin the
Toddler Developmental Checklist are recognized to be approximations only.*

,____. . _ _ ... . . _ .
-

__ _.-OTAL SKILLS

kCCOMPLISHED 1 2

.

I... 3 4 ,.5

,

i

, 6. 7 8 9 10
1

11 . 12 ; 13
,

14 '

r

15 16 17

,

18
2OGNITIVE: -

10

1

Object Concepts 1.5 1.5 2.3 3.6 1 4.6

Body Concepts 9 1.9 1 2.3

i

2.9 2.9 1 2.9 4.3 4.9 4.9 4.9
1

.

Color- Concepts . 2.9 2.9 2.9
f

2.9 3.6
f

4.6

Shape Concepts 11 1.7 : 1.9
i

1.11 2.3 , 2.9 3.3 . 3.3 3.9 4.3 4.3 1 4.3 4.9
t

4.9

Size Concepts . loll 2.3 2.9 2.9 3.3
__
,

; ,

Space Concepts 9, 1.6 2.3 2.3 2.9 3.6 4.6 I

,

-

Time Concepts , 2.5 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.6 , 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.6

Number Concepts 1.9 2.3 2.9 2.9 4 3.6
i

3.6 3.6 4.6 4.6 .4.6 1 4.6 4:6 ! 4.6 4.6 4
.

'INE MOTOR:

- \

.,,,,

1

Visual Response

Reach-Grasp 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 !c 7 8 9 9 11 12 t 12 1.2
/,Obj.Manipulation I

I

12 .J.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.6-1 1.91 2.3 2.9 '3.6 4.6 .

1

Obj.Manipulation II 12 1.2 1.6 1.9,, 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.6 3.6 j3.6 3.6
t

19 20 21 22 1 - I ,

.

4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 .

,
.GROSS MOTOR

6 7 7
!

Rolling 6
.

Sit:Support 5 6 6 1

1.4,.

Sit:IndAdent .7 . 8 8 8 1 8 11 1.3 .1.3 1.9 1.9 1

Crawling 6 6 7 8 ; 1.1
!,--

1.2
I

Creeping 8 11 1.1
, .

Stand:Support 8 8 10, 10 11 11 11 1.5 .

.
.300 301

Compiled by: John Gaulin ,

This is a working draft for internal
..

use only.

Sister Mary Lorita, CSSF ,
It cannot be copied or given to others.
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. , 1
0,

TOTAL SKILLS

ACCOMPLISHED

.
.

,.

.

Toddler DevelopmentalCChecklist: °

2.

.

,

.

AVERAGE AGE ATTAINMENT SCALE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 -11 12 ' 13 14 15 16 18"

Stand: Independent 1.1 1.1 1.1 f.1 1.1 1.9 1 :9. . 1.9,"

Walk:Support 11 1.1 1.1 ,

.

.Walk: Independent
.

11 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.9 1.9, 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.9
V

2:9 3.3
Ball Play: Games- 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.9 3.3 4.6 `.

--\,LANGUAGE:EXPRESSIVE

6 6 7 8 ,*9 10 12

.

1.1
.

Babbling, Jargon

Gestures,Word Imitation 9 9 9 10 11 1.3 1.5 .1.7
.

Simple Sentence 1.1 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.11 2.2 2.11 2.11 2.11 3.9
Fluency 2,5 2,11 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9_ 4.9

LANGUAGE:RECEPTIVE

7 7 8 10 11
Simple' Requests

Appropriate Response 11 1.1 1.1 1.3 -1.5 1.1- 1, 1.11-1.11
t

2.11 2.11

Complex Words,Concepts 2.2 2.2 2.11 3.6 4.6 .

StLF-HELP

8 9 1.2 1.4 1.5
.

.

.

,

i,
,

.

Dress: Cooperates

Dress: Independent 1.9 1.9 2:3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.9 2.9 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.'6 4.6r,/ 1.,

Feed: Solids 6 6 6 8 10 10) 10

C\\\\\

Feed: Utensils . 11 1.3 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.6 4.6 4:6 ;

Feed: Social Graces 2.3 2.9 4.6 4.6 4.6 . ,

.

.

1Hygiene:Hair, Teeth 3.6 3.6 4.6 4.6 ,
,

Hygiene: Dries Self 12

'12

2.9

1.5

2.9

1.5

3,6

i.6
4.6

2.3

.

2.9 '2.9

.

2.9 1 :
,

. i

!

Toiletirig Supervised

Toileting; Independent 2.9 2.9 3.6 3.6' .T.6 3.6 4.6 .

.

1

.

\

irFAL-EMOTIQ4AL

6

, .

9 11 11 12 1.9' 1.9 2.3 2.9 3.3 3.9 4.6 4.6 i
303Social Interactions

Affective Reactions:WI:
Play :

9

7

11 1.9 i 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.3' 2.3 2,3 2.9 3.3 4.6 4.6 4.6

3

4 -,-7- 9 12 1 12 1.3 1.3 1.9 .9 9 . 4..



Adapted from:
The Vulpe Assessment

Battery (2nd Ed.),

By Shirley German .

Vul pe

National' Institute
on Mental

Retardation
v.)

Toronto, 'Ontario,

Canada

Adapted by:
Sist r Mary Lorita, .15

CSSF

CO1NITIVE
ject Concepts

ody Concepts
Color Concepts
Shape Concepts
Size Concepts
S'pace Concepts

Time Concepts
Number Concepts

FIKAOTOR
Visual Response
Reach-Grasp

Obj.ManipulationI
Obi.ManipulationII

GROSS MOTOR 76T

Rolling -4

'Sit:Support 71
Sit:Independent 7113

Crawling 6

Creeping 304%--3-1
9Stand:Support

Stadd:Independent -11
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

3238 MAIN STREET.

BUFFALO, NETU vOFK 14214

(7.16) 833-5353

INDIvIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

SCHOOL YEAR '19 - 19
4

STUDENT NAME: 4

-SCHOOL DISTRICT NAME :.

,LEVEL (CHECK ONE).

4

REVIEWED BY:

A

A

n FAMILY INFANT PR.OGR.AM®

TODDLER PROGRAM

PRESCHOOL

PRIMARY

INTERMEDIATE

JUNIOR HIGH

'AUTISTIC

PRE-OCCUPATIONAL

CLASSROOM TEACHER

-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PARENT OA GUARDIAN

308

COMMITTEE MEmBE
,(SCHOOL DISTRIC

I

S

(DATE)

(DATE)

(DATE)

t

(DATE)
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY INFANT PROGRAM
,r0-, .

P

Individual Educational Plan
ti

411

The Individual Educational P-lefi (IEP) is a planned program written

by Ole parents and t teaching staff for each'infant enrolled in'the

Family-Infant Program. This is done in compliance with Public Lavi 94-142

which stipulates that all handicapped children havd an IEP written and

updated each school year. The IEP isf in essence, a contract between

,the school and the parents.

After the infant is assessed on the Bayley Scales of Infant Develop-

ment, a conference will be held by the teacher with the parents. This-

planning conference will give the` parents an opportunity to aid in the

development of the IEP. Th present level 'of functioning of the infant

will be discussed. Long an short term goals, which the teacher and

parents feel are important and reachable within a schoolayear, will be

written into the HP. Ancillary services which may be pftvided to the

infant are listed in the IEP and the parcints.may request d certain service I

if it is necessary for the infant's development.

The intuit IEP will be reviewed three times a Year. 'At the review

new goals will be established if'previouS goals have been accomplished.

It is most important that both parents attend each planningomession for

the IEP and that once an IEP has been established, that the parents and

infant attend the program regularly.
I

It is a program policy that IEP planning can be arranged during

:non-traditional school hours: The Family- Infant Program staff is

available evenings Monday-Friday and Saturday mornings and afternoons

for the cooperative planning of your child's educational program.

4
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NAME: .

CANTALIGIAN CENTER FOR LEARN/N6
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK,f4214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

BIRTHDATE:

TESTDATEs-

DIAGNOSIS:

7

(PER:NAME:

ADDRESS:

------- '---\,-,---,.
IADEVELOPMENTAL ASSESMENT .

0
. t r)

was evaluated using the Baylex Scales of Infant Development
aG tne hge of

.

was-were present throughout the absessment.

I

4..

MENTAL SCALE: Raw $core: 4 MDI: Age Equivalent:

Developmental items indicating highest attainment were:- C

Social-Emntiondli\

Language:

1. ,_.
1

P

. r, ... I
1 .1

... .

1 .,,

nnr-nitiont
.

\

----"----
,..........-...

........./-

._ ....

,---,,

-(9

Fine Motor:

u 10

net'



NENTAL SCALE(cont)

The earliest developmental items not achieved were:.1'

Social-Emotional:

Language:.

..1..

'I .

Cognitions_ .
it)

Eine. Motors....

..-r"

:vi.;11 SCALE: Raw Score: PDI: Age Equivalent:

_Developmental.iibmWtemdnstratinghighest. attainment were: E.

" fSocial -EmotionalL

Cross Motor:.

Fine Milt=
.

The earliest developmental items not achieved were:

Social - Emotional:

Gross Motor:___________

IC,

Fine Motor:,

.)

11

This assessment is used in development of an individualized educationprogram. for
and his-her family.

PtACE OF TESTING: Cantalician Cehter for learning /Family-Infant Program.TEUBB:

WT.IXT SCHEDULED ASSESSMENT:

311
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NAME OF STUDENT:

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN

DATE:

SPECIFIC *ANCILLARY SERVICES FOR THE INFANT COMMENTS BEGINNING
DATE

ENDING
DATE

4
PHYSICAL THERAPY

-
.

,,

.

..

.

1

.

Consult
.

Evaluation
. ,

..'

Treatment

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Consult
.

, EvalUation__,,

Treatment ')
. -

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE CONSULT

ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT

AUDIOLOGIST CONSULT
.

WECIIFIWERVICES FOR THE FAMILY .,--..- COMMENTS - BEGINNING
DATE

ENDING
DATE

HOME VISITATION .

4
4

COMMUNITY COORDINATOR
Referrals to Appropriate Agencies

LIBRARY SERVICES

Book

Toy .

GUEST NURSERY :

312'

Reviewed by: Date;



CANTALICIAN CENTEk FOR LEARNING
S 3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN

STUDENT NAME: ( .

DATE:

tEVELOPMENTAL AREA:'

'LONG TERM GOAL:
. .

SHORT TERM GOAL:

a

METHODS AND/OR OATERIALS:

At,

DEVELOPMENTAL AREA:

LONG TERM GOAL:

SHORT TERN GOAL:
o

f'S

A

METHODS AND/OR MATERIALS;

S

4

so.

313 .4

,

i

DATE .

ACHIEVED

-a

e



DEVELOPMENTAL AREA:

LONG TERM GOAL:

SHORT TERM GOAL:

METHODS AND/OR MATERIALS:

DEVELOPMENTAL AREA:

LONG TERM GOAL:

SHORT TERM GOAL:

ETHODS AND/OR MATERIALS:

-

C

RATE

ACHIEVED

eviewed by:
Date:

314



CANTALICIAN CENHR FOR LEARNING
4 3233 MAIN STREET BU)FALO, NEW' YORK 14214

FAMILY- INFcNT PROGRAM

REQUEST FOR PHYSICAL, THERAPIST SERVICES

thild's Name Sex M F
earent's or Guardian's Names:

address Phonevw
leacher

"EASON FOR REFERRAL

1

1

HER FACTORS

Dat e

I

lor

'\

.315

- Signature of Teacher



PHYSICAL THERAPIST SERVICES BY:

DATE REFERRAL RECEIVED

ACTION TAKEN

COMMENTS

4

44

316
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NAME OF INFANT:

TESTER:

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET

.

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

INFANT PROGRAM

I. Functional Motor Developmental Level
A. Apedal

B. Quadrupedal

C. Bipedgl

DATE.. OF BIRTHet

DATE' OF TETI':

II. Predominant Muscle Tone

A. tiypoo c

B. Hyperton c

C:' Hyperk netic.

D. Normal

III. Vision

A._ Ocular Pursu-it

B. Convergence

IV. Primitive Reflexes.

A. Spinal.Level

1. Flexor Withdrawal

2. Extensor Thrust

3. Crossed Extension

4. grasp Reflex 1
B. Brain Stem Levels

1. A symmetrical Tonic Neck
2. Symmetrical Tonic Neck

3. Tonic Labyrinthine Supine

4. Tonic 'Labyrinthine Prone

5. Associated Reactions

6. Positive Supporting Reactions
7. .Negative Supporting Reactions

C. Automatic Movement Reactions

1. Moro Reflex

2. Landau Ref tex

3. 'Protective Extensor Thrust

317,
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

Infant Program

Motor Assessment Form

Page 2

Name of Infant:

Date ,of Testing:

V. Gross Motor Function

A. Head raising with blindfold without blindfold
...n Prone .

.

.2. Supine

3.' Lateralization

B. Withdrawal Pattern
.

C., Roll Over Neck righting Body righting'
1. Supine to Side

a. Right a

b. Left

2. Supine to Prone

a. Right

. b. Left
. .

3. 'Prone to Supine

a. Right

b. Left

D. Pivot Prone Pattern

L. Knees extended

2. Knees flexed t
E. Neck Co-Contraction Pattern

F. Belly crawling
l1. Prone on elbows patterri . /

.

a. pushing back
..1,

b. _ turning
.

c. pulling forward-
,

2. Amphibian Movements

a. 'No progression
43. Pattern .

a- None
b. Homologous

c. Homolateral -

a. Reciprocal Jo.

t
Az 318
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNINGm .

I fa t Program

Motor Assessment Form'

Page 3

G. Creeping on ,all fours

1.. Method of assumption

2. Maintenance of Position'

3. Weight Shift

4. Pattern

a. None

Name of Infant:'.

Date of Testing:

b. Homologous

c. Homolateral

d. Reciprocal

H. Sitting

1. Maintenance of positionO

2. Method. of assumption

3: 'Equilibrium

I. Kneelstanding

1.

2.

3.

4.

Method .of 4ssumption

Maintenance

Weight shift

Kneelwalking ;, 4

J. Standing

1. Method of assumption

2. MaintenanCe

3, Weight .shift

4. Walking.

a. Cruising' -

b. Arms used, for balance
.

c. Veciprocal patteYn

d. Running

VI. Fine Motor FunctiOn manipulation of objects
A. GAisp - type

B. Releaft 0
C. OppositiOn

D. S pination

Comm nts (behavio attention span, etc.

31-9'
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0

Name of Infant:

Parent2s

Address:

AUDIOLOGICAL SCREEN FOR IrFARTS

talsa......"*.....
Dote of D.Im:

1. Have you ever questioned your child's ability to hg5 ntvT4olly?

2. Has he ever had an earache or ear infection?
. .

. .
.. .

3. Have rp ever noticed any discharge frm either ear?
,

,.
.

4. Does he respond (look at you) then you call his n .62':- at a close distance?

, 1
from a distcncei

.

.-5. 'Doet he respond to doorbells, teleplIone bells? .

. ,

% 6. Aloes he appear to listen to radio ? phonograph ? TV ?

7. For what length of time?

8. Can he identify any body parts or objdc,ts?, cup, bottle?)

9. Can we list some he knows?.

M....0
10. Nen20C:'.11spered

Cellophl:e

/Si

Bell

ist

Horn

11. cup

spoon

bottle
glasses

. buI)

is/

Misparsd

/F

Cricket

IDErT!FIES tlArES

320
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12. pos.! ha sEy 6.3y ot:Lar yards? Repeats On imitation?

<13. Does is infi; urit) v.-orcitogether, "like ";i1 nmore 'Rice?LOUP,
$ sNItisly? Oa imitation? 4

14. CAN you t.1--fr:: cc.ziLlnatlerts?

o

. 15. Does or dld)

321
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SUBJECT: OBJECTIVES

'I.. DEFINITIONS' .

,Vo

POLICY-

A. OBJECTIVE: A behavioral desciptionof an expected
learner outcome to be accomplished by virtue of a planned
teaching/learning program.

B. LONG-TERM OBJECTIVE:. An objective to be accomplished
ovel-a period not less than one semester and-no longer
than one school year.

C. SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVE: Any objective in a sequence of
objectives-leading to a longterm objectii7ey

-

D. INITIAL OBJECTIVE: Any objective established upon first
entering .the program (ho later thantwo weeks after,
initial participation). The distinction between ipitiar
objectives and-other objectives is made solely in terms

wof when they are established and the criteria brwhich.
they are formulated. (See later)

ESTABLISHING OBJECTIVES
,

A. NUMBER: No set,,Aumber of objectives is to be formally
established. The number of objectives to be established
is-ajunction of Slip infant's status and 5f the family's
and he program' ability tcx manage multiple learnihg
programs. As families progress the number of objectives
can be expected to increase.

There should-be relatively few_long-range ;)bjectives,
each of which-will subsume a number of. short-terM
objectives that define6 hierarchy of skills to be learned.

,Whileodifferent objectives may receive different .

emPha§is at home'or at,the Center, no objectives will
be solely the pr wince of one or the other settings.

Fewer objeptiv sy-each redeiving'relatively more
time and effort,_ are desired over more objectives that
would necessitate' scattered attention and relatively
less time deVotedtgleach.;

B. CRITERIA: All of the below must be evident in the
objectives beihg worked on at any one point in each
inf ants program. They need not be present in each
objectiv, but they must be evident over all,objectives.

322
'
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1: Must reflect the felt needs and expectations of
the family.

2. There mu st be a high probabil ity of definite
growth over the prOjected time period resulting

.

from appropriate programming.

3. Objectives must be prioritized! There must e
cleat sense of what is and is not being emphaSized.
a. High priority must be..gi.ven to areas where the

level of functioning is most discrepantfrom
' normal functioning,

b. High priority must be given to areas where given -
handicapping cohditiOns are likely to have straight
forward effect, i.e.; hard of .hearing - language
'development; cerebralp1sy motor development.

c. High priority must be given to enhancing inter-
, action between the infant and family members.

A. Building oil strengths must be p4sent.

DATA: Because a central component in establishing
objectives is formal knowledge of the partoticipant,_no_k
objective will be established without reference to that
knowledge. When establishing objectives, the below
data is to be-available.

1.' 'Results'of a standardized infant development scale,
typically the Bayley Scales of Infant Development.

e,0
2. Repults of systematic observation, Including

results from the Vulpe Asiwtation.

3. Medical report.

4. Intake interview-.
A

5. Family's statetheritofexpectations and needS---

6. Other data as detired may be available.

PROCEDURES

1. RESPONSIBILITY: Establishing objectives is part of
.:the IEP process and as such is the joint respon- _

sibility of teachers and-family members. tltiriate
responsibility, howeve,lies with the family.
Teachers as professionals proVide background', identify
options;.make recommendations, and clarify impli-
cations and courses .of action.

33 ',
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It is umed that Filen families ,are new to the
program, teac ers will assume whatever, active
initiatipg roles are needed by.the decision process.
Then as families become more confident and capable,
family members should become more active and the
teachers, more conlmtltative in the decision process.

\2. PARTICIPATION: Major effort mt:st be made to include
'both the Mother and the fatherin .establishing initial
'objectives. Toward that end:thp family's schedule
and needs will be given srioi-itly when establishing,

Imeeting time and place. Non-traditional school hours Is

and meeting- places outside of school are appropriate
as needed. Both the program and the family may invite
others to particpate in the meeting. Whoever invites
such participants (the famil-S-7 or' the 'progran) must
inform the other party of=tbat intention at-least 24
hours prior ,to the meeting:

3.. MECHANIST

a. Prior to meetingwith the family, teachers will:
review all existing infant/family data;

- prepare a list of tentative objectives and
share. it- -with -'the family;

- prepare a rationale for each of the tentative
objectives. The rationale must ref"let data
collected on the infant;.

- the curriculum coordinator may be consulted
throughout this process.f

t

b. ' Prior to meeting .w1th the teacher, families will:
.-' have participated in their child's assessment

.(it is assumed that findings would be%explai d.)
- 1.review the tentative objectives prepared by he

teacher;
- be prepay: -d to suggest additions or alternatives.

c. During the meeting:
- all data included in the program files must be

available during the meeting;
- initially, -tentative objectiVes will be reviewed

to clarify meaning and intentions, to make
appropriate modifications, to identify priorities
and to reach accord; t L

- additional objectives may be'introduced, reviewed
and included in the program when accord on them
is reached;

- the meeting will contipue'until agreement is
reached on at leat one' objective. Typically,
agreement should be reached and priorities should
be established on,several objectives;

324
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it is assumed that 'programming for objectives
will also be discuSsed,at this meeting

d. Agreement:
- When objectives are .agreed upon they are td be

written on the IEP fbrm, then initialed and
dated by both the teacher and the family. The
'curriculum supervisor will review the Sta tement
and indicate agreement.by initialing and dating
the IEP form.

III. CHANGING OBJECTIVES

A. REVIEW: A'formal review of progress toward attaining
objectives must take place at least quarterly. Changes
within established IEPs,R6ed no approval. Additions to
the IEP or substitutions mustlYeiapproved by the curri-
culum coordinator and appended to'the IEP. They must
be initialed and dated by the family, teacher and the
curriculum coo1inator.

B. CRITERIA: Once objectives have'been formally established,
the criteria for changing them'are any,Of the below:

I. The objective has been attained at a predetermined
level of perfoTmance. If a:short term objective, the
next objective in the sequence will be pursued. If a
long term objective, ,a new objective may be established.

2. The objective has not been attained even though in the
judgment of the teacher and the curriculum coordinator
sufficient time has been devoted to the objective and
the approach (or approaches!) are appropriate and have
beenjmplemented appropriately. -I-t03.11 be deterMined
that-the child is not yet ready for this objective and.
another objectilte will be established lower in the
hierarchy of preceding: skills.

3: Prillplems in appropriately implementing the learning
program(s) designed for particular objectives occur.
If other appropriate programs cannot, be designed,
it will.be determined that the staff and/or the
family are not yet ready fOr this objective, and
Another objective within their resources will be
established.

4. The status of the infant or family changes in sue-.
, ficiently important way to make previously established

-A objectives inappropriate Or less important. A family
/ crisis or a marked decline,' in the infant's health are

examples of events that may require change in objectives.

crt
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C. DATA: Systematically'collected, objective data in
support of the decision' to change objectives must
be present prior to the decision for change.

IV. INITIAL OBJECTIVES: A SPECIAL CONCERN

We are especially concerned that the participants first
experiences in the program are successfu'l. Toward that end,

the below criteria must be evident'inthe initial objectives

established. That is,_if only one _objective is established,

all of the below must be evident in the one objective, but
if two or more initial objectives_are established all of the

below must- be. evident over the objectives but not necessarily

.in each objective. A

1. Must reflect the felt needs/expectations of the family.

2. There must be a high probability of, C7isible growth
being evident within no more than six weeks.

3. Programming for the objective(s) should involve the

family. It should introduce and acclimate them to the

program.

V. MULTIPLE BASELINE DATA REQUIREMENTS

Data must be kept on at least one objective for which
formal programming is not or has not been implement0.
.These may be in low priority areas or they may be on objectives
for,which programming is anticipated but not yet initiated.

Should programming be stablished for such objectives, new
objectives must be estab "shed to replace their function. Data

will be collected for such objectives and compared to datS
on objectives for which Oograms have been initiated.
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING,9

3233 MAINSTREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Name:
Teacher:.

Dates of Report: DayS per Week:

Date of Entry: Time of Sessions:
v.,

PERIODIC SUMMARY PROGRESS-PARTICIPATION REPORT

DEVELOPMENTAL AREA A

ft

I

,

a e a

\

A

327
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PARENT - CHILD - TEACHER RAPPORT

PARENT SUGGESTIONS - RECOMMENDATIONS,FOR FUTURE PLANNING

OTHER AGENCIES (Medical appointments,

Agency:

Date/Days:

Purpose:

therapies, evaluations).

Date Reports Requested:

Date Repo

PARTICIPATION INFORMATION

Evaluation Siblings to Guest Nursery
Total Teaching Sessions

Number of Days
Day Eve Sat Other Family Members _

Weekly Meetings

Monthly Meetings

Get-togethers

Professional Conferences

Parent-Child Participation in
Community Affairs

Date:

Agency

Purpose:

a-

Days Abseht

Number of Days.

Father Participation

NUmber of Times

Other Information

Constilt

Dates:

Teletapes Viewed

328



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNIN
3233 MAIN STREpT BUFFALO, NEW YORK

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM
0

INDIVIDUAL GOAL SHEET

4214

Name of Child Date of Entry/

Birthdate Teacher

Goal
No.

Specific Goal Date
Began

Date
AdhleVed

1

z

329
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INFANT CURRICULUM

SELECTED ACTIVITIES

/

330
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a

PlitmE

Nei

CANMI, J cLA cMale FOe 1.EARAILIVS
A

: To actively establish contacts.

AGE: 7-9 months

,SOCIAL - establishment of

contacts.

0617158a4 ti$: Favorite toys, plastic containers, or empty shoebox.
s

FURT

)

Mother and father on floor away from child.

Acritirry% 1. Have mother and father or other adult

sit down on floor away from child,

pretend not to notice him and start

doing something interesting by

themsell4s. Perhaps they'll

crowd objects into a container

and then empty it again.

2. The child sitting on the floor can

then crawl up to parents or other

adult. 'He will observe you and may

join in your activities.

sooga: Koch, Jaroslay. Total Baby Development

331
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r-

4

. IA: 1FL t,"fm7G

To call for daddy.

POSITION: Child on lap facing father..
,f11,

Cloth to cover fitherts.face and favorite toys.

r, ,

Let father sit dpposite you and hold a cloth
or newspaper in front of his face.

4
2. Mother should tell child to "Say daddy:'

When child pronounces the-word "daddy"
or something close to it, father shadid
uncover his face and-call "Here's daddy!'"
and .the child will laugh and become
excited.

3. Father should cover his face again and
play this game 3 or 4 times. You can
vary the game by hiding under the table,
in the cupboard, behind the curtain or
door. The reward will.be even greater
if you appear with a different toy each
time.

Koch, Jaroslay. Total Baby Development

r

4

N

332

1

WE,

AGE: 7-9. months

AeTivh, LANGUAGE -To call for
daddy.



D

Age: '3-5 months IZN z,,

CEP! FR FOR u Language: Imitation
Objects to.produce noise

The child will use bells or rattlestomake a noise.

JY_L.:.1: LS: Bells on ribboli to tie to child's wrist or ankle, shall (palmsize) rattles.

Child in crib or on 'rug.

Motorically involved: Child side lying, support sitting, or over a bolster.
Tie bells to wrist, or andkles if child is unable to hold-T77 77; " -them. Child' must be comfortable

/ to enjOy activity.Plate a rattle into the child's hand. Shake arm.so that the rattlemakes a noise. Show child you are pleased with the noises.'
2. Allow child time to shake his arm-if child

is having difficulty, continue to guide him
through the activity.

3. Tie bells to ribbon and tie the bells to the child'swrists or ankles. Encourage child to wave Sims
and kick to activate the bells.

. ,
Its To stimulate kicking, stroke the Child's sole

with your forefinger near the heel. You may
use cotton, fuzzy material or feather and
touch these to the sole of the foot.

4

Cantalician Center for Learning
Family-Infant Program

-333
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- CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

NAS: AGE: 10 12,.Qonths

DATE:
llt MOOR: Eye Hand Coordina
tion (threading boards)

AIM: To thread yarn through a threading board.

MATERIALS: Heavy d&y'yalin or string, long stioplaces,,macrame..cord.

AcTI.TITY: 1, Give the child the yarn, shOelace, or macrame cord

and have him thread a board into which holes have

been made. Guide child's hands, one hand to hold

and grasp the yarn, parent hand holding 'on to the

board.

2. As the child learns, guide child t o h8ld

the board in one hand and thread with

the other..

3. Try using a lightweight board or

cardboard. This way the child will

be able to work-with both hands in

completing the activity.

SOURCE: Koch, Jaroslay. Total Baby Development.

NAM:
DATE:

gi

) dprt ALE TIN CENTER FOR. LEARNING
O c

01.....111/10,1111011MMII.M..1.1./

loO11430.- nes

AGE: 10 - 12 months'

FINE MOTOR: Eye Hand Coordina-

_ tion (fishing.withsanet)

1.27i: To fish with a nets.

POSITION: Child in front of pin of water,or A bathtub with water.

'1A1!-'5: Water, small plastic'toys that float, aquarium fish net

ACTT'ITY: 1. Using a net; show child how to fish out various

toys. Stand child next to :the tor' pan of
water-and have child fishout t o. his own.

I

2. Start with a larger net an
then a smaller sized net a

$
oys and

toys.

334

4

SOURCE: Koch, Jaroslay.. Total Baby Development.
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0

To retrieve object with i pull string

pUI1 toy with-a ring on the end of the string

4,

LEAR\I' AGE: 11 months

'4COGNITIVE 4

planning to achieve 9 goal

Plit ring in "child's hand and pull on toy.Encourage child to pull tra67
on string by gesturing and verbalizing.Demonatrate how to get toy,by
pulling string yourself. Give chid ring again and holding his hand,
pull toy toward, child.EVerytime he pulls toy close to himself let him
play with \it briefly.

/0

SOURCE: Preschool Special Education Project; Curriculum Manual.
Roche'ster;N.Y. 14605

335



DATE

CAMALICIAN CEETER FOg

14014 To walk while carrying things.

gt,i7ita-

(13

AGE: 10 - 12 months
BROSS MOTOR: Walking balance-
carrying larger, lightweight
objects.

Favorite large toys,-teddy bear, plastic buckets, chair other large objects

that are not too .heavy for child to carry.

Child wlaking
o

1. Ask child to bring over or give mommy dr addy

his teddy bear, a plastic bucket, or a'chair.

2. When he lifts up a larger object he raises

'and tilts his center of gravity and must

assumea different body position than when

walking without a load.

ti 3. This exercise will perfect his ability to

keep hi balance.

NAMES -

DATE:

CAITTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING AGE: 7-9 months

Mk GROSS MOTOR - Crawling

Use of a sling

INYZE1746111.

,AIN; To crawl in a sling.

MATERIATA: Fold diaper or
blanket, to make a sling, falidrite toys.

.

POSITION-1 Place child in sling and wrap it around chest with both

over his back.

ends

.0

.

ACTIVITY: 1. Grasp both ends of the diaper or blanket made into a sling

and with the of the sling .lift the childls.ches-b, about

6 4 to .6 inches above the floor. This makes it easier for

him to draw his legs up to his tummy. Place favorit toy

in fro t-of.child so that he can crawl toward the tor.

7), 2. this position, child will
kneel on all fogrs and e in

to pus off with his hands and feet and crawl

.toward a-toy which you have placed in front of

him.

This exercise may not be suitable for children with

cerebral palsy.

.33

SOURCE: Koch, Jarcislay. Total,Isaby Development.



CANTALICIANCENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

REQUEST FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST SERVICES

Child's Name

Parent's or Guardian's Names:

Address

Teacher

REASON FOR REFERRAL

.)

OTHER FACTORS

Sex:

*3

A

4

Phone

.14-11.44.

ate
1

4

337

of.

Signature of Teacher

7.,



.1;

OCCUPATIONAL 'THERAPIST SERVICES BY:

DATE -REFERRAL RECEIVED:

-"ACTION TAKEN

t 4

COMMENTS

' 338 .



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3232 MAIN STREET .BUFFALO, NEW'YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

REQUEST FOR SERVICES OF SPEECH PATHOLOGIST

Child's Name Sex M 'F

40Parent's or Guardian's Names:

Address Phone

Teacher

REASON FOR REFERRAL

ti

L-

OWER. FACTORS

Date

4

r.

47

1

339 Signature of Teacher



1 \

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST SERVICES BY:

DATE REFERRAL RECEIVED:1

DATE REPORT COMPLETED:

ACTION TAKEN
s.

4

OMMENTS

O

e

0 340
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APPENDIX E

Specialized Family Program

Intake

Assessment,

Individualized Family Plan
Intervention Plan
Closing Report

Individual Supervision
Weekly Data Summary
Action Plan
An Overview of the Families We Serve
Sample Goals and Programs
A Version of a Supplemental Picture

Curriculum

311



Cantalician Center' For Learning

Specialized Frifily Program

Date:

Family Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Children's Names and Ages:

10-

Referred by:

Problem Statement:

Other Agencies Involved:

,-, .... /.

'342
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Cantalician Center For Learning

.Specializ-ed Family Program

Assessment

Client(Family)Name: Date:

Referral SoUrce: Staff Name:

I. Family Pr4ofile (names, ages, background information):

II. Reason for Referral:

III. Problem Statements (Family, perceptions, problems and needs):

343



49.

IV. rengths aind Assets (Family and staff perceptions for each
family member):

.10

Y. Family's Support Systems:

b

a

0



VI. Involvement with Other Agencies (Past and Present):

4

Agency
Work6rIs Name Aative/ Reason forand Phone Inactive : Involvement

'er

VII. Goals the Family has Chosen' to Work on:

VIII. Staff Perceptions of Problems and Needs:

345



4.

1

. -

CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING

Specialized Family Program

Individualized Family Plan

Infant /Child Care and Management'

)

i

r

'
/,

/ ..II. Home Management (e:g., home making, hygiene, 4udgeting, etc.)

.-._

--

I

s.

*
.

01

I
s

III. CoMmunity Management (e.g., negotiating social service system, school system, etc.)

.
IF

1

.

i

r

r d

346

e



4

. .

IV. Intra-Family Relationships

b.%

V. Other

Cr

Family Signatures

t

ST'.

I,

4

Staff Signatures

r

347

4

%.



44:

amily Program

c.:Alcn Plan

r 1 i ent(:TI.miay )!;ar,c Beginning Date:

af f Name: . Rdview Dates

Goal car "LE \"( Term sYs

4.

III. Task Analysis (Intervention Steps)

):

348

Objective

$

j



r.

Iy. Ihtervention irccedures

Role of .amil aide. 6

0

loN

Role of Family Members

' ,

ZVaillaq:,Cr. .-.0)N7 will outcome ,be evaluated?)

ami.1 ..embel .

2..

3

if

349

4

4



r Speci

4

ized Family Program o...."

Closing Report

Client(Family)Names

Staff Name:

I. Total Number Contacts:

Home Visits;

Phgne calls with family:

Date:

Agencj Contacts:

II. List of All Intervejtion Activities:

\
III.- Status of all I.F.P. Go is (Be specific: gains made, completed4/7

or on-going):

350
Lib





AL4, OVERVIEW Qi. THE. FAMILIES ISE SERVE

4

MOTHaR'S HISTORY FATHER'S HISTORY-
CHILDREN: GE AT

REFERRAL/CHARACTERISTICS REFERRAL INFORMATION

special EAR classes=
Buffalo

long -term institutionalize- 1 year, 6 months
tion'in Statepsychiatric '-

born with Spina-Bifida,
facility (12 years)

hydrocephalic

8 active agencies, 5'herre-

bdsed progrars, gross
neglect of basic child-care,
Child Protection Active Case

EMR 'classes

Buffale,
/.

Single parent

(19 years pia
0

215 years and 7 month's

younger child born pre-
maturely, developmentalli
.delayed

Family-Infant.'Program saw
need for generalization of
= stimulation activities to
home. setting

long-term (4 year)

institutionalization
,`in State Developmental
''Center

long-term .(5 year)

institutionalization
in State Developmental
Center

served..1 year in State
prison

2 years

developmentally delayed
(mother now pregnant).

active'with program for
retarded adults, worker
saw need -for more intensive

%training, Child. Protection
Active Case

EMR classes
Niagara Falls

'Iangip-parent
(18 years old)

lb 8 months

(mother pregnant)

voluntary fdster date
,placement, child returned
at age-1 year

referred by Niagara Falls
Catholic Charities worker

long-term (2year)'in long-term (4 year) in 3 years
° State Developmental Center .*State Developmental Center lh.years

3 years in State
Devp/opmental Cen4-r

previous marriage: child
,removed. for neglect

-6 active agencies including
Child Protection Services,
5 home -based Programs

2 years- in State

Developmental Centet

lnyear in'State'Psychiatric
Center

8 months in State prison

11/2 years

6 months

old developmentally
de eyed

referred to infant program
by hospital Social Service
Department, 5 active
agencies

352
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MOTHER'S HISTORY 'FATHER'S HISTORY CHILDI,REN: AGE AT
REFERRAL/CHARACTERISTICS REFERRAL INFORMATION

3,short-term hospitaliza-
tions foridepression,

attempted(suicide

LIAR special class 4 years old, in preschool
.Drograrri for emotionally
disturbed children

11/2 years --old'

referred by preschool

program, 5 active agencies
including Child Protection
Services

EMR class
no background information'
}awn 2 years, visual impairment,

developmentally delayed

6 months'old

. Family-Infant Program saw
need for intensive at-home
services based on erratic
participation

2 year institutionaliza-,
tion in Developmental Center

1sing e parent

4 months
baby hospitalized for
failure to thrive, 5
active agencies including
child protection

110t.,classes
special classes
Buffalo P

3 years
referred by Child Protection1 year
Services, 7 activegies

both. developmentally delayed-

4

EMR glasses _ '3 terms in State and County
prisons

short-term psychiatrid

institutionalization

C

21/2 years

11/2 years
Chil:d Welfare, children
removed involuntArilY,"
returned from foster care;
thus prompting referral,
8 active agencies, home-
based

2 years in State Psychiatric
Hospital 2 years

Child Protection Agencies,9 months
permanent neglect charge
dispOsed by courts,'both;developmentally delayed
children returned from

, foster care

354
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SAMPLE GOAP: AND FF:CCRAFS

EJ'SIC CHILD CAPE ;

FAMILY (GALS

increase regularity of feeding.

bathe baby regularly.

increase skill in physical handling of
baby.

- change and'clean baby regularly.

feed appropriate diet.
4

recognize symbtams of illness.

distinguish safe and unsafe places/
positions for haby.

keep children clothed appropriately.

use prescribed nsdications as directed.

use corrective sixes as directed,

keep appointments related to Child
he alth._

tecure medical care/check-up when
appropriate.'

-secure appropriate child care whenever
leaving the house.

eliminate physical' dangers to child in
home.

INTEPVENTION PFCERAM

- morning routine: including bathing,
dressing, feeding baby.

- training and practice in real prepgration
and feeding.

- training and practice in making appoint-
ments, recording appointment dates and
times, planning to keep appointments,
keeping the appointment.

- program to eliminate and prevent reinfesta-
tion of head lice.

- training and practice in physical handling
techniques.

- "child proofing" program for home.

I



SAMPLE GOALS ANP FFOGRPI".S

CPILD EDUCATIONAEEAVIOR MANAGEMENT
<.4

FAMILY GOALS
IUTERVENTION PPCGRAM

positive approaches to discipline.

rease child ccmpliance to instructions.,

late child's eating/sleeping patterns.

ilet train.

leviate child difficulties associated

'th separation from parent(s).

"easing parental consistency in

hild-rearing'approaches.

Icrease/accelerate
child's development

crawling*alking.

crease/accelerate child's cormunication

nd language skills.

'ecrease bed-wetting.

ecrease use of physical punishment.

increase child's unrestrained tire in

ich exploratory behavior could occur.,

- child management training around feeding

times, play times, toilet training, etc.

- establish play-teach
sessions at hone.

- training parente,in the essentials of

teaching as done, at the Infant Program.

- toilet training program.

- bed-vetting programs, involving after-

supper routine, bed-time routine, morning

routine.

- establish parent-child
"special treat"

times to be used as reinfcrcers.

s.



SAMPLE GOALS AND PROCFPVS

PARENT INTERACTION

FAMILY GOALS

- increase time spent' together.

increase time away fran children.

- increase nunher of mutually acceptable
activities.

- modify or clarify responsibilities.

- increase time for each parent to Ye
alone.

INTERVIrION PPOCRAM

- establish whole-family activities.

- mutual decision-making programs.

- establish time to provide feedback to each
cther.

- assertiveness training program.

- negotiation skills training.

- "trading-off responsibilities" - programs
in reference to roomy management, chileY-
care activities. etc.

O

356
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SNPLE GOALS ME MIS

HUE MAGMENT

OM

FAMI LY
INTERVENTION'

- budget income more effectively.

- purchase necessary items in order to
follow through with chosen diets,
health plans, etc.

- incre e cleaning skills.

increase regularity of cleaning
activities.

do the laundry more regularly.

purchase various appliances (e.g.,
washer, dryer, etc.).

- shopping programs.

- first-of-the-month shopping/bill paying/
savings programs.

- weekly/Monthly cleaning days.

-.saving for major purchases training.

- programs to establish regular performance
of household chores.

353.
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SAMPLE GOALS /41) PROGRAMS

Ca:MUNITY MANFGE11:11T

FAMILY GOALS iNTERVENTfON PROGRAM

receive full benefits from. Welfare
0

Department or other social Services.

decreasenurhet ofpersons'coming.into
the home as caseworkeis.

.

-have child protection case closed.

increase knowledge of7tommunity
resources.

enter children in appropriate pre-school
and school programs.

have child-returned from voluntary foster
care placeppnts.

- case-ranagepent programs.

- involvement of family in case planning.

- preparation for child's return.

4

360
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.APPENDIXF 4'

Community Satellite Programs
,

Registration Form
Mutual Goal Planning (IEP)

'Record of Goals
Progress Report
Family Referral ForM

Sample - Learning Activities Form
for Family Members Satellite
Program

Needs Survey
et

. .

*I
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CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
233 MAIN STREET

,, NEW YORK 14214
F LY-INFANT PROGRAM

t

REGISTRATION

OUTREACH:Familp-Infant Learning Center
LOCATION:

West Side Health Center

',tee:
Birthdate:

Date: '

,
.

,ddress:
_ Phone:

'airily Father Mother Children.
Name'

.._

Birthdate

.
.

rediatrician(source of Health Care):

ounce of Referral: .

rurpose of Referral:
-

.

.nitial Contact:
.

1.Nee6 Survey Complete(date):

2 Pre/Pelt% Test Plan:

ld: Formal(Standirdized T ).Specify:

Informal(Progress Not s

Family: Formal(Questiontaire). ecify:

Informal(Progress Notes) .

3.Mutual Goal Planning:IEP
Initiated(tate):

4.Record'of Goals Initiated(date):

:Curriculum Plan: Written(Learnirig Activities for Families and Infants at Home)

Unwritten(Demonstration/Disouasion:Recorded in Progress Notes)
'6:Elan for Frequency.of ContaCt:

Initial:Date Frequency Reason

*

Ongoing:Date

-
.

Frequency Reason for Change
.

,

.. 0

Services .
Date:'

...*reaeon:
. .

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

..
z.



'CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET S BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

OUTREACH: Family-Infant Learning Center.

LOCATION:
West Side Health Center

MUTUAL GOAL PLANNING (IEP)

Child's Name: Page No.

Area of Development:

Lociking to the Future (Long Range Goal):

What we can do Now (Short Range goal):
. 1.

2.

. 3.

Things We may uses to help reach goals (materials1:

Parent Signature

Teacher:
Date

Date
a

Area of Development:

Looking to the Future Long .Range Goals):,

What we can do Now (SlAty_ Range Goals) :

2.

3.

'/.
/ Things we' may use to help reach goals (materials):

/ ,

Parent Signature . ,is . :Date
". Teacher . "Date

9



CANTAIAIAN CENTEH,FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BU TAt0, ,NEW YORK 1h214

FAMILY - INFANT PROGRAM-,

Child'..s Name:

, OUTREACH: Family-Infant
LOCATION:

RECORD OF OALS

Teacher;

West Side

Learnirt k,enter

Health Center

Specific Goal 'Date Initiated Date Completed Category

_1r

O

1

ET.

4

rn cl

1_,
M H10 0"
C4a> 0 Zg

0V 0c+
c+

0
4 0

c)
0

c+

4

4;

4

Jta.



Cantalician Center for Learning
3233 Main Street Buffalo, New York 1421

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

,A

Outreach: Family- Infant Learning Center
Location:

'West Side Health Center

PROGRESS REPORT t Page No.

O

Pertinent Ass of

1. Child's gevelopment, behavior,
health. 4

2. Child-Family Relations

4.1

4

374



1

West Side Health Center
Children's Hospital or Buffalo:Pediatric Clinic.

Maryland and 7th Street
Buffalo, New York 14201,

REFERRAL TO FAMILY-INFANT LEARNING CENTER
Cantalician Center for Learning Ontreaqh Buffalo; New York 14214

Date of Referral: From:

Child' s Name:
Address: Phone:

Birthdate:
Chart NumLa.1.:

Parent(s):

Reason for Referral:

A

1 1Rec mmend: Clinic Visit Home Visit No PreferenceNe ds Translator: YES NO Language:

Family-Infant Learning Center Report_

Date Referral Received:

Action Taken:

MI.

Return to:

11/

4

375
4k /



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR 'LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 1142114

FAMILY - INFANT PROGRAM

Outreach: Family-Infant Learning Center
Location:

West Side Health Center

LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR FAMILIES \AND INFANTS AT HOME

FOR: AGE:

yourYou are your child's most important teacher! 'Ey watching you, listening to you, and
sharing in what you do during the day -- your child learns. Your child learns when heor she is with you, and when alone -- Both are important for a growing child.
Here are some things that your child mighty& to do:
WHEN YOU ARE WITH YOUR CHILD:

WHEN YOUR CHILD IS PLAYING ALONE:
4

Play is a child's way of learning about the world. Some toys and things around thehouse that might be dui. for your child:,
WHEN IYOUR CHILD S WI% YOU:

-. ,.

4

3

WHEN-YOUR CHILD IS PLAYING ALONE:

Teacher:

4.

Date:



CANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

-OUTREACH: Family-Infant Learning Center
LOCATION:

West Side Health Center

NEEDS SURVEY

Hello!

We are interested in you_and your child -- how yoUr child isdeveloping and how things are going for you asa,patent. Weard hereat this Center to be of help to you when there-is anything specialyou need.

The Center has these services. Would you please check off whatyou are interested in?

Talking together about child development:
Observatioq,of yourChire-6 ddvelopment.
Formal testingof your child's development.

Planning activities that encouragdayour Child's development.
Toys and things around the house that children like=to playwith and learn from.,

Discipline and "setting limits" -- what children understand
from, it.

Language -- what children understand, what children say
HoQ little Children get along with their big brothers andsisters.

?

How children learn from their parents.
Sharing ideas, talking abdut being a.parent.
Looking for help from other places (children's services,child care, health care, counseling.)

/-

Please write down some things that.you are interested in aboutyour child's development, about yourself as a parent:

O

.Thank youl.

Your.-,-naMe: Date:

4,

3.77
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APPENDIX G

Program Development

Home Visit Policy

Procedures for Children Moving from
the Infant Program to the Todagp/

. Preschool Program

Cooperative Toddler/preschool pro6-am
Guidelines

_Leaving the Program
Job Descriptions .

Community Coordinator
;
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WILY-INFANT PROGRAM

Home Visit Policy

I. Prior to enrollment'

Families who have completed the initial interview are visited once
monthly. Mote frequent contact is made in circumstances wheremore
Intervention is required. These circumstances-may. include`:

1. Neglect and abuse situations (agency involved is contacted to
r co ordinate efforts):

2. Family crisis.

When above circumstances exist, each f ily situation is discussed
at weekly team leader meetings with the Community Coordinator to

0determine:

1. (Degree current-4nvolvement with other agencies.

2. Necessi of referrals, to other community agencies.
, .

3. Frequency f tantician Cqter's contact (home visitation and
telephone ontact).

,

.

F

IL. During enrollment

Parents of infants with MM+ea,..1.1-y-44.sabling conditions which, make program
attendance impossible over a prolonged period. (1 month) will be visited
at home. A disabltng condition may include:

1. Physica mental impairment restricts movement'.

.)2. Family crisis.

When above circumstances exi540, each family.will 16a discussed at weekly
team meetings tq determine:

,

,

1. Extent of disability (as related-to attendance at the Center Program).

2. Frequency Of home visitation,.

If it is the parent-who is disabled,'.ariOther adult should -be present
during the session. 4

Content of the home visit:

1. When one-time visit: maintain contact and provide(Skipport.

2. When ongoing contact: assessment IEP - 'curriculumi carried

3.79,
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PROCEDURES FOR C4ILDREN MOVING FROM THE INFANT PROGAM
TO THE TODbLER /PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

1. Mutu&I agreement of parents and infant teacher to _the child's
readiness for the Toddler/Preschool Program.

b) . The Toddler/Prechool'teLhers will review with the parents the
policy of the Toddler/Preschool PNgram.

2. Observation and active participation a pre-scheduled session.

3. The parents and all teachers invoNed Oil make the final"dectsion
on the child's reading

4. The infant teacher will review, with.the parent and toddler/preschool,
teaCfiers, the IEP g6als. Atthis time, a conference will be scheduled
to write the child's new IEP.

A

5. Busing arrangements and time changes will be made by,the infant,
teacher to the secretary.

4

1

6: The infant teacher will accompany the family to the Toddler/Preschool
for the initial session.

O

'

4

S.

3 8 (.1
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PROCEDURES FOR CHILDREN MOVING FROM THE INFANT PROGON
TO THE TODoLER/PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

Mutua=l agreement pf parents and infant teather to_the
readiness for the Toddler/Preschool Progragw

t

't
The Toddler/Pre\school'teachers will review with the parents the
policy of the Toddler/Preschool VyRgram.

:, 2 Observation and active participation ir). a pre-scheduled session.

e . .

3 The parents and all teachers involved will make the final"dectsiOn
on the child's readine

4 The infant teacher will review, with,the parent and toddler/preschool,
teachers, the IEP gOals. At -this time, a conference will be scheduled
to write the child's new IEP.

A
5. Busing arrangements and time changes will be made by.the infant

teacher to the secretary.

6: The infant teacher will accompiny the family to the Toddler/Preschool
for the initial session.

t

.1-61r
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The CoopefativeiToddlerpreschool-Prorram at the Cantalician
Cente)r or Learning has ;come about because of a definite need to serve-*
children who,tre dev4loproentally "in between"Ahe inNtt program and!.,
the already ,exiZang" traditional preschool -orograms. These are children
from the mini:Mai ages Oi 18-24 months who di.dplay,deve:opmental delay,
physical' and /or mental handicaps. Special provisions :,.11 the pro&am
allow non -amulatory children 1:o. remain uplko the aprNxtm,,,te age of,

. .

live years. Others will hallo the option of gradually being assimilated
into the other presdhool.r.):Ograms as 'so as they are considid readY.

Strong aspects of the Cooperative To lerPreschool Program include
.

quality family, involvement, an individUalize curriculum for each child,
. .

.
,

and the following related Aervices; gocuptition 1 Therapy,Speech Pathology,
Audiology, Gust Nursery Prograa for siblings and a AT/Bool: Lending

.."
,/Library.

.

. ,
.The progiam phliosophy is bitted on the c:list TAat perents ate the:._

,

prim- gry and most ima Irtant teachers oi their CA.:1:..*eA J:criy Slimulation
and the facililatiOn of ea;?ly :fer..i%da..i''eo viewel ass tbel-mostefentive

,

means of eneduraging optimal develoixile;nt in 'ail .1,eeas of child's life,
This can'be best aocy.,mPiished through the mutual, codpern.tive efforts

_

of faMilies, teaeper:; and Rpe-calista,. th9refore, fa. fly 1.14volvement

is considered crucia:lor an irdividuallaild's dgvelopmenta potential
to begin to unfold.s:.gnificarily,

/*
.0 \ .

IS

. .
It is also 'veld that a.b:Ilance belweel stru:Ituxed ar_d unstructured

.; .

activities and betweai) grorp-priented,;:md Ind.1.1,i,:ull-orterted

1actiNities fn jthe ciassi.com sz.ssions Lhem$s:Lyess vii.L .,,,,ort to the,
, .

ehIldren'S'LestdeVental admntaige. .

In view of this t'..1(:, tuc! main q ectf.ves of Ole 1-1-p-ro.rt are that6
i. %. g

1) each child vill shove viziMe, pos4ttit.e zrowzh in i'asfn developmenta...
e 4 ,

areas laid, (2) each 1.m*,i_y 7;5.12 becoOe cveo morP.. e:,14...:1- facil:ltators
of their child's oveiTli del,e34m4fac nv 1.nciiv...euai

a

/
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Belcw are guidef.::.).c.,:s 1-'qr nttendatce 'a1c1 Ilmi.iy involvi..:-.ent. ..-,t .
.should lie noted that .1,.111.1.e lin .specigil circ:t-,ristgncs the guinc-Dries maybe allered somewhr,..t,. EY-very eilort -,3:,111' b.,5-rx.cle to iw.:ure they are follov:ed.

A) Family Invo':',.e4Iper:t ..tniriu3T. .of. oile ri-::rlylon a wee-Ir.._.............- Cooperative pi.rticloa_t4,..c.r2 jri ac:i..:1\ely T.Fachft.'qg your. child
5 'or-other -children. .,.- To be sc-t-edule.d vT. a spel-f._,..s.7. -,:-.,11-3

E) Child Scheftle -. ..''.1.1e, of i-.11---2.e opt :it)s,'- 1.1orrcia,g se5..s.:(?..1 9 anl to. 12 KJ C Or >,--- AfterilQon se2:3.4.on (2 noon to 3 pr.,
--.-- All day t...T.:s5...ionr c.si cm to 2 pill.

_
all day seSrit.Oti :includes a. tispc'.:3,1 f.:-.1-1rg program with theassistance of a qualified coco.pp::.-1-:-.)nal -0-1!:.--c-plst Irom 1/ to 11:30 am.Ch- ldren in need of such .a progsw vIct ;.',.1.-::-: :..ticIndi.ng the merning -

(session may take advantage of ti-.t.:1. 'Li:. 1. il:). N.O'Lethfili: Strace it.is not possible to .he inclicird -i. a I r..-11;0?" p'Z'Og';':-.-3 dri: lug the at tor-boon seseion childrvz muse :::::: l'f:;.., :.:,t '....-.-.:-,o:. -1.;,-;:cl:e_ de z'.- i .-,-noonsession begins ,
C) .Attendauce.........

It is imr-Dct 1-.1. :,:c,.... Ill*: .s',17-e o:: ..-- -;':-?. (.:),:*.::,...:. Lit 1-sesessions ru;.! .:.,-fAcotic., -..,!thOuyi,,r.-.::...-;,, ..rylp' ,,--,...i., or 'delays.It is to you,' 1-..Y.:rf!-..71.c, 'cra .,..s.: -:-...; :;..,'..6 co 0-.:,;., -,"'2..,. 211 aad yourchild are scrif_ded Fiee hi-' -.h. ',..; 1,1. c.tporisre,,...:_li: f.. .-7-.:-..T1, whwayou are scheiu;cd te p:,.*.ciie..t::...-, 1-..-,.1: c.::-...:::::o1 ..;,,,c:. is.. .v11.1 bi. .your respons.thilLty to 1.trd Si Silb::51. "1:.° ''',e-i-, .7 .1 -,-,,f Lheother iamili.s.i your Chtld mr.sl: uisF. a Se'St.r::: pi:..c c.;.and/or the b.is con' :
D) 1;-1:tknessP- S-Be rAtaclife.c: sl..-.eI

E) Sittl'ings
OPUse of oty I, :F:1-..--f,::..1f.' Cu 7,:::., r;: ..c.:, f-,1%.. -, ?:..=:.

., .0,brothers a2; 'S:U..:-_ r.: :.1":. ;r4-ovf.tlu :,1.:.- .'": r ..zi ,:-r-----.-, g- --fz..4--- !' ,. A-:.
On-ly ie OZ. O. -S' It' .;,, I r ;:f -i'3 ,,:-.T-li..:: -, ; q ,..:.t. -1 '. -

accompaniad ::,y t I,: 7:-

F) Essentials .

. :___
Ea.ch faro .-3, -,vi.). :.-., c,i-F-,;(::-.ec'. -...,. .:; f.y:t :t;).-..: i,,...:. ;.4.1ne.;:, .,a roll of pai)E.1$ 1.,--.r.'F::: i -,-,:-;' o-.--..-: ':- -).. ...,. f.r......1 -in a,:.r.?; i.:sh bagS-initially. ::ney ::-.'.:y z.v., :-;,-.'-_:(7 ,,(- C.; :o :...2;E' ...-, lit-_..-4:,....:0G11y, wh::::.

he need- ari.::-..:E;
1. . .. A

. Also, each cl,::. cl : -- :::te ,.:.! :.... : 4 =:. (11: 0 l'rrtheS s a: ' \
smock and _-;an ey.ti,i... L.-,..i. (1:i.itrie -'s ,...) ;.q.! .1.;-!---'.. ,:i:7\261101;01,,,

..For children la tlls, %..,;:!.ing. pko7.1.:::-..!.:. 7.. gf.., 6" -4 Bd oib 'till. .needed,' Plat; i:. i c '..i. 5'erabke.a5: -it ,t!..-7).e..:::,3,37.c/eal-led'at school. 1. ti:!s. ot ,.'8,i.L1, cl(y..,o blr..",. .;:iIi be sarit .. .borne to be c:.eaned' are. .eturned io:.-:- ;.-.,.-..1--1 7--,:..;.,; so';' Parent
ot "lunch ch:;.1drE,n" Till be atli:cri '..c. gE-ind :IA sp5:ic .7r,Ods .

...
...(which, will be p;*epar;ed in the clac,srdom).

. JE3 .
4
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SIMMS AND EMERGENCIES

Thitas To Do

Phone Bus Company at: PeCourt - 827-8291
ZE:aufman 833-2617
McDonald - 937-9727

Phone school if child is-sick at: 833 -5353

. Listen to .radlo announcement.s of school closings, due .to weather.
If Buffalo schools. are closed, We are clNed.

:Call weather emergency number': VIP-1650

Things' To Remcmi:er

Sessions c:.-1 be made up if you, the paillpt, would like., Rouever,
t is not a requiyement that a session be made up if you do not feel

dolt is necessary.

.Sickness N,
'

.'

When is a chiid too sick or contagious and should not be brought
to the pow-ram. In order to protect you child and t:.e other childpn,
we have sVt`up .some guidelines on illnesses .

Kee? a Child at Rc e if hetfIr!.-.. h,

1. Fever - Rectal tempbratuze of 101 or moro; oral temperature
of 100 F or more.

2, Conjunctivitis I:a eye infecl.ibn (nnv-aoaly :;eferred to aq
"piu eye". The eye is generally 7:ed ritbsome burnftig
aad has .thictk, yellow seext,tian.

3, Lronchitis - This can begin with hoarse,-,esr, -ccug): ,or'
slight Pievation in tempera'zure.

4, Rashes thpat you cannot identify or tit t ha-,-B not been
d_Pgnosed by a physician as no-ccntOkous

5. Cold with much snevzing and nose

S. Votiti4; :joie {than usual "spit tin up"

7, Diarrhea wetery or greenish bow& mc,f.-;erts ,t47,1.. look
dliterent and t...re more fr e:luel,? tp-rn vcuni

8. If a secIrs reraly sick with6Itt obvicts sy.nptoms, .1n

1,h? :3 n child may lock aci different.
ThE:1-e r,vy unusual palence.
t:reCLesz.

.
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DRAFT - Dec 3 ,197.8,
.

...

POLICY: Leaving the Program ''
.

. i .. ,v.

Leaving the Family.-Infant Pfogfam'is.theyreTogative of all,
. -

of all participating families, ,and the decision to exit'may be
'I

arrived at4unilaterally, orit Inlay ev011ie through joint discussion

with staff members.. In anyevekt, leaving involves a numberof

t..

'responsibilities and activities] that require time. The program

should be' informed of a family' intention to leave at least two

weeks prior to its intended dep rture.

Responsibility:

A. It is the family's iespons bility to inform° the Assistant

Director of its intended d parture. ,

.

.
,

8

I. It shall be the Assi
\

tant Director's responsibility

. to oversee and cpord'nate the process of leaving.

IL To be completed

i'') Data , . -
.

. .
. .

1. , All post tests completed (infant andfamlly).'

_2. Family satisfaction questionnaire completed.'

\b) Documents

1. IEP updated

2. Long term plan,aompleted

3. Folloiv-up form completed
4

- III. Procedures

a) The Assistant Director shall see that schedules

for completing II aboye are established and carried.

out .

385
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P.

The fathily shall meet wit h their assigned

teacher

1. 4rhe infant's progress over the program will

will be reviewed, the updated IEPwill'be

discussed and the'long term plan examined.
c

2. Copies of the updatedIEP and the long term

plan will be given to the family.

'3. The follOw-up faim will be completed'

/c) The family will 'meet with the Executive Director

lir

of-the Caltalician Center for Learning.

1. The infant's Program.will.be reviewed and

the family's satisfactioh will be discussed. tlp

2. Final arrangements for the necessary records

,following the family will be made.

3. The Center's desire to maintain contact and

its availability for help will be highlighied-'

st,
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SECRETARY

FAMILY- INFANT PROGRAM

0.
' A. ,-Handle Messages to staff=andfamilies.

, .

'6 H. Make appointments and arrange scheduling
;

famtlies
2) visitors
3,) testing'

C. Respond to telephone inquiries
,

D. Mail flyes.-

E. Type curriculum,check-lists.

H.

I.

Bt

L.

Request reports. and type same.

4.

6

20.

4'

June 1 , 19713

0

of:

0.0

Coordinate requests for project progress reports.

tuplicate all needed project items.

Type developmental reports .\._

Arrange transportation of fmilies.

Futction as librarian for Parent

Request and distribute resArc*s
by staff.

. .

M. Preparation of all forms utilized by proAtm.

I

a

re urces and videotapes.

and periodicals required

F. Preparation of brochures.

O.'. Requests for outside evaluation reports.'

P. Orienting and welcoming all visitors.

1111.

387



ASSISTANT DIRECTOR .

S.

MILY1INFANT PROGRAM

A. Implement, coordinate,

June 1, 1978

d maintain general'Program.

B. Be responsible for the r ular provition of appropriate
equipment, material S and upplies to the educatiOnal staff.

C. Assist with staff relat ions ips,and parent relationships to
insure .rapport, support, an professionality.

'D. Solicit staff and parent; dial
the program's, philosophy, goal

a

gue on a regular'basis regarding
, policies, .etc...

d transportation) of
meetings, etc.
-)p

elopment of the satellite

E; Arrange' and coordinate SChOule
fr infants, parents, visitors, test

F. Coordinate an0 supervi e the de
programs.

G. Insure that'all pre, post, and intervening evaluations are
administered'to each infant and attending family members:

.
, r

H- Stpettrise themapitenance of ,children's test files, progress .

reports, information. regarding infant and family behavior
,,,-*Ahanges, and Parentseducation efforts.

I. Schedule informal conferences ,with families and inform them
erprogram services and procedures. -g cure parent input ieto
total progrnnv_

J. '4144tet With f)i-ograni visitors to discuss .and 1present.the
program and program services.

. ,

.

K. Arrange monthly meetings with all directive, coordinating,
and consultine.staff. k.

,

L. AssistAirector and iinternil.evaluator in the production of
+.4 the Written project feplieatioh.."

5.
M Assist sin the dissemination of information regarding the

progrtm.

388,
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June 1; 1978 .

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

CURRICULUM COORDINATOR

A. Coordinate, maintain,.and provide written\description of
the individual'and group instructional program for partici9iting
infants. .. ..,

.
, %,

. Assist in the testing of children, tile"ieveldpment of
'A.

curriculum and-the utilization of stimulation acti. vities .

by families. , , .

._

C. Supervise the maintenanceo5f an appropriate educational
environment in the, infant program. .

.

ii

.

1
.

. %. .

D. Intiate And coordinate the regular and s dcial efforts by
project teaching persOnnelthrOugh regular involvement and

, recommendations in tAs core and satellite programs. ..
:,

-. -, - .

. ( .

E. Be involved withOneetings and participating families so both. '

assess the infant's progresg and curriculum and to coordin'a'te .

infant: and parent efforts. . :' ,- .
,

e',
k

F. Provide assistance to project staff regarding,cUrriculum, '-

teaching "techniquesi, additional resources, aspect of faniily
training, and innovative techniques employedby sitnilar

O

projects.
N.

1 0

G. Assist in monitoring the assessment of prodress of the project
participants by maintenance of up-to-date accurate records.

4

5
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FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM
;

INFANT, TEACHER . ,

.
.

. .
-

, A.syWorking cooperatively-with currioUlumF
D

coordinator,,desigh
and impipmenefhe instructional' progfam'including'individual,
curriculum for...infants and for ,patent- infant intetacttbn.

D. . _

...,

, , ,--.
N i .1 .B. Coidhct infant assessment et intake andAt tour montkinter-

.
vals including written.repOrts'of findingp. .

-.
..1. . ,

.
.

.
. . ,

D C. lProvide. writte.statements of ehildren%Aproyee4s.and:changet

June 1:1978

t in parent behaviort and attitudes*Eit*two--month
r
intervals.

V ) 41' . 4, .

D. Maintain an appropriate educitional and socio -emot onal
,environment which ,supports optimal, infant developm pt.- .

,

''.
, )

*
. . A

, .E. -ERtabligh-and'maintaan effectitre-profeSSional relationships with
individual iqrants and families which reflect a fiieidly and.%.: 4-

supportive.atmoph.6re.and traiming4approa4. ,

-. ..

r-

(F. ,Prepa210 and use curriculud, stimulal...ion techniques, and-other'
, . educational principleStor prograark immediate use, for- program'

replication; and for' demonstration purposeirin community.
'-,,

r'satellite-1)2°gram, . , , 4-- "-

\
:

ab ;:7-Z------"7- '

4 ,, ,,
. r

G. Demobstrate infant teaching te4niqu'es\to family. members 'and. .,.
consult.thily with them_regardigg theSe. 4,

)
.

.,

H.. Manage the equipment and room sq that thCednational_
program proCee smoothly and safely. \ .

. ...-.. -
t.b \

C
.,,I. Discuss and repo t parents' and infants'oaticess:and difficulties

kto,the-paronf,educitem., °, .:. .

. . , .
--. -

J., Train and supervise infant trainers. - \

--7-r. %' '
K. 'upervise anycand all volunteere or assistants !u) wor_k"

, directly .with infants.
. .

I .
r

- L. Continue to pursue and iffiprove professional feiaiW.and,
training.

't

-
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1

TRAINER

11* o

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

v - -
14', r Wilrking cooperatiyelf:with curriculum

,

,v- eachers,'impleMent the instructional
and, parents':

.:.
...

2
B Assigt in developing and reprouctive

C)

-

June 1, 1938

infantcoordinator-and nfant
program -with infants

indiVidual curriculum.

Maintain records Of individual childrens'
progress and curricdlum modifications./

'and famines'

D.%, Demonstrate techniques to,family,. at.satelliteprograms,
and oh tioMe visits.

,

Establish:and maintain.friendly, mad supportive;relationships
with AndividUal infants and families.

.

E.

F. Develop curriculum activities and innovations, and construct_
"teacher-madl",materials Wheie needea.' .a '

Ako t

G. Assist ili maintaining an educational and socio-.

'emotional environment.

,

Working cooperatively with the, teachers, manage the equipment
and room so that the educational program larbc:c?e&s. smoothly"
.and safely. . : 't

.

____
ft.so

, -, i . r

Continue-to-plirsde and improve prOfessional reading and '.
.

training. ,

J. Infant assessment

s_

given at three (3)
.

4

.;,

month interval-A.

391
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PARENT EDUCATOR

June 1,-19713

FAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

A.. Design, implement, and conduct the family education component'
'of the program.

. B. Assist in the initial "in-service staff preparation by training
teachers to administer the infant assessment "measures.

O. Provide descriptions of parent.e.ducation activitiegto be
includedin program'S written replication. -,

D. Provide reports of parent's development ank,bphavior which
ref lest progress towards program goals.

E. Assist .n the ,,revision of.evaluation-instruments which focus
upon parent attitudes and behaviors.

F. COnduct family group meetings once'i week and individual
family-meetings, when needed, concerning the special needs

- of their infant.
.

d!'' Makes referrals to and works with the Clinical Countelor
regarding serious family situations which affect individual--
infant's development. .

_
H. Maintain a dialogue -with the Assistant and Curriculum

Coordinator to insurethat'there,is consistency-rand continuity
between parent education efforts and the infant and parent-
infant components of the program:

_392



INTERNAL EVALUATOR

RAMILY-INFANT PROGRAM

. )

. June 1, 1978

A. Provide ongofng examination and clarification of all
data collection procedures and records.

t

.
.

. .

B. Regularly collect and report .on.all aspects of the
functioning program with a. view towards maintairing
consistency with program goats.

.,-

C. Function as a resource to'.-staff on early education, .,

curriculum development and training. ,.
,

. ,
,..,. - .e

.
-._,:x

D. DodUment the fhnctfonfng and of the program :- ' --f-.

model, including descriptions and changes.

. Coordinate the revision_ of all measure's, forms:,
. .checklists, and curriculum. . . .

. .

F.' Assist, with special projects" within the program which -

increase its effectiveness and visibility.

7

* ."

st
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June 1, 1978.

.FAMILY:-INFAT PROGRAM
P

COMMUNITY COORDINATOR '

,

The-.Community Coordinator is a liaison person providing inforh-'
ation and establishing 'communication with'the Family - Enfant
Program staff, -community persons and 'Aren't-is:"

1. The Family-InfantProgram staff includes all persons
involved with the program. c , Y

a, The. Cpmmunity Coordinator provides information for
staff members concerning community.programs and events.'

b. The Community Coordinator works with the staff members
conedining. -Parent needs:-__

.

. .2. The Community includes the medical, social Services,
educational, political, sermice and parent organizations
existing in the general area. -

-

a.. The Ca unity Coordinator gathers intormatiOn on
community, resources.

b., The Commitnity Coordinator establishes communication
with key persons in the community and community groups.

c. The Community Coordinator provides community_ groups'
and/or,persons.with information coRlerning the Family-

.

,Infant Program.

3. Parents presently enrolled in the(-Family-Infant Program or
parents whoat one time were active ih the Family-Infant
Program are considered Family-Infant Program parents. -

a. The Co pity Coordidator provide"arents with inform-
, ation o events and ocburrences in the Family - Infant

Program.

b. The Community Coordinator providei.parents with
information toncerning community resourcei'and piagrams.

c.' The Community Coordinator works with.parents in
establishing communiCation with community persons
involved with the various programs and services.



Job Description .

I

Community Coordinator L

Family-Infant Program
Staff

Information on
Community

Happenings.

4.

:444 4.4

Work with Staff
on parent concerns

Community
1: Medical
2. Social Services
3. Educational
4. Political
5, Service/Parent

Groups

is

\

Parents in
\ Family-Infant Program

.1

Information on
Family.-Infant

°Program
Happenings

Information
on Family-
Infant
Program
.Happonings

Information on
Community.

.0Resources

Information on
Family-Infant
_Program

.e of
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'-cANTALICIAN CENTER FOR LEARNING
3233 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14214

FAMILY- INFANT PROGRAM

nity Coordinator

port for the week of RepOrt Number

ueber of Hours Evening Hours Total Hours

OURS SPENT

VISITING PARENTS

HONING PARENTS

ENTER PROGRAM CLASSROOMS

ARENT MEETINGS.

GENCY VISITS

RESENTATIONS (P.R.)

ENTRAL OFFICE

ue Sheet Referrals Received this week

TIER OF HOME VISITS

IS WEEK TO DATE

_ .

Satellite(s)

Travel .

Special Assignment

Preparing Reports

Other

Total

To D3te

PARENT COMMUNICATION TYPE AND PURPOSE

Invite to Meekilis

Child Absence,

Schedule P.T: 'Conference

Health Services.

Provide Curriculum Materials

Feelly:tmergency

Thanking Parent

Arrange Agency Visit

.

1W

NUMBER OF PHONE CALLS
.

THIS WEEK' TO DATE

397
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